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Abstract
In this paper we study long time stability of a class of nontrivial, quasi-periodic solutions de-
pending on one spacial variable of the cubic defocusing non-linear Schrödinger equation on the two
dimensional torus. We prove that these quasi-periodic solutions are orbitally stable for finite but
long times, provided that their Fourier support and their frequency vector satisfy some complicated
but explicit condition, which we show holds true for most solutions.
The proof is based on a normal form result. More precisely we expand the Hamiltonian in a neigh-
borhood of a quasi-periodic solution, we reduce its quadratic part to diagonal constant coefficients
through a KAM scheme, and finally we remove its cubic terms with a step of nonlinear Birkhoff
normal form. The main difficulty is to impose second and third order Melnikov conditions; this is
done by combining the techniques of reduction in order of pseudo-differential operators with the
algebraic analysis of resonant quadratic Hamiltonians.
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1 Introduction and main result
1.1 The stability problem
In this paper we study long time stability of a class of nontrivial, quasi-periodic solutions depending on
one spacial variable of the cubic defocusing non-linear Schrödinger equation (NLS) on the two dimensional
torus T2:
iBtv “ ´∆v ` |v|2v , px, yq P T2 . (1.1)
In particular we prove that there exists a family of such solutions which are orbitally stable in HppT2q
for finite but long times, for any p ą 1. This means, essentially, that if we take an initial datum close
enough in HppT2q to one of these solutions, then we stay in a neighborhood of the orbit of the solution
for long time, in the HppT2q topology.
Solutions of (1.1) depending on only one-variable are completely characterized; indeed the restriction of
(1.1) to the subspace of functions depending only on one-variable, say x, is the 1-dimensional defocusing
NLS (dNLS)
iBtq “ ´Bxxq ` |q|2q x P T , (1.2)
which is a well known integrable system [ZS71, ZM74]. The dynamics of dNLS is completely understood:
the phase space is foliated in invariant tori of finite and infinite dimensions and the dynamics on each
torus is either quasiperiodic (namely it is a combination of periodic motions with a finite number of
different frequencies) or almost periodic (a superimposition of periodic motions with infinitely many
different frequencies).
Actually even more is true: Grébert and Kappeler [GK14] showed that there exists a globally defined map
Φ : L2pTq Ñ `2 ˆ `2, q ÞÑ pzm, z¯mqmPZ, the Birkhoff map, which introduces Birkhoff coordinates, namely
complex conjugates canonical coordinates pzm, z¯mqmPZ, with the property that the dNLS Hamiltonian,
once expressed in such coordinates, is a real analytic function depending only on the actions Im :“ |zm|2.
As a consequence, in Birkhoff coordinates the flow (1.2) is conjugated to an infinite chain of nonlinearly
coupled oscillators:
i 9zm “ αdnlsm pIqzm @m P Z , (1.3)
where the αdnlsm pIq are frequencies depending only on the actions pImqmPZ.
Then, having fixed an arbitrary number d P N, an ordered set S0 :“ pm1, . . . , mdq Ă Z of modes and a
vector Im “ pImiq1ďiďd Ď Rdą0, the set
Td ” TdpS0, Imq :“
 pzmqmPZ : |zmi |2 “ Imi for 1 ď i ď d , zm “ 0 if m R S0( (1.4)
is an invariant torus of (1.2) of dimension d which is supported on the set S0. We say that qptq is a
finite gap solution of (1.2) if it is supported (in Birkhoff coordinates) on a finite dimensional torus, i.e.
@t Φpqptqq Ď TdpS0, Imq, for some set S0 of cardinality d ă 8 and vector Im. Any finite gap solution is
quasiperiodic in time, qptq ” qpωtq, with a frequency vector ω P Rd which is specified by the values of
the actions Im and thus it is associated to the torus itself. In particular, if ω is nonresonant, than the
orbit of the finite gap solution is dense on the torus.
Clearly any finite gap solution of (1.2) is also a solution of (1.1). Of course if we take an initial
datum of (1.1) that is close to the initial datum of a finite gap solution but not y-independent we expect
the dynamics to be very complicated, but to stay close to the one of the integrable subspace Td for long
times.
The purpose of this work is to prove, roughly speaking, that “many” tori TdpS0, Imq are orbitally stable
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for long times: if one chooses an initial datum which is δ-close to one of these tori, then the solution of
(1.1) stays close to the torus for times of order δ2. In order to make this statement precise we need to
introduce some notations. For any p ą 1 we denote HppTnq the usual Sobolev space of functions whose
Fourier coefficients have finite norm
}v}HppTnq :“
˜ ÿ
~PZn
x~y2p |v~|2
¸1{2
,
where x~y :“ a1` |~|2. From now on we shall systematically identify HppTq with the closed subspace
of HppT2q of functions depending only on the x variable. Consequently Φ´1pTdq is a closed torus of
HppTq Ă HppT2q.
We define now the notion of closeness to a torus Td which we will use in the following:
Definition 1.1. We say that v P HppT2q is δ-close to the torus Td “ TdpS0, Imq if
distpv,Φ´1pTdqqHppT2q ď δ and ||zm|2 ´ Im| ď δ2 @m P S0 , (1.5)
where
z ” pzm, z¯mqmPZ :“ Φpvpx, 0qq .
Namely we ask that the distance between v and the preimage Φ´1pTdq is of order δ, and furthermore
that the Birkhoff actions of vp¨, 0q with indexes in S0 are δ2-close to the corresponding actions Im of the
torus.
With this definition of δ-closeness, we can now define δ-orbital stability:
Definition 1.2. A torus TdpS0, Imq is said to be δ-orbitally stable for |t| ď T if there exists a constant K
(independent of δ) s.t. for any initial datum v0 P HppT2q which is δ-close to TdpS0, Imq, then the solution
vpt, xq of (1.1) stays Kδ- close to TdpS0, Imq for any |t| ď T .
We state now our main theorem. Up to our knowledge, it is the first result of stability for quasi-
periodic solutions in higher dimensional setting.
Theorem 1.3. Fix p ą 1. For any generic choice of support sites S0 there exist ε‹, T‹, k‹ ą 0 and for
any 0 ă ε ă ε‹, there exists a positive measure Cantor-like set I P p0, εqd such that the following holds
true. For any Im P I, any δ ă k‹?ε, the torus TdpS0, Imq is δ-orbitally stable for |t| ď T‹{δ2. Moreover
the constant K of Definition 1.2 does not depend on ε.
In order to make the theorem precise, we need to specify what we mean by generic set S0. The point
is that we cannot prove Theorem 1.3 for any arbitrary torus, but we need to impose some restrictions
both on the Birkhoff support S0 of the torus, and on the values of the Birkhoff actions Im. Concerning the
Birkhoff support S0, we need to select it in a complicated but explicit way, see Definition 2.3–2.4. These
sets are generic in the following sense (see Lemma 2.5): given any R " 1 if we choose the elements of S0
randomly in r´R,Rs, then the probability of choosing a “good” set (i.e. one for which we can prove our
Theorem) goes to one as R goes to infinity. It is possible that the conditions we give on the support can
be weakened, but this produces serious technical difficulties. In any case we suspect that some selection
of the support of the torus is necessary for our stability result.
Once we choose the support, we need also to select the Birkhoff actions Im of the torus. This selection
is inevitable, since we can produce a positive measure set of actions Im such that the torus TdpS0, Imq is
linearly hyperbolic, hence linearly unstable in HppT2q (see Remark 5.13). Clearly we want to rule out
such a behavior. Thus we also impose conditions on the actions which are quite explicit and give rise to
a Cantor-like set of positive measure.
Theorem 1.3 is essentially a result on the Hp-orbital stability of many small finite gap solutions.
Indeed, consider a finite gap solution qptq with Φpqptqq P TdpS0, Imq, and S0, Im satisfying the conditions
of the theorem. The fact that the actions belong to p0, εqd implies that any finite gap q supported on
TdpS0, Imq is small in size, and more precisely one has the bound }q}L2pTq ď d?ε (see formula (4.4)).
Then Theorem 1.3 says essentially that for any initial datum v0 P HppT2q sufficiently close to qp0q, the
solution vptq stays close to the torus supporting the orbit of qptq for long times (remark that we cannot
hope to control directly the quantity }vptq ´ qptq}HppT2q for long times).
Our work should be compared with the results of Faou, Gauckler, Lubich [FGL13] and Procesi, Pro-
cesi [PP15], which both deal with stability issues of nontrivial solutions of (1.1). In [FGL13], the authors
consider only 1-gap solutions, but are able to prove orbital stability for times of order δ´N for arbitrary
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N ą 0. On the other hand, in [PP15] the authors prove only linear stability, namely that the torus is
stable for times of order δ´1, but for a much larger class of tori which depend on both variables x and y.
Note however that the class of solutions considered in [PP15] does not contain d-gap solutions for d ą 1.
For a more detailed comparison, see Remark 2.13 and Remark 2.14 below.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on a Birkhoff normal form result. To develop such a normal
form, first we introduce adapted coordinates, which are canonical coordinates pY, θ, a, a¯q which describe
a neighborhood of the invariant torus TdpS0, Imq and such that Y “ 0, a “ a¯ “ 0 is the torus itself. In
the classical Hamiltonian language, the Y are the variables tangential to the torus, while the a, a¯ are the
normal ones. In such variables the NLS Hamiltonian takes the form
ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~
|~|2|a~|2 `Hpě0qpY, θ, a, a¯q (1.6)
where ω are the frequencies associated to the torus, and Hpě0q is a perturbation term of size ε (recall
that ε is the size of the actions) and with a zero of order 2 in the variables pY, a, a¯q. Then the stability
of the torus Td is equivalent to the stability of the zero solution for the Hamiltonian equations of (1.6).
The classical methods used in this problem consist in developing a normal form theory in which one
reduces to diagonal, θ-independent form the terms of degree two in pa, a¯q, and removes iteratively the
nonresonant terms of higher and higher degree in pY, a, a¯q. Here we do this up to order three; namely
after reducing to constant coefficients the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian, we eliminate also the cubic
terms, and we are left with an Hamiltonian (see (2.33)) in which the coupling term has a vector field
whose Sobolev norm is „ δ3; this leads to the time of stability of Theorem 1.3.
Before closing this introduction, we want to put our work in some historical context. It is well known
since the work of Bourgain [Bou93] that (1.1) is globally in time well posed in the Sobolev space HppTdq
for any p ą 0 and d “ 1, 2. Since then, the problem of describing qualitatively the dynamics of NLS
solutions has been widely studied, and the results obtained so far can be essentially divided into three
groups: in the first group of papers, the authors study stability of periodic or quasiperiodic solutions of
NLS on T or T2 for long but finite time [Zhi01, Bam99, Bou00, FGL13, GH07a, GH07b, GP15, Wil15].
In the second group, the authors study instability phenomena, showing that (on a possibly very large
time scale) the solution goes arbitrary distant from the initial datum [CKS`10, Han14, Gua14, HP15,
GK15, GHP16]. Finally, the third group of papers concerns with the existence of quasi-periodic solutions
of (1.1) for any time [EK10, GXY, Wan16, PX13, PP15, PP16].
We start to describe the results in the first group. In dimension d “ 1, it is known since the
work of Zhidkov [Zhi01, Sect. 3.3] that plane waves solution of (1.2) (namely solutions of the form
vpt, xq “ Aeipmx´ωtq with ω “ m2 `A2) are H1 orbitally stable for any time. Remark that plane waves
solutions are exactly 1-gap solutions of (1.2) (see e.g. [GK02, Lemma 3.5]), thus their orbit is an invariant
torus of dimension d “ 1. Orbital stability of d-finite gap solutions with d ą 1 was studied by Bambusi
[Bam99], who proved H1-orbital stability for exponentially long times, namely times of order „ eT0δ´1{d .
Furthermore the author does not impose any condition on the choice of the Birkhoff support; this is due
to the fact that resonances in dimension 1 have a much simpler structure.
Finally Bourgain [Bou00] proved Hs orbital stability of small finite-gap solutions (with s sufficiently
large) for times of order δ´N , with an arbitrary N .
In dimension d “ 2, much less is known. Faou, Gauckler and Lubich [FGL13] proved that plane waves
solutions (i.e. 1-gap solutions) of (1.1) are Hs orbitally stable for s large enough and for times of order
δ´N , for arbitrary N . Note that [FGL13] consider large 1-gap solutions and control the distance from the
torus for times much longer than ours. The reason is that for such solutions the authors know the exact
formula for the tangential and normal frequencies and therefore they can impose Melnikov conditions at
any order and perform arbitrary many steps of normal form (see Remark 2.13 for more details).
We now describe the results of the second group, concerning instability phenomena for (1.1). While
the integrability of (1.2) prevents any phenomena of growth of Sobolev norms in dimension 1, the
situation in dimension d ą 1 is much more complicated. Bourgain [Bou96] gives upper bounds on the
solutions of (1.1) of the form
}vptq}HspT2q ď t2ps´1q`}vp0q}HspT2q , t ą 0 , (1.7)
for s sufficiently large (see also [Sta97, Soh11, CKO12, PTV17] for more recent results on upper bounds of
the form (1.7) for nonlinear Schrödinger equations and [Bou99, Del10, MR17, BGMRb, Mon17] for linear
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time-dependent Schrödinger equations). Estimate 1.7 leaves open the question whether it is possible to
construct a solution whose Sobolev norm is unbounded. In the last few years many efforts have been done
in this direction. Colliander et al. [CKS`10] proved, for any ,K ą 0 and s ą 1, the existence of a initial
datum up0q P HspT2q and a time T ą 0 s.t. }u0}HspT2q ă  and }upT q}HspT2q ě K. This result was later
refined by Guardia and Kaloshin [GK15], Carles and Faou [CF12] and extended to different Schrödinger
equations [HP15, Gua14, GHP16]. All these results deal with the instability of the zero solution. Hani
[Han14] studied instability of 1-gap solutions, and proved that for any 0 ă s ă 1, δ ! 1,K " 1, there
exists a solution of (1.1) with }vp0q ´ Aeimx}HspT2q ď δ and }vpT q}HspT2q ě K for some later T ą 0.
Note that the instability happens in a topology different from the one of [FGL13].
The important question of the existence of solutions of (1.1) with unbounded Sobolev norms, i.e. s.t.
lim
tÑ8}vptq}HspT2q “ `8
is still an open problem, and it has been solved only in the product space Rˆ T2 [HPTV15].
Finally, we describe the results of the third group, concerning existence of quasi-periodic solution
for NLS. While in dimension d “ 1 the existence of KAM quasi-periodic solution is nowadays well
understood in several perturbed dNLS (we mention just the latest contributions [FP15, BKM16]; see
reference therein), in dimension d ą 1 the situation is much more complicated and it has been addressed
only recently by Eliasson and Kuksin [EK10], Geng, Xu and You [GXY], Wang [Wan16] and Procesi
with collaborators [PX13, PP15, PP16]. In particular in these last papers the authors proved that, for
most choices of tangential sites, there exist families of small quasi-periodic solutions of (1.1) (depending
on both x and y) supported essentially on the tangential sites. Such families of solutions give rise to
both linearly stable and unstable KAM tori, but the question of nonlinear stability (or instability!) of
such tori is still open (see Remark 2.14 for more comments).
1.2 Scheme of the Proof
It is worth to add some words about our strategy. The proof consists in three main steps.
The first step is to introduce canonical adapted coordinates in a neighborhood of a finite dimensional
invariant torus.
The second step consists in a reducibility argument. We consider the part of Hpě0q which is quadratic in
pa, a¯q, call it Hp0q, and we reduce it to a diagonal form with constant coefficients.
The final step consists in applying one step of non linear Birkhoff Normal Form.
Step one: adapted coordinates. The question of introducing canonical coordinates in a neighborhood of a
solution has been addressed in several papers, see e.g. [Kuk88, BB15, BM16]. Here however the difficulty
is that we need to keep track of how such change of variables affects the constants of motion (namely the
mass and momentum). Here we take advantage of the fact that mass and momentum are left unchanged
by the Birkhoff map of dNLS, thus first we introduce Birkhoff coordinates on the invariant subspace
of y-independent functions, and then pass to action-angle coordinates the sites where the finite gap is
supported. Finally we extend this transformation as the identity to all the phase space. Actually for
later development, it is necessary to know that the Birkhoff coordinates are majorant analytic; this was
proved in [Mas17]. In such coordinates the Hamiltonian of NLS has the form (1.6).
Step two: reducibility. This is the most technical part of our argument. It is known that reducibility
requires (i) to impose the so called second order Melnikov conditions and (ii) to perform a convergent
KAM scheme. Both these procedures are particularly delicate in higher spacial dimensions, and they
have been achieved for Schrödinger equations only in some special cases [EK09, PX13, CHP15, PP16,
GP16, BGMRa].
Imposing second order Melnikov conditions means requiring lower bounds for expression such asˇˇ
ω ¨ `` |~1|2 ˘ |~2|2
ˇˇ
. (1.8)
Here there are two problems. First, since ω is an integer valued vector up to corrections of order ε, the
quantity (1.8) can be of order ε and hence comparable with the size of the perturbation. Since these
expressions appear as denominators in any diagonalization scheme our problem is not perturbative.
Moreover, since we are working in dimension higher than one, it is well known that in order to perform
a reduction one needs to know the asymptotics of the eigenvalues associated to the Hamiltonian vector
field of
ř |~|2|a~|2 `Hp0q.
In order to solve these problems we combine the techniques of reduction in order of pseudo-differential
operators with the algebraic analysis of resonant quadratic Hamiltonians. More precisely, we construct
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a change of variables which is not close to identity and which conjugates (1.6) to the form
ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~
rΩ~|a~|2 ` rHp0qpθ, a, a¯q ` h.o.t. (1.9)
Here rΩ~ ´ |~|2 is of size ε, while rHp0qpθ, a, a¯q is a perturbation of size ε2 and smoothing in the following
sense: the linear operator associated to its Hamiltonian vector field is the sum of a 2-smoothing term plus
a term which gains 2-derivatives only in the x direction and is independent of y. This information allows
us to extract the asymptotics of the frequencies required for the reduction, just as the Töplitz-Lipschtiz
matrices in [EK10].
In order to pass from (1.6) to (1.9) we first exploit the fact that the Hamiltonian vector field of (1.6)
is of the form
2|qpωt, xq|2 apx, yq ` q2pωt, xq a¯px, yq
up to a finite rank remainder. Due to this special form we can extend to the two dimensional setting the
techniques of reduction in orders developed in the one dimensional setting [PT01, IPT05, BBM14].
After this procedure the perturbation is still of size ε, but it is now smoothing. At this point we apply
the strategy of [PP12], namely we explicitly construct a not close to identity change of variables which
diagonalizes the resonant non-perturbative terms of the Hamiltonian (these changes of variables are
similar to those used in the problems of almost reducibility, see [Eli01]). This construction requires that
we select the sites S0.
After this procedure, the Hamiltonian (1.6) is transformed into the Hamiltonian (1.9), and the relevant
quantity to bound from below is now ˇˇˇ
ω ¨ `` rΩ~1 ˘ rΩ~2 ˇˇˇ , (1.10)
where the normal frequencies have been corrected by some algebraic functions of the actions of size ε.
Here the main difficulty is to prove that the terms of order ε in such expressions are not identically
zero; to show this we use the algebraic techniques of irreducible polynomials, following [PPN]; here it is
fundamental to exploit the fact that the mass and momentum are preserved.
At this point we perform a KAM reducibility scheme which puts the quadratic part of (1.9) to constant
coefficients, conjugating it to the Hamiltonian
ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~
Ω~|a~|2 `Hp1qpθ, a, a¯q ` h.o.t. (1.11)
where Hp1q is cubic in pa, a¯q.
Step three: Birkhoff normal form. Finally we perform one step of nonlinear Birkhoff normal form to
remove Hp1q from (1.11). This is nowadays quite standard (see e.g. [BG06]), provided that (i) one is
able to impose third order Melnikov conditions, i.e. to give lower bounds to expressions of the form
|ω ¨ `` Ω~1 ˘ Ω~2 ˘ Ω~3 | , (1.12)
and (ii) one proves that the Hamiltonian (1.11) is majorant analytic.
Concerning the estimate of (1.12), we again use algebraic techniques to prove that the terms of order
ε in such expressions are not identically zero, and the asymptotics of the eigenvalues in order to get
quantitative bounds. Concerning the majorant analyticity of the Hamiltonian, we prove that each change
of variables performed so far preserves this property; it is here that one needs the majorant analyticity
of the Birkhoff map.
In conclusion we construct a nonlinear change of variables which conjugates (1.11) to
ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~
Ω~|a~|2 `Rpě2qpY, θ, a, a¯q , (1.13)
where Rpě2q contains only terms which are at least of order four in pa, a¯q, or linear in Y and quadratic
in pa, a¯q, or quadratic in Y. As a consequence, its Hamiltonian vector field is of size „ δ3, which implies
the stability of zero for times of order δ´2, thus proving our main theorem.
A final comment: It is a natural question whether it is possible to perform more steps of nonlinear Birkhoff
normal form, removing from (1.13) monomials of higher and higher order, and obtaining a longer time
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of stability. Performing these steps requires to be able to impose nth order Melnikov conditions of the
form
|ω ¨ `` Ω~1 ˘ . . .˘ Ω~n | . (1.14)
As before, one should verify that these expressions do not vanish identically except in resonant cases; this
is what we are not able to prove so far. Indeed, the only information that we have is on the corrections of
order ε to Ω~, and one can produce examples where some linear combinations of them vanish identically
already at order 4.
Structure of the paper: Section 2 contains some preparation in order to state precisely our result on
normal form; furthermore we precise the notion of genericity of S0. In Section 3 we define the class of
smoothing Hamiltonians and study their properties. In Section 4 we construct the adapted coordinates
pY, θ, a, a¯q and show that in these coordinates the Hamiltonian has the form (1.6). In Section 5 we
begin the step of reducibility, and construct the change of coordinates not close to the identity which
conjugates (1.6) to (1.9). In Section 6 we prove that the terms of order ε in expressions of the form
(1.10) and (1.12) are not identically zero. Quantitative lower bounds for these expressions are proved in
Appendix C. In Section 7 we conclude the reducibility step by performing a KAM scheme, conjugating
(1.9) to (1.11). In Section 8 we perform the step of nonlinear Birkhoff normal form, conjugating (1.11)
to (1.13). Finally in Section 9 we study the dynamics of (1.13) and prove the stability of zero for long
times.
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2 A Birkhoff normal form result
In this section we state our results on the Birkhoff normal form (see Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.10)
and describe the genericity conditions that we need to impose on S0. In order to do this, we need some
preparation.
Constants of motion. NLS on T2 has three constants of motion that we will constantly use. They
are the Hamiltonian
HNLSpvq :“
ż
T2
|∇vpx, yq|2 dxdy ` 1
2
ż
T2
|vpx, yq|4 dxdy , (2.1)
the mass
Mpvq :“
ż
T2
|vpx, yq|2 dxdy , (2.2)
and the (vector valued) momentum
P pvq :“ i
ż
T2
v¯px, yq ¨∇vpx, yqdx dy . (2.3)
Mass shift. Since the mass is a constant of motion, we make a trivial phase shift and consider the
equivalent Hamiltonian
Hpuq :“
ż
T2
|∇upx, yq|2 dx dy ` 1
2
ż
T2
|upx, yq|4 dxdy ´Mpuq2 (2.4)
corresponding to the Hamilton equations
iBtu “ ´∆u` |u|2u´ 2Mpuqu , px, yq P T2 . (2.5)
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Clearly the solutions of (2.5) differ from the solutions of (1.1) only by a phase shift1. If we pass u to the
Fourier coefficients
upx, y, tq :“
ÿ
~“pm,nqPZ2
u~ptq eipmx`nyq
the Hamiltonian (2.4) takes the form
Hpuq “
ÿ
~“pm,nqPZ2
|~|2|u~|2 ´ 1
2
ÿ
~
|u~|4 ` 1
2
‹ÿ
~iPZ2
~1´~2`~3´~4“0
u~1 u¯~2u~3 u¯~4 (2.6)
where the
ř‹ means the sum over the quadruples ~i such that t~1,~3u ‰ t~2,~4u, and it is a consequence
of having removed the mass in (2.4).
The Hamiltonian (2.6) is analytic in the phase space
hppZ2q :“ tu “ pu~q~PZ2 :
ÿ
~PZ2
|u~|2 x~y2p :“ |u|2hp ă 8u .
which we endow with the standard symplectic form
i
ÿ
~PZ2
du~ ^ du¯~ . (2.7)
Finite gap solutions of NLS. As we already pointed out in the introduction, the subspace of functions
depending only on the variable x is an invariant subspace. In Fourier coordinates, such subspace is
identified by having Fourier coefficients upm,nq “ 0 if n ‰ 0. and it is clear by the structure of (2.6)
that such a subspace is invariant for the dynamics. Actually, the Hamiltonian (2.6) restricted on such
a subspace is nothing else that the Hamiltonian of the 1-dimensional defocusing NLS (dNLS) with the
mass shift, namely
Hdmpqq :“ Hdnlspqq ´Mpqq2 “
ż
T
|∇qpxq|2 dx` 1
2
ż
T
|qpxq|4 dx´Mpqq2 , (2.8)
whose equations of motion are
iBtq “ ´Bxxq ` |q|2q ´ 2Mpqqq , x P T . (2.9)
Since dNLS is integrable and the massM is an integral of motion for dNLS, the Birkhoff map conjugates
(2.9) to a system of equations of the form (1.3), where the pαdnlsm pIqqmPZ’s are replaced by new frequencies
pαmpIqqmPZ, see subsec. 4.1 for more details and references.
A consequence of this fact is that any torus TdpS0, Imq of the form (1.4) is also an invariant torus for the
massless dNLS equation (2.9), and the dynamics which is induced on it is quasi-periodic with frequency
vector αmpImq ” pαm1pImq, . . . , αmdpImqq. Since the map Im ÞÑ αmpImq is highly nonlinear, for technical
reasons it is more convenient to parametrize the vector ω :“ αmpImq in a linear way; therefore we define
ωp0q :“ pm21, . . . , m2dq (2.10)
and for ε sufficiently small and λ P r 12 , 1sd, we set
αmpImq ” ωp0q ´ ελ “: ωpλq . (2.11)
As discusses in subsec. 4.1, the action-to-frequency map can be inverted, obtaining a map λ Ñ
pImipλ, εqq1ďiďd s.t.
Imipλ, εq “ ελi `Opε2q , 1 ď i ď d . (2.12)
In the following we will use ω ” ωpλq as the vector of frequencies of the finite gap solution. Such vector
is chosen to be non-resonant so that the orbit of the finite gap solution is dense on TdpS0, Imq.
1In order to show the equivalence we consider any solution upx, tq of (2.5) and consider the invertible map
u ÞÑ v “ u e´2iMpuqt with inverse v ÞÑ u “ v e2iMpvqt
then
ivt “ iute´2iMpuqt ` 2Mpuque´2iMpuqt “ p´∆u` |u|2u´ 2Mpuquqe´2iMpuqt ` 2Mpuque´2iMpuqt “ ´∆v ` |v|2v.
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Adapted coordinates around a finite gap solution. We now introduce local coordinates in hppZ2q
adapted to the finite dimensional tori (1.4). Remark that, while in Birkhoff coordinates such tori have a
very simple form, in the original coordinates the representation is not so trivial, and they have the form
qpλ; θ, xq “ ?ε
˜
dÿ
i“1
a
λie
iθi`imix ` εppλ, ε; θ, xq
¸
(2.13)
for some real analytic function ppλ, ε; θ, xq.
To introduce coordinates around such tori we first apply the Birkhoff map Φ on pupm,0qqmPZ leaving
the remaining pu~q~PZ2zZ unchanged, and we set pzmqmPZ :“ Φppupm,0qqmPZq. Next we pass the zm with
m P S0 to symplectic action-angle variables defined close to the torus, setting
zmi “
a
Imipλq ` Yi eiθi , 1 ď i ď d , zm “ apm,0q , m P ZzS0 , upm,nq “ apm,nq , n ‰ 0. (2.14)
In such a way we introduce coordinates Y “ pY1, . . . ,Ydq P Rd, θ “ pθ1, . . . , θdq P Td, a “ pa~q~PZ2zS0
such that Y “ 0, a “ 0 describe torus Td`S0, Impλq˘. Clearly here Z2zS0 ” Z2zpS0 ˆ t0uq. We will use
systematically such a notation.
We denote by Λ : pY, θ, aq ÞÑ pu~q~PZ2 the map
upm,nq “ apm,nq , n ‰ 0 , pupm,0qqmPZ “ Φ´1pp
a
Imipλq ` Yi eiθiqi“1,...,d, papm,0qqmPZzS0q. (2.15)
Since the Birkhoff map Φ is symplectic, the symplectic form (2.7) in the variables pY, θ, aq is given by
dÿ
i“1
dYi ^ dθi ` i
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
da~ ^ da¯~ . (2.16)
Next we describe the phase space and its topology. We fix once and for all a real p ą 1 and define the
phase space Cd ˆ Td ˆ hp where
hp ” hppS0q :“ ta “ ppa~, a¯~qq~PZ2zS0 P hppZ2zS0q , }a} ” |a|hp ă 8u .
Finally we define the complex domain
Dps, rq :“ Tds ˆDprq
where
Dprq :“
#
Y P Cd : |Y|1 :“
dÿ
i“1
|Yi| ă r2 , a P hp : }a} ă r
+
,
Tds :“
 
θ P Cd : Repθq P Td , |Impθq| ă s( .
We will show in Sec. 4 that for r ă ?ε the map (2.14) is well defined and analytic from Dps, rq to a
neighborhood of the torus TdpS0, Impλqq.
Norm on vector fields. We describe now how to measure the norm of Hamiltonian vector fields.
Recall that a Hamiltonian is a real valued function Cd ˆ Tds ˆ hp Ñ R. Given a Hamiltonian function
F pY, θ,aq we associate to it its Hamiltonian vector field
XF :“ p BθF, ´BYF, ´iBa¯F, iBaF q. (2.17)
More in general consider vector fields which are functions from
Cd ˆ Tds ˆ hp Ñ Cd ˆ Cd ˆ hp : pY, θ,aq Ñ pXpYq, Xpθq, Xpaq, Xpa¯qq
which are analytic in Dps, rq. On the vector field we use as norm
||X ||r :“ |Xpθq|8 `
|XpYq|1
r2
` }X
paq}
r
` }X
pa¯q}
r
. (2.18)
Next we introduce the notion of majorant analytic Hamiltonians and vector fields. We write a real valued
Hamiltonian h in Taylor-Fourier series which is well defined and pointwise absolutely convergent:
hpY, θ,aq “
ÿ
α,βPNZ2zS0 ,`PZd,lPNd
hα,β,l,` e
i`¨θ Y l aα a¯β , hα,β,l,` “ h¯β,α,l,´` . (2.19)
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Correspondingly we expand vector fields in Taylor Fourier series (again well defined and pointwise abso-
lutely convergent):
XpwqpY, θ,aq “
ÿ
α,βPNZ2zS0 ,`PZd,lPNd
X
pwq
α,β,l,` e
i`¨θ Y l aα a¯β ,
where w denotes the components θi,Yi or a~, a¯~. To a vector field we associate its majorant
Xpwqs rY,as :“
ÿ
`PZd,lPNd,α,βPNZ2zS0
|Xpwqα,β,l,`| es |`| Y l aα a¯β . (2.20)
Then we have the following
Definition 2.1. A vector field X : Dps, rq Ñ CdˆCdˆhp will be said to be majorant analytic in Dps, rq
if Xs defines an analytic vector field Dprq Ñ Cd ˆ Cd ˆ hp.
Since Hamiltonian functions are defined modulo constants, we give the following definition ofmajorant
analytic Hamiltonian and its norm:
Definition 2.2. A real valued Hamiltonian H will be said to be majorant analytic in Dps, rq if its
Hamiltonian vector field XH is majorant analytic in Dps, rq. We define its norm by
|H|s,r :“ sup
pY,aqPDprq
|| pXHqspY,aq ||r . (2.21)
Note that the norm | ¨ |s,r controls the norm of the vector field XH defined in (2.17) in the domain
Tds1 ˆDpr1q for all s1 ă s, r1 ă r.
By convention we define the scaling degree of a monomial ei`¨θ Y l aα a¯β as
degpl, α, βq :“ 2|l| ` |α| ` |β| ´ 2 , (2.22)
and define the projection on the homogeneous components of scaling degree d as
Hpdq :“
ÿ
`PZd,lPNd,α,βPNZ2zS0
2|l|`|α|`|β|“d`2
Hα,β,l,` e
i`¨θY laα a¯β ,
similarly for Hpďdq and Hpědq.
Lipschitz families of Hamiltonians. In the following we will consider Hamiltonians hpλ;Y, θ,aq ”
hpλq depending on an external parameter λ P O, where O is some compact set. Thus we define the
weighted Lipschitz norm:
|h|Os,r :“ sup
λPO
|hpλ, ¨q|s,r ` sup
λ1‰λ2PO
|hpλ1, ¨q ´ hpλ2, ¨q|s,r
|λ1 ´ λ2| . (2.23)
It will be convenient to define the Lipschitz norm also for maps f : O Ñ E with values in a Banach
space E, whose norm we denote simply by | ¨ |E . We pose
|f |OE :“ sup
λPO
|fpλq|E ` sup
λ1‰λ2PO
|fpλ1q ´ fpλ2q|E
|λ1 ´ λ2| . (2.24)
The Hamiltonian and the constants of motion in the adapted coordinates. When expressed
in the coordinates pY, θ,aq defined in (2.14), the Hamiltonian H of (2.6) takes the form
HpY, θ,aq :“ ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~“pm,nqPZ2zS0
|~|2|a~|2 `Hpě0qpY, θ,aq (2.25)
where Hpě0q has scaling degree greater than or equal to zero and ˇˇHpě0q ˇˇ
s0,r0
ď Cε for some s0, r0 ą 0,
see Section 4 for the details. In these coordinates the mass M and the momentum P become
MpY, θ,aq “
dÿ
i“1
Yi `
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
|a~|2 , PpY, θ,aq “
„Px
Py

“
ÿ
i
„
mi
0

Yi `
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
~ |a~|2 . (2.26)
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Genericity condition. As we mentioned in the introduction, we need to impose some restrictions
on the (Birkhoff) support S0 of the finite gap solutions. Indeed, we ask S0 to fulfill some arithmetic
conditions which we now describe.
Definition 2.3. Order S0 so that m1 ă m2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă md. For every n P Z let
S0n :“ tpmi, nq : 1 ď i ď du .
For any 1 ď i ă j ď d let
C˘i,j :“ tpm,nq P Z2 : pm´ miqpm´ mjq ` n2 “ 0 , ˘n ą 0u . (2.27)
Finally denote
S :“
ď
nPZzt0u
S0n , C :“
ď
iăj
Ci,j , Ci,j :“ C`i,j Y C´i,j .
Definition 2.4 (Arithmetic genericity). We say that S0 is generic if
S X C “ H , Ci,j X Ci1,j1 “ H , @ti, ju ‰ ti1, j1u. (2.28)
Given L P N, we say that S0 is L-generic if it is generic and moreoverÿ
`imi ‰ 0 @0 ă |`| ď L. (2.29)
The following lemma explains in which sense the “good” sets are generic:
Lemma 2.5. Fix any L P N. There are infinitely many choices of L-generic sets. More precisely for
R " 1 let BR be the set of all ordered sets S “ pm1, . . . , mdq such that maxp|mi|q ď R. Then denoting by
GR the L-generic sets in BR (i.e. those which satisfy Definition 2.4,) we have
lim
RÑ8
|GR|
|BR| “ 1.
The proof of the lemma is postponed in Appendix A.
Let us motivate the genericity conditions. One of the main problems in developing perturbation theory
for NLS on T2 is the presence of rectangle-resonances, namely quadruple of integers ~1,~2,~3,~4 P Z2 such
that
~1 ´ ~2 ` ~3 ` ~4 “ 0 , |~1|2 ´ |~2|2 ` |~3|2 ´ |~4|2 “ 0 . (2.30)
It is easy to check that ~1,~2,~3,~4 fulfill (2.30) if and only if they form the vertex of a rectangle in Z2,
hence the name rectangle-resonance. In principle we would like to avoid all the resonances of the form
(2.30) when two ~i’s are chosen in S0 and two are chosen outside S0. One realizes immediately that this
is not possible: indeed any two ~i’s chosen in S0n, n ‰ 0, will form a horizontal rectangle with two sites
in S0. Similarly, any two ~i’s chosen in Cij , 1 ď i ă j ď d, will form a rotated rectangle with two sites in
S0 (from the very definition of S0n and C ).
Then the genericity condition states that there are no intersection at integer points outside S0 between
an horizontal rectangle and a rotated rectangle or between two rotated rectangles.
Remark 2.6. If d ą 2, then there are always rotated rectangles. The reason is the following: if mi ´ mk
is an even number, then the point p mi`mk2 , mk´mi2 q has integer coordinates and it forms a right angle withpmi, 0q, pmk, 0q, i.e. it belongs to Cik. Clearly if the cardinality of S0 is at least 3, there are at least two
points whose distance is an even number.
Admissible monomials. We setĂM :“ÿ
i
Yi `
ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zpSYCYS0q
|aj |2
rPx :“ÿ
i
miYi `
ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zpSYS0YC q
m |apm,nq|2 `
ÿ
iăk
pm,nqPC`
i,k
pm´ miq
` |apm,nq|2 ´ |apmi`mj´m,´nq|2˘
rPy :“ ÿ
pm,nqPZ2
n|apm,nq|2
(2.31)
and give the following
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Figure 1: The red dots on the circles are the Ci,j the black dots are S0,n, the arithmetic genericity
condition requires that all the intersection points of two dotted curves are non-integer.
Definition 2.7 (admissible). Given j “ p~1, . . . ,~bq P pZ2zS0qb, ` P Zd and σ “ pσ1, . . . , σbq P t´1, 0, 1ub,
we say that pj, `,σq is admissible, and denote pj, `,σq P Ab, if the monomial m “ eiθ¨` aσ1~1 . . . aσb~b Poisson
commutes with ĂM, rPx, rPy. Here we use the convention that a`~ “ a~, a´~ “ a¯~, a0~ “ 1.
Definition 2.8 (action preserving). Given j “ p~1, . . . ,~bq P pZ2zS0qb, ` P Zd and σ “ pσ1, . . . , σbq P
t´1, 0, 1ub, we say that pj, `,σq is action preserving and denote pj, `,σq P Rb, if ` “ 0 and the monomial
m “ aσ1~1 . . . aσb~b Poisson commutes with the actions |a~|2 for all ~ P Z2zS0.
Birkhoff normal form around a finite gap solution. We are finally ready to state our result on
Birkhoff normal form:
Theorem 2.9. There exists L ą 0 (depending only on d), such that for a L-generic choice of the set S0
(in the sense of Definition 2.4) the following holds true. Given arbitrary s0 ą 0, there exists ε‹ ą 0 and
for any 0 ă ε ď ε‹, r0 ! ?ε, there exist a compact domain O1 Ď O0 Ď r1{2, 1sd, Lipschitz functions
pΩ~q~PZ2zS0 defined on O1 and real numbers γ, τ ą 0 s.t. the set
C :“
"
λ P O1 : |ω ¨ `` σ1Ω~1pλ, εq ` σ2Ω~2pλ, εq ` σ3Ω~3pλ, εq| ě ε γx`yτ , @pj, `,σq P A3zR3
*
(2.32)
has positive measure. For each λ P C there exists a symplectic change of variables T , majorant analytic
together with its inverse, s.t. T and T ´1 map Dps{32, %0rq Ñ Dps, rq for all r ď r0, s0{64 ď s ď s0
(here %0 ą 0 is a parameter depending on s0,maxp|mk|pq ). Moreover
pH ˝ T qpY, θ, a, a¯q “ ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
Ω~ |a~|2 `Rpě2qpY, θ, a, a¯q (2.33)
where Rpě2q contains just monomials of scaling degree at least 2 and fulfillsˇˇˇ
Rpě2q
ˇˇˇ
s{32,%0r
ď CR r2 (2.34)
for some positive constant CR independent of ε.
The massM and the momentum P (defined in (2.26)) fulfill
M ˝ T “ ĂM , P ˝ T “ rP ,
where ĂM and rP are defined in (2.31).
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We are able to describe quite precisely the asymptotics of the frequencies Ω~ of Theorem 2.9. As
happens often in higher dimensional settings, such asymptotics depend on the fact that ~ P Z2zpS YC Y
S0q or to the sets S , C .
Theorem 2.10. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 2.9, for any ε ď ε‹, λ P O1 the frequencies
Ω~ ” Ω~pλ, εq, ~ “ pm,nq P Z2zS0, have the following asymptotics:
Ω~pλ, εq “ m2 ` $mpλ, εqxmy , n “ 0 , (2.35)
Ω~pλ, εq “ rΩ~pλ, εq ` Θmpλ, εqxmy2 ` Θm,npλ, εqxmy2 ` xny2 , n ‰ 0 (2.36)
where
rΩ~pλ, εq :“
$’’’&’’’%
m2 ` n2, ~ “ pm,nq R S Y C ,
εµipλq ` n2 , ~ “ pmi, nq ,
m2 ` n2 ´ m2i ` εµ`i,kpλq , ~ “ pm,nq P Ci,k , n ą 0
m2 ` n2 ´ m2k ´ εµ´i,kpλq , ~ “ pm,nq P Ci,k , n ă 0
(2.37)
Here the pµipλqq1ďiďd are the roots of the polynomial
P pt, λq :“
dź
i“1
pt` λiq ´ 2
dÿ
i“1
λi
ź
k‰i
pt` λkq , (2.38)
while for any 1 ď i ă k ď d fixed, the µ`i,kpλq, µ´i,kpλq are the roots of the polynomial
Qpt, λi, λkq :“ t2 ´ pλi ´ λkqt` 3λiλk . (2.39)
Finally µi, µ˘i,k, p$mpλ, εqqmPZ, pΘmpλ, εqqmPZ and pΘm,npλ, εqqpm,nqPZ2zS0 fulfillÿ
1ďiďd
|µip¨q|O1 `
ÿ
1ďiăkďd
˘
|µ˘ikp¨q|O1
` sup
εďε‹
1
ε2
´
sup
mPZ
|$mp¨, εq|O1` sup
mPZ
|Θmp¨, εq|O1 ` sup
pm,nqPZ2zS0
|Θm,np¨, εq|O1
¯
ď M0
(2.40)
for some positive constant M0.
We conclude this section with a list of remarks:
Remark 2.11. The pµipλqq1ďiďd and the pµ˘i,kpλqq1ďiăkďd are distinct nonzero algebraic functions which
are homogeneous of degree 1. They depend only on the number d of tangential sites, hence not on the
single sites pmiq1ďiďd.
Remark 2.12. The asymptotic expansion of the normal frequencies (2.36) does not contain any con-
stant term. The reason is that we canceled such term when we subtracted the quantity Mpuq2 from the
Hamiltonian, see (2.4). Of course if we had not removed Mpuq2, we would have had a constant correction
to the frequencies, equal to }qpωt, ¨q}L2 . Since qpωt, xq is a solution of (1.1), it enjoys mass conservation,
thus }qpωt, ¨q}L2 “ }qp0, ¨q}L2 is independent of time.
Remark 2.13. In [FGL13] the authors prove that plane waves solutions of (1.1) are Hp-orbital stable
for times of order δ´N , with N arbitrary chosen, provided p is large enough. The reason is the following:
plane waves solution have a very specific expression, given by Aeipmx´ωtq. This simple formula allows
to compute exactly the expressions for the tangential frequency ω and the normal frequencies Ω~ as a
function of A, indeed one has
ω “ m2 `A2 , Ω~ “
a|~|4 ` 2|~|2A2 .
Such formulas are much more explicit than the mere asymptotic expansions that we find in (2.36), and
allow the authors of [FGL13] to impose Melnikov conditions of the form
|σ1Ω~1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σnΩ~n | ě γµ3p~1, . . . ,~nqα
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at any order n (here µ3p~1, . . . ,~nq is the third largest integer among |~1|, . . . , |~n|). As a consequence
they can perform an arbitrary number of steps of Birkhoff normal form.
On the contrary we have a weaker control on the asymptotics of the frequencies, since we know their exact
expression only at order ε and not at higher orders in ε; this allows us to impose Melnikov conditions up
to order three, see (2.32).
Remark 2.14. In [PP15, PP16] the authors show that for a generic choice of tangential sites S 10 Ď Z2, it
is possible to construct families of small quasi-periodic solutions of (1.1) which are (essentially) supported
on S 10. Such solutions give rise to finite dimensional KAM tori which depend on both variables x and y
and which are linearly orbitally stable (namely stable for times |t| „ δ´1). While we borrow ideas and
techniques from such papers, the construction that we perform requires extra-care. Indeed the condition
of genericity for S 10 used in [PP15, PP16] does not allow to choose S 10 Ă Z ˆ t0u, as we do here.
Furthermore in [PP15, PP16] the asymptotics of the normal frequencies Ω~ are less explicit than formula
(2.36), therefore it is not clear if it is possible, in the setup of [PP15, PP16], to impose the third order
Melnikov conditions (2.32) and obtain nonlinear stability of the KAM tori.
3 Functional setting
In this section we introduce the technical apparatus that we will use in the following.
Given α, β P NZ2zS0 , to the monomial ei`¨θY laαa¯β we associate various numbers. First we denote by
ηpα, βq :“
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
pα~ ´ β~q , ηp`q :“
dÿ
i“1
`i . (3.1)
The second quantity that we associate to ei`¨θY laαa¯β are the momentum pipα, βq “ ppix, piyq and pip`q
defined by
pipα, βq “
„
pixpα, βq
piypα, βq

“
ÿ
~“pm,nqPZ2zS0
„
m
n

pα~ ´ β~q , pip`q “
dÿ
i“1
mi`i . (3.2)
Given a monomial eiθ¨`Y laαa¯β we have the commutation rules
tM, eiθ¨`Y laαa¯βu “ ipηpα, βq ` ηp`qqeiθ¨`Y laαa¯β
tPx, eiθ¨`Y laαa¯βu “ ippixpα, βq ` pip`qqeiθ¨`Y laαa¯β , tPy, eiθ¨`Y laαa¯βu “ ipiypα, βq eiθ¨`Y laαa¯β
Remark 3.1. A function F commutes with the massM and the momentum P defined in (2.26) if and
only if the following selection rules on its coefficients hold:
tF ,Mu “ 0 ô Fα,β,` pηpα, βq ` ηp`qq “ 0
tF ,Pxu “ 0 ô Fα,β,` ppixpα, βq ` pip`qq “ 0 , tF ,Pyu “ 0 ô Fα,β,` ppiypα, βqq “ 0
where ηpα, βq, ηp`q are defined in (3.1) and pipα, βq, pip`q are defined in (3.2).
From now on we shall always assume that our Hamiltonians commute with M, P, so the selection
rules of Remark 3.1 hold.
Definition 3.2. We will denote by As,r the subspace of real valued functions in the closure of the
monomials (ei`¨θY laαa¯β) which Poisson commute withM and P, with respect to the norm | ¨ |s,r (defined
in (2.21)). Such Hamiltonians will be called regular. Given a compact set O Ă Rd, we denote by AOs,r
the Banach space of Lipschitz maps O Ñ As,r with finite norm | ¨ |Os,r (defined in (2.23)).
In the next proposition we describe some basic properties of the norm | ¨ |s,r which will be used
repeatedly in the paper.
Proposition 3.3. For every s, r ą 0 the following holds true:
(i) Degree decomposition: given a Hamiltonian h P AOs,R which is homogeneous of degree d, then
h P AOs,r for all r ą 0 and one has
|h|Os,r ď
´ r
R
¯d |h|Os,R . (3.3)
The same estimate holds also if d is the minimal degree and r ď R.
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(ii) Changes of variables: Let h, f P AOs,r. For any 0 ă s1 ă s and 0 ă r1 ă r, let δ :“ min
´
1´ r1r , s´ s1
¯
.
If δ´1|f |Os,r ă % sufficiently small then the Hamiltonian vector field Xf defines a close to identity
canonical change of variables Tf such that
|h ˝ Tf |Os1,r1 ď p1` C%q|h|Os,r , @0 ă s1 ă s , 0 ă r1 ă r .
(iii) Remainder estimates: Let f, g P AOs,r of minimal scaling degree respectively df and dg and define
the function
Tipf ;hq “
8ÿ
l“i
p´adfql
l!
h , adpfqh :“ th, fu . (3.4)
Then Tipf ; gq is of minimal scaling degree dfi` dg and we have the bound
|Tipf ;hq|Os1,r1 ď Cpsqδ´i
`|f |Os,r˘i |g|Os,r , @0 ă s1 ă s , 0 ă r1 ă r .
Note that the same holds if we substitute in (3.4) the sequence t 1l!u with any sequence tblu such that|bl| ď 1l! @l .
The proof of the proposition, being quite technical, is postponed in Appendix B.
3.1 Quadratic Hamiltonians
Inside As,r are the polynomial subspaces, i.e. spaces of fixed scaling degree which we shall denote by
Apdqs . By (3.3), the polynomials in such spaces are analytic for all r ą 0.
Here we want to study a special subspace of Ap0qs defined as follows:
Definition 3.4. We denote by QOs the subspace of Ap0qs which contains Hamiltonians quadratic in a.
In particular QOs is the subspace of real valued quadratic functions in the closure of the monomials
of the form ei`¨θaαa¯β with |α| ` |β| “ 2. Now we study some properties of QOs . For such Hamiltonians,
by (3.3), the norm | ¨ |s,r is independent from the domain Dprq, hence we always suppose that r “ 1 and
we shall drop it:
|h|Os,r “ |h|Os,1 ” |h|Os .
We decompose any quadratic Hamiltonian H P QOs , s ą 0, in three components:
Hpλ; θ, a, a¯q “ H linepλ; θ, a, a¯q `Hdiagpλ; θ, a, a¯q `Houtpλ; θ, a, a¯q . (3.5)
Each component contains monomials supported in different regions of Z2, which now we describe in more
details.
(i) H linepλ; θ, a, a¯q contains only monomials with |α| ` |β| “ 2 and suppαŤ suppβ Ď Zˆ t0u:
H linepλ; θ, a, a¯q “
ÿ
m1,m2PZ
Hm´1,m2pλ; θq apm1,0qa¯pm2,0q ` 2RepHm`1,m2pλ; θq apm1,0qapm2,0qq ,
with Hm´1,m2 “ Hm´2,m1 , Hm`1,m2 “ Hm`2,m1 .
(ii) Hdiagpλ; θ, a, a¯q contains monomials with |α| “ |β| “ 1 and suppαŤ suppβ Ď Z2zZ (namely is
the diagonal part of the representative matrix):
Hdiagpλ; θ, a, a¯q “
ÿ
m1,m2PZ
nPZzt0u
Hm´1,m2,npλ; θq apm1,nqa¯pm2,nq , Hm´1,m2,n “ Hm´2,m1,n
(iii) Houtpλ; θ, a, a¯q contains monomials with |α| “ 2 or |β| “ 2 and suppαŤ suppβ Ď Z2zZ (namely
is the out-diagonal part of the representative matrix):
Houtpλ; θ, a, a¯q “ 2Rep
ÿ
m1,m2PZ
ną0
Hm`1,m2,npλ; θq apm1,nqapm2,´nqq
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Note that the sum is over only one index n, this is due to the conservation of Py. Furthermore the
condition n ą 0 is used in order to avoid repetitions. It is easy to see that H line, Hdiag, Hout are in QOs
(see Proposition B.1piq). We will denote QO,diags (respectively QO,outs , QO,lines ) the relative subspaces.
Remark 3.5. The following commutation rules hold:
(i) tHdiag,Kdiagu P QO,diags , tHdiag,Koutu P QO,outs , tHout,Koutu P QO,diags
(ii) tHdiag,K lineu “ tHout,K lineu “ 0.
Consider a quadratic Hamiltonian Hpθ, a, a¯q as above and expand its coefficients in Fourier series
Hm˘1,m2,npλ; θq “
ÿ
`PZd
H˘,`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨` . (3.6)
In such a way, to any Hamiltonian H P Qs we can associate a sequence tHσ,`m1,m2,nu as above. On the
contrary, a sequence tHσ,`m1,m2,nu corresponds to a Hamiltonian only if it fulfills the constraints which
arise from the fact that the corresponding Hamiltonian should be real.
Given a sequence tHσ,`m1,m2,nu, we define the norm
|tHσ,`m1,m2,nu|s :“ sup}a}ď1 }t
ÿ
m1,`
e|`|s|H´,`m1,m2,n| apm1,nq ` e|`|s|H
`,`
m2,m1,n| a¯pm1,´nqu} . (3.7)
Then |H|s ” |tHσ,`m1,m2,nu|s. The same for the corresponding Lipschitz norm.
Remark 3.6. By mass and momentum conservation
Hσ,`m1,m2,npλq ‰ 0 only if pip`q `m1 ` σm2 “ 0 , ηp`q ` 1` σ “ 0 , (3.8)
where σ is either `1 or ´1.
Remark 3.7. In particular, for a monomial eiθ¨` apm1,n1qa¯pm2,n2q mass and momentum are
ηp`q “ 0 , pip`q `m1 ´m2 “ 0 , n1 ´ n2 “ 0 ,
while for eiθ¨` a¯pm1,n1qa¯pm2,n2q they are
ηp`q ´ 2 “ 0 , pip`q ´m1 ´m2 “ 0 , n1 ` n2 “ 0 .
Remark 3.8. A quadratic Hamiltonian in AOs,r can be canonically identified with a majorant bounded
matrix Mpθq by setting H “ 12 pa, J´1Mpθqaq, where J´1 “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
. It is easily seen that |H|s
is equivalent to the operator norm on Lphp, hpq of the matrix ř`Mp`qe|`|s, hence we have the algebra
property
|tH,Ku|s ď C0|H|s|K|s. (3.9)
Next we introduce the concept of order of a quadratic Hamiltonian.
Definition 3.9 (Order of a Hamiltonian). Given N “ pN1, N2q P Z2, we say that a quadratic Hamil-
tonian with coefficients tH˘,`m1,m2,nu has order N iff there exists s ą 0 s.t. the sequence tpxm1y´N1 `
xny´N2qH˘,`m1,m2,nu has a finite | ¨ |Os norm. We will denote
rHuOs,N :“ |tpxm1y´N1 ` xny´N2qH˘,`m1,m2,nu|Os
We denote by QOs,N the subset of Hamiltonians in QOs of order N. In the same way given a linear map
aÑ La , pLaqpm,nq “
ÿ
m1
´
Lm´1,m,npλ; θqapm1,nq ` Lm`1,m,npλ; θqa¯pm1,´nq
¯
we set
Y :“
ÿ
m1,m2,n
pxm1y´N1 ` xny´N2q
´
Lm´1,m2,npλ; θqapm1,nq ` Lm`1,m2,npλ; θqa¯pm1,´nq
¯
Bapm2,nq ` c.c.
and define
rLus,N :“ sup
pY,aqPDprq
||Y s ||r . (3.10)
Same for the Lipschitz norm.
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Remark 3.10. Note that in the previous definition we could have used the index m2 instead of m1 or we
could have used a symmetric weight (say xm1y`xm2y ) in the definition of order. In fact such definitions
are equivalent due to momentum conservation. Our definition is constructed so that, if N “ pN,Nq,
then a linear operator L with rLus,N ă 8 maps hp`N Ñ hp.
Remark 3.11. Let N P N2, then clearly
rHuOs,N ď |H|Os ď rHuOs,´N .
Remark 3.12. For any N P N2 with non negative components we have
rAuOs,´pN1,0q, rAu
O
s,´p0,N2q ď rAuOs,´N ď rAuOs,´pN1,0q ` rAuOs,´p0,N2q (3.11)
Lemma 3.13 (Bony decomposition). Set c´1 :“ 2 max1ďiďdp|mi|q and write
H “ HB `HR ,
HB :“
ÿ
σP˘,`PZd,m1,m2,n:
m1`σm2`pip`q“0|`|ďcxm1y
Hσ,`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨`apm1,nqaσpm2,´σnq ,
HR :“
ÿ
σP˘,`PZd,m1,m2,n:
m1`σm2`pip`q“0|`|ącxm1y
Hσ,`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨`apm1,nqaσpm2,´σnq .
For any 0 ă s1 ă s set
δ :“ s´ s1 . (3.12)
We have that for all k ą 0
rHRuOs1,´pN1`k,N2q ď k! δ´kp1` c´kqrHuOs,´pN1,N2q , (3.13)
namely the part HR is infinitely smoothing in the x direction.
The proof of the Lemma is postponed in Appendix B. We now discuss some algebra properties of the
norm r¨uOs,N.
Lemma 3.14. Fix N,M P N2. Let F P QOs,´N, G P QOs,´M. The following holds true:
(i) For any 0 ă s1 ă s one has tF,Gu P QOs1,´N´M with the quantitative estimate
rtF,GuuOs1,´N´M ď CN,Mp rF uOs1,´N rGuOs1,´M ` δ´N1´M1 |F |Os |G|Os q . (3.14)
Here C “ CN,M ą 0 does not depend on s1, s and δ is defined as in (3.12).
(ii) Let G P QOs and let F fulfill
rF uOs,´N ă η :“ 1C0 , (3.15)
where here (and everywhere below) C0 is the algebra constant of formula (3.9). Then the Hamilto-
nian flow TF is a smoothing perturbation of the identity and @ 0 ă s1 ă s
rG ˝ TF ´GuOs1,´N ď CN
|G|Os
`
rF uOs,´N ` δ´N1 |F |Os
˘
1´ η´1|F |Os . (3.16)
(iii) Let G P QOs . Then @i P N the operator TipF ;Gq is of order ´iN and @0 ă s1 ă s one has
rTipF ;GquOs1,´iN ď Ci,N
|G|Os
`
δ´N1rF uOs,´N
˘i
1´ η´1|F |Os .
Note that the same holds if we substitute in (3.4) the sequence t 1l!u with any sequence tblu such that@l one has |bl| ď 1l! .
The proof of the lemma is postponed in Appendix B.
Remark 3.15. Consider the Poisson bracket tF,Gu of two quadratic Hamiltonians F P Qs,´N, G P
Qs,´M. Then
tF,Gu “ tFB , GBu ` tF,GRu ` tFR, GBu
and the last two terms tF,GRu, tFR, GBu are infinitely smoothing.
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3.2 Quasi-Töplitz structure
Consider the term Hpě0q in (2.25) and denote by Hp0q its component of scaling degree 0, which is given
explicitly in (4.28). It turns out that Hp0q is quadratic in a and its coefficients are independent of n, for
n ‰ 0. We would like to preserve such property, but during the process of normal form that we perform,
we cannot avoid generating coefficients which are depending on n. In turns out that at each step of
the normal form procedure (and later on during the KAM iteration), we will have Hamiltonians whose
coefficients have this specific form:
Hm1,m2,n “ Hhorm1,m2 `Hmixm1,m2,n
where tHhorm1,m2u is independent of n, while tHmixm1,m2,nu depends on n but has order p´2,´2q. In the rest
of the section we will show that the transformations which we will perform preserve such structure. To
do so, we need some more notations:
Definition 3.16. We say that a quadratic Hamiltonian H P QOs is horizontal if its coefficients tH˘,`m1,m2,nun‰0
are independent of n, i.e. H˘,`m1,m2,n ” H˘,`m1,m2 for all n ‰ 0. We will denote by Qhors,M the subspace of QOs
of horizontal Hamiltonians of order pM, 0q. We will denote the corresponding norm as r¨us,M . If M “ 0
we will write just Qhors .
Note that Qhors,M depends on O. If we need to evidence such dependence we will write QO,hors,M .
However, in most of our algorithms O is fixed, hence we avoid to write it explicitly. Note that the
condition H P QO,hors does not impose any restriction on the component H line.
Remark 3.17. Qhors,M is closed under Poisson bracket and composition with flows: if F,G P Qhors , then
for any 0 ă s1 ă s,
tF,Gu P Qhors1 , TipF ;Gq P Qhors1 , G ˝ TF P Qhors1 .
In the following we want to study the flow generated by an Hamiltonian of the form F “ F hor`Fmix,
where F hor P Qhors,´1 or F hor P Qhors,´2 while Fmix P Qs,´~2 is of order ´~2 :“ p´2,´2q.
Lemma 3.18. For a “ 1, 2, consider F “ F hor ` Fmix with F hor P Qhors,´a, Fmix P QOs,´~2, and G “
Ghor `Gmix, Ghor P Qhors , Gmix P QOs,´~2. Set2 η “ minpC´10 , C´1~2 q, and assume that η´1 |F |
O
s ă 12 . The
following holds:
(i) For every i P N the Hamiltonian TipF ;Gq equals TipF ;Gqhor ` TipF ;Gqmix with TipF ;Gqhor “
TipF hor;Ghorq P Qhors1,´ia and TipF ;Gqmix P QOs1,´~2 for all 0 ă s1 ă s. Furthermore one has the
quantitative estimate
rTipF ;GqhoruOs1,´ia ď Ca,i
|Ghor|Os
`
δ´arF horuOs,´a
˘i
1´ η´1 |F |Os
,
for i ě 0, here δ is defined in (3.12). Similarly for i ě 1 we have
rTipF ;GqmixuOs1,´~2 ď
´
rGmixuO
s,´~2 |F |Os ` |G|Os rFmixuOs,´~2 ` |G|Os |F |Os
¯ 2δ´2C~2 ´η´1 |F |Os ¯i´1
1´ η´1 |F |Os
Note that the same holds if we substitute in (3.4) the sequence t 1l!u with any sequence tblu such that@l one has |bl| ď 1l! .
(ii) The Hamiltonian vector field XF generates a well defined flow ΦτF for τ ď 1. Moreover
sup
pY,θ,aqPDps,rq
|| pΦτF ´ Idqpa,Y, θq ||r ď τη´1 |F |Os .
The lemma is proved in Appendix B.
Lemma 3.19. Consider F “ F hor`Fmixand G “ Ghor`Gmix such that F hor, Ghor P Qhors,´2, Fmix, Gmix P
QO
s,´~2. Set
3 η “ minpC´10 , C´1~2 q, and assume that η´1 |F |
O
s ă 12 . The following holds:
2here C0 is the algebra constant in (3.9)
3here C0 is the algebra constant in (3.9)
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(i) For every i P N the Hamiltonian TipF ;Gq equals TipF ;Gqhor ` TipF ;Gqmix with TipF ;Gqhor “
TipF hor;Ghorq P Qhors,´2 and TipF ;Gqmix P QOs,´~2. Furthermore one has the quantitative estimates
rTipF ;GqhoruOs,´2 ď
|Ghor|Os,´2
`
η´1rF horuOs,´2
˘i
1´ η´1 |F hor|Os,´2
,
for i ě 0. Similarly for i ě 1 we have
rTipF ;GqmixuOs,´~2 ď
rGmixuO
s,´~2
`
η´1rF uOs,´2
˘i
1´ η´1p|F |Os,´2q
` rG
horuOs,´2rFmixus,´~2
`
η´1rF uOs,´2
˘i´1
1´ η´1p|F |Os,´2q
Note that the same holds if we substitute in (3.4) the sequence t 1l!u with any sequence tblu such that@l one has |bl| ď 1l! .
The lemma is proved in Appendix B.
Note that the difference between Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19 is that in this last one the quantitative
estimates do not lose regularity in s and do not gain in order.
4 Preparation of the Hamiltonian
The aim of this section is to write the Hamiltonian (2.4), the mass M (2.2) and the momentum P (2.3)
in the adapted variables (2.14) around the tori (1.4).
4.1 The Birkhoff map for the one dimensional cubic NLS
First we gather some properties of the Birkhoff map for the dNLS (1.2). The main references for this
subsection are the book [GK14] and the paper [Mas17].
We introduce the Fourier-Lebesgue spaces for p, s ě 0:
hp,s ” hp,spZq :“
#
pqm, q¯mqmPZ P `2pZq ˆ `2pZq : }q}2p,s :“
ÿ
mPZ
e2s|m|xmy2p |qm|2 ă 8
+
(4.1)
We shall denote by Bp,spρq the ball of radius ρ and center 0 in the topology of hp,s.
Theorem 4.1. There exists ρ˚ ą 0 and a real analytic, symplectic, majorant analytic map Φ : B0,0pρ˚q Ñ
`2 ˆ `2 with dΦp0, 0q “ I s.t. @p, s ě 0 the following is true.
(i) The restriction of Φ to Bp,spρ˚q gives rise to a real analytic map Φ : Bp,spρ˚q Ñ hp,s. Moreover
there exists C ą 0 s.t. for all 0 ă ρ ă ρ˚
sup
}q}p,sďρ
}pΦ´ Iqpq, q¯q}p,s ď C ρ3 . (4.2)
The same estimate holds for Φ´1 ´ I, with a different constant.
(ii) For p ě 1, Φ introduces local Birkhoff coordinates for dNLS. More precisely the integrals of motion
of dNLS are real analytic functions of the actions Ij “ |zj |2. In particular, the Hamiltonian Hdnls,
the mass Mpqq :“ şT |qpxq|2 dx and the momentum P pqq :“ şT q¯pxqiBxqpxqdx have the form`
Hdnls ˝ Φ´1
˘ pz, z¯q ” hdnls `p|zm|2qmPZ˘ (4.3)`
M ˝ Φ´1˘ pz, z¯q “ ÿ
mPZ
|zm|2 , (4.4)`
P ˝ Φ´1˘ pz, z¯q “ ÿ
mPZ
m|zm|2 . (4.5)
(iii) For p ě 2, define the dNLS action-to-frequency map I ÞÑ αdnlspIq, where αdnlsm pIq :“ BhdnlsBIm , @m P Z.
Then, in a neighborhood of I “ 0, one has the asymptotic expansion
αdnlsm pIq “ m2 ` 2
ÿ
i
Ii ´ Im ` $mpIqxmy , m P Z (4.6)
where $mpIq is at least quadratic in I and supm |$mpIq| ă 8.
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Proof. Item piq is the main content of [Mas17], where it is proved that the Birkhoff map is majorant
analytic between some Fourier Lebesgue-spaces. Item piiq is proved in [GK14, KP96]. Item piiiq in
[KL12, KST15].
Consider now the mass shift Hamiltonian Hdm defined in (2.8). By Theorem 4.1, Hdm is integrable
and one has
`
Hdm ˝ Φ´1
˘ pz, z¯q “ hdnlspp|zm|2qmPZq ´˜ÿ
m
|zm|2
¸2
“: hdm
`p|zm|2qmPZ˘ .
We define the frequencies αmpIq :“ BhdmBIm which by (4.4) are given by
αmpIq :“ αdnlsm pIq ´ 2
ÿ
i
Ii , (4.7)
and by (4.6) one has the following expansion in a neighborhood of I “ 0:
αmpIq “ m2 ´ Im ` $mpIqxmy , m P Z . (4.8)
Now with S0 “ pm1, . . . , mdq we consider the map
Im ” pIm1 , . . . , Imdq Ñ pαm1pImq, . . . , αmdpImqq ” αmpImq ; (4.9)
by Theorem 4.1 piiiq this map is generically a diffeomorphism4. As we have already mentioned, we prefer
to parametrize the frequencies with a vector of parameters λ “ pλ1, . . . , λdq P O0 ” r1{2, 1sd, using the
fact that, by a standard application of the implicit function theorem, for  sufficiently small there exists
an analytic map O0 Q λÑ Impλ, q P Rdą0 of the form (2.12) such that
αmpImpλ, qq “ ωp0q ´ λ “: ωpλq ,
where ωp0q is defined in (2.10). We will call ωpλq ” αmpImpλ, εqq the tangential frequencies, while
pΩmpλqqmPZzS0 , where
Ωmpλq :“ αmpImpλ, εqq , m R S0 (4.10)
the normal frequencies; by (4.8) the normal frequencies have the following asymptotic expansion as
|m| Ñ 8:
Ωmpλq “ m2 ` $mpImpλ, εqqxmy , with supλPO0
sup
mPZ
|$mpImpλ, εqq| ` |Bλ$mpImpλ, εqq| ď Cε2 . (4.11)
4.2 Adapted variables
In this section we introduce adapted local variables in a neighborhood of the torus TdpS0, λq ” TdpS0, Impλ, εqq
defined in (1.4). We parametrize the torus TdpS0, λq as zfgpλ; θq “ pzfgmpλ; θqqmPZ with
zfgmipλ; θq “
a
Imipλq eiθi , for 1 ď i ď d , zfgm “ 0 , for m R S0 ; (4.12)
we denote by qfgpλ; θq its preimage through the Birkhoff map5 :
qfgpλ; θq ” pqfgmpλ; θqqmPZ ” Φ´1pzfg
`
λ; θq˘ . (4.13)
The explicit expression of qfgpλ; θq in the x variable was given in (2.13). We study now the analytic
properties of the map Λ : pY, θ,aq ÞÑ pu~q~PZ2 defined in (2.15). First remark that by (4.13) the set
Φ´1 pTdpS0, λqq is described in the pY, θ,aq coordinates by Y “ 0, a “ 0, i.e.
Φ´1
`
TdpS0, λq
˘ ” tΛp0, θ, 0q : θ P Tdu .
We show also that Λ maps Dps, rq into the set Vδ of functions which are δ-close to the torus Td, which
we recall is
Vδ :“
!
v P HppT2q : distHppT2q
´
v,Φ´1
`
TdpS0, λq
˘ ¯ ă δ ,ˇˇˇˇˇ
Φmippvpm,0qqmPZq
ˇˇ2 ´ Imipλqˇˇˇ ď δ2 for 1 ď i ď d) . (4.14)
Note that we are constantly identifying a function with its Fourier coefficients.
4generically in the sense outside a set of measure 0
5Abusing notation, from now on we will often write q “ Φ´1pzq in place of pq, q¯q “ Φ´1pz, z¯q.
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Proposition 4.2. Fix an arbitrary p ą 1 and the set S0. For any s ą 0, there exist ε0psq ą
0, c‹psq, c˚psq ą 0 such that for any 0 ă ε ă ε0psq the following is true.
(i) There exists 0 ă r˚ ď ?ε{4 s.t. for any 0 ă r ď r˚ the change of coordinates Λ: Dps, rq Ñ
ΛpDps, rqq, pY, θ,aq ÞÑ pu~q~PZ2 is majorant analytic, and the symplectic form in the variables
pY, θ,aq is given by (2.16).
(ii) For 0 ď r ď r˚, Vc‹r Ď ΛpDps, rqq Ď Vc˚r.
(iii) The Hamiltonian (2.4) in the variables pY, θ,aq takes the form
Hpλ;Y, θ,aq “N p0q `Hp0qpλ; θ,aq `Hp1qpλ; θ,aq `Hp2qpλ; θ,Y,aq (4.15)
where
N p0q :“ ωpλq ¨ Y `D , (4.16)
D :“
dÿ
i“1
ωmipλqYi `
ÿ
~“pm,nqPZ2zS0
Ω
p0q
~ |a~|2 (4.17)
and the normal frequencies Ωp0q~ are defined by
Ω
p0q
~ :“
" |~|2 if ~ “ pm,nq with n ‰ 0
Ωmpλq if ~ “ pm, 0q , (4.18)
where Ωmpλq is defined in (4.10). Moreover Hp0q P Qhors , Hp1q and Hpě2q belong to AOs,r˚ with the
quantitative bounds
|Hp0q|Os ď Cε , |Hp1q|Os,r ď C
?
εr , |Hpě2q|Os,r ď Cr2 , @0 ă r ď r˚ , (4.19)
where C is independent of ε, r.
(iv) The mass M and the momentum P (defined in (2.2) and (2.3)) in the variables pY, θ,aq take the
form (2.26).
We split the proof of Proposition 4.2 in several steps. First we prove item piq and piiq.
Proof of Proposition 4.2 piq and piiq. piq The map Λ is the identity on Z2zZ (see (2.15)), thus we need
only to study the analytic properties of the map
´
Y, θ, papm,0qqmPZzS0
¯
Ñ pupm,0qqmPZ. Such a map is
the composition of the Birkhoff map Φ´1 and the map Υ which passes the special sites S0 to action-angle
coordinates: `pYi, θiq1ďiďd, papm,0qqmPZzS0˘ ΥÞÑ `pzm1 , . . . , zmdq, pzmqmPZzS0˘ Φ´1ÞÑ pupm,0qqmPZ (4.20)
zmj “
b
Ijpλq ` Yj eiθj , mj P S0 (4.21)
zm “ apm,0q, m P ZzS0. (4.22)
By Theorem 4.1 the Birkhoff map Φ and its inverse Φ´1 are majorant analytic canonical diffeomorphism
from a small ball around the origin in hppZq to hppZq for any p ě 0. In particular there exists 0 ă R ď ρ˚
(where ρ˚ is the domain on majorant analyticity of Φ, see Theorem 4.1) such that Φ´1 : BpRqˆBpRq Ñ
Bp2Rq ˆBp2Rq, BpRq being a ball of center 0 and radius R in the topology of hppZq.
For a given s ą 0, fix ε, r˚ so that
16r2˚ ď ε ď C˚e´2sR2 , C´1˚ “ 48 d max
i
|mi|2p. (4.23)
Consider now the map Υ. It is proved in [BBP13, Lemma 7.6] that the first condition in (4.23) implies
that Υ is majorant analytic and Υs : Dps,
?
ε{4q Ñ BpC?εq ˆ BpC?εq, where C ą 0 can be chosen
uniformly in ε for ε ď ε0, while the second condition in (4.23) ensures that the image of Υ falls in the
domain of majorant analyticity of Φ´1. As a consequence the map Φ´1 ˝Υ is majorant analytic. Recall
now that Λ is simply obtained by extending Φ´1 ˝ Υ as the identity on Z2zZ, therefore it is majorant
analytic as a map Dps,?ε{4q Ñ BpC?εq ˆ BpC?εq, where now we denoted by BpRq the ball in the
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topology of hppZ2q. The fact that Λ transforms the standard symplectic form into (2.16) is a direct
computation, using the symplecticity of the Birkhoff map Φ.
piiq First we show that there exists a constant c˚ ą 0 s.t. ΛpDps, rqq Ď Vc˚r. Thus let u “ ΛpY, θ,aq
with pY, θ,aq P Dps, rq. Recall that qfgpλ; θq “ Φ´1pΥp0, θ, 0qq. One has that
distHppT2q
´
u,Φ´1
`
TdpS0, λq
˘ ¯ ď }u´ qfgpλ; θq}hppZ2q “ }u}hppZ2zZq ` }u´ qfgpθq}hppZq
“ }papm,nqqn‰0}hppZ2zZq ` }Φ´1 pΥpY, θ,aqq ´ Φ´1 pΥp0, θ, 0qq }hppZq
Thm.4.1ď r ` C}ΥpY, θ,aq ´Υp0, θ, 0q}hppZq
ď r ` C}papm,0qqmPZ}hppZzS0q ` C
˜
dÿ
i“1
m
2p
i
ˇˇˇa
Imipλq ` Yi ´
a
Imipλq
ˇˇˇ2¸1{2
ď C 1
ˆ
r ` r
2
?
ε
˙
(4.23)ď c˚r ,
which proves one condition. Then, since
pupm,0qqmPZ “ Φ´1
´´a
Imipλq ` Yieiθi
¯
1ďiďd
, papm,0qqmPZzS0
¯
(4.24)
one has Φmippupm,0qqmPZq “
a
Imipλq ` Yi eiθi , which clearly implies thatˇˇˇˇˇ
Φmippupm,0qqmPZq
ˇˇ2 ´ Imipλqˇˇˇ ď r2 .
Thus ΛpDps, rqq Ď Vc˚r.
Now we show the converse, namely that D c‹ ą 0 s.t. Vc‹r Ď ΛpDps, rqq. Then take δ “ c‹r, u P Vδ, and
we show that u “ ΛpY, θ,aq for some pY, θ,aq P Dps, c´1‹ δq. First we put papm,nqqn‰0 :“ pupm,nqqn‰0;
the condition dist
´
u,Φ´1 pTdpS0, λqq
¯
ď δ implies immediately that }papm,nqqn‰0}hppZ2zZq ď δ.
Consider now pupm,0qqmPZ, which are the Fourier coefficients of up¨, 0q. Denote θ˚ :“ argminθ}u ´
qfgpλ; θ˚q}; such minimum exists since Td is compact and θ ÞÑ qfgpλ; θq is continuous. Then
}pupm,0qqmPZ}hppZq ď }pupm,0qqmPZ ´ qfgpλ; θ˚q}hppZq ` }qfgpλ; θ˚q}hppZq ď δ ` C
?
ε ď R ď ρ˚ ,
where ρ˚ is the size of the domain of majorant analyticity of the Birkhoff map Φ, see Theorem 4.1.
Hence the vector z ” pzmqmPZ :“ Φppupm,0qqmPZq is well defined; we pose apm,0q :“ zm for any m R S0.
By the analyticity of Φ´1 and the fact that dΦ´1p0q “ I, we bound
δ “ }u´ qfgpλ; θ˚q}hppZq “ }Φ´1pzq ´ Φ´1pzfgpλ; θ˚qq}hppZq ě c‹}z ´ zfgpλ; θq˚}hppZq
“ c‹}z ´ zfgpλ; θ˚q}hppS0q ` c‹}z}hppZzS0q .
Hence we obtain that }papm,0qqmRS0}hppZzS0q ď c´1‹ δ. Finally write zmi “
a
Imipλq ` Yieiθi for some Y
and θ. Then the second condition in (4.14) implies δ2 ě ˇˇ|zmi |2 ´ Imipλqˇˇ ě |Yi|. Therefore we have shown
that u “ ΛpY, θ,aq for some pY, θ,aq P Dps, c´1‹ δq.
We begin now the proof of item piiiq. Thus we consider expression (2.4) and apply in two steps the
change of coordinates Φ´1 and Υ of (4.20). To begin with, we start from the Hamiltonian in Fourier
coordinates (2.6), and set
qm :“ upm,0q if m P Z , a~ :“ u~ if ~ “ pm,nq P Z2 , n ‰ 0 .
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We rewrite the Hamiltonian accordingly in increasing degree in a, obtaining
Hpq, aq “
ÿ
mPZ
m2|qm|2 ´ 1
2
ÿ
mPZ
|qm|4 ` 1
2
‹ÿ
miPZ
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
qm1 q¯m2qm3 q¯m4 (4.25)
`
ÿ
~PZ2zZ
|~|2|a~|2
` 2
‹ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“3,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n3´n4“0
qm1 q¯m2a~3 a¯~4 ` 12
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“2,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n2`n4“0
pqm1 a¯~2qm3 a¯~4 ` q¯m1a~2 q¯m3a~4q
`
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“2,3,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0´n2`n3´n4“0
qm1 a¯~2a~3 a¯~4 `
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“1,2,3 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n1´n2`n3“0
a~1 a¯~2a~3 q¯m4
` 1
2
‹ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“1,2,3,4 , ni‰0
~1´~2`~3´~4“0
a~1 a¯~2a~3 a¯~4 ´ 12
ÿ
~PZ2zZ
|a~|4
Step 1: First we introduce Birkhoff coordinates on the line Zˆ t0u: We set`pzmqmPZ, pa~q~PZ2zZ˘ ÞÑ `pqmqmPZ, pa~q~PZ2zZ˘ , pqmqmPZ “ Φ´1 ppzmqmPZq . (4.26)
Since the first line of (4.25) is the dNLS with mass shift, when we apply Φ´1 we obtain
H 1pz, aq “hdmpp|zm|2qmPZq `
ÿ
~PZ2zZ
|~|2|a~|2 (4.27)
` 2
‹ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“3,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n3´n4“0
qm1 q¯m2a~3 a¯~4 ` 12
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“2,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n2`n4“0
pqm1 a¯~2qm3 a¯~4 ` q¯m1a~2 q¯m3a~4q
`
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“2,3,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0´n2`n3´n4“0
qm1 a¯~2a~3 a¯~4 `
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“1,2,3 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n1´n2`n3“0
a~1 a¯~2a~3 q¯m4
` 1
2
‹ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“1,2,3,4 , ni‰0
~1´~2`~3´~4“0
a~1 a¯~2a~3 a¯~4 ´ 12
ÿ
~PZ2zZ
|a~|4
where in the last three lines we think pqmqmPZ “ Φ´1ppzmqmPZq as a function of the Birkhoff variables z.
Step 2: We go to action-angle coordinates only on the set S0 “ pm1, . . . , mdq Ă Z and rename zm for
m R S0 as apm,0q, see (4.21) and (4.22). We think each qm as a function
qm “ qmpλ;Y, θ,aq ” Φ´1m pp
a
Imipλq ` Yi eiθiqi“1,...,d, papm,0qqmPZzS0q .
Next we Taylor expand the Hamiltonian (4.27) around the finite-gap torus corresponding to pY, θ,aq “
p0, θ, 0q. First one has (up to an irrelevant constant)
hdmpp|zm|2qmPZq “ hdm
`
Im1pλq ` Y1, . . . , Imdpλq ` Yd, p|apm,0q|2qmPZzS0
˘
“ ωpλq ¨ Y `
ÿ
mPZzS0
Ωmpλq|apm,0q|2 `OpY2,Y|a|2, |a|4q ,
where the Ωmpλq are defined in (4.10). Now we consider the terms which contain qm. Expanding qm in
Taylor series we have
qm “qmpλ; 0, θ, 0q `
dÿ
i“1
Bqm
BYi pλ; 0, θ, 0qYi `
ÿ
m1PZzS0
Bqm
Bapm1,0q
pλ; 0, θ, 0qapm1,0q
`
ÿ
m1PZzS0
Bqm
Ba¯pm1,0q
pλ; 0, θ, 0qa¯pm1,0q `OpY2,Ya,a2q
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Remark that
qmpλ; 0, θ, 0q “ Φ´1m pp
a
Imipλq eiθiqi“1,...,d, 0q “ qfgmpλ; θq .
Inserting such formula in the Hamiltonian (4.27) and collecting the terms in increasing scaling degree we
obtain the new Hamiltonian
Hpλ;Y, θ,aq “ N p0q `Hp0qpλ; θ,aq `Hp1qpλ; θ,aq `Hp2qpλ; θ,Y,aq
where N p0q is defined in (4.16). Correspondingly Hp0q is the second and third line of (4.15), namely all
the remaining terms of degree two in a:
Hp0q :“2
‹ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“3,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n3´n4“0
qfgm1pλ; θqq¯fgm2pλ; θqa~3 a¯~4 (4.28)
` 1
2
ÿ
~i“pmi,niq ,i“2,4 , ni‰0
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
n2`n4“0
pqfgm1pλ; θq a¯~2 qfgm3pλ; θq a¯~4 ` q¯fgm1pλ; θq a~2 q¯fgm3pλ; θq a~4q .
Hp1q are the terms with scaling degree 1:
Hp1q :“
ÿ
`PZd,α,βPNZ2zS0
|α|`|β|“3
Hα,β,`pλq eiθ¨`aα a¯β (4.29)
in particular such Hamiltonian is cubic in a and it does not contain any monomial of the form eiθ¨`Y laαa¯β
with |l| “ |α` β| “ 1.
Finally Hpě2q contains all the rest i.e. all the terms with scaling degree ě 2.
In the next lemma we estimate the norms of the Hamiltonians Hp0q,Hp1q and Hpě2q:
Lemma 4.3. Fix s ą 0. There exists ε0 ą 0 and for any ε ď ε0, there exists r˚ ď ?ε{4 s.t. Hp0q P Qhors
while Hp1q and Hpě2q belong to AOs,r˚ . Finally the following bounds hold:
|Hp0q|Os ď Cε , |Hp1q|Os,r ď C
?
εr , |Hpě2q|Os,r ď Cr2 , @0 ă r ď r˚ , (4.30)
where C is independent of ε, r.
Proof. We start from the Hamiltonian (2.6). The terms of order four in (2.6) belong to As,r for all6
s, r ě 0. Indeed we have that
H4 :“
ÿ
~1`~2“~3`~4
u~1u~2 u¯~3 u¯~4 ñ pXH4q~ “ pu‹u‹u¯q~ ñ pXH4q~ “ pu‹u‹u¯q~ ñ |pXH4q~| ď pv‹v‹v¯q~
with v~ “ |u~|. Then we repeat the same argument for Mpuq “
ş
T2 |u|2 (see the definition of the
Hamiltonian (2.4)) and the result follows by the algebra property of our space. This shows that the
starting Hamiltonian (2.6) is majorant analytic. Moreover one has
sup
|u|hppZ2qďρ
||XH4pu, u¯q ||ρ ď ρ2 . (4.31)
Next consider the map Λ of (2.15). By Proposition 4.2(i), Λ is majorant analytic and maps Dps,?ε{4q Ñ
BpC1?εq ˆBpC1?εq. Thus the pullback of XH4 through Λ, which we denote Y , is a majorant analytic
vector field Dps, rq Ñ Cd ˆ Cd ˆ hp, @0 ă r ď r˚. Hence Hpě0q :“ H4 ˝ Λ is majorant analytic andˇˇˇ
Hpě0q
ˇˇˇ
s,
?
ε{4
ď sup
pY,aqPDp?ε{4q
||Y spY,aq ||?ε{4 ď sup|u|hppZ2qďC1?ε
||XH4puq ||C1?ε
(4.31)ď C1ε . (4.32)
As a consequence each homogeneous component of Hpě0q is a majorant analytic Hamiltonian; in partic-
ular let Hpdq the homogeneous component of Hpě0q of scaling degree d; thenˇˇˇ
Hpdq
ˇˇˇ
s,r
ď
ˆ
4r?
ε
˙d ˇˇˇ
Hpdq
ˇˇˇ
s,
?
ε{4
(3.3)ď
ˆ
4r?
ε
˙d ˇˇˇ
Hpě0q
ˇˇˇ
s,
?
ε{4
(4.32)ď
ˆ
4r?
ε
˙d
C1ε .
The estimate for the Lipschtitz norm
ˇˇHpdq ˇˇO
s,r
is analogous, and the lemma follows.
Proof of Proposition 4.2 piiiq and pivq. Item piiiq follows from (4.15) and Lemma 4.3. Item pivq is proved
similarly by performing Step 1 and Step 2 on the mass M and momentum P , we skip the details.
6note that there is in fact NO dependence on s since there are no angle variables at this point. Furthermore, there is
NO dependence on λ P O
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5 Normal form of the quadratic terms
In this section we consider only the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian (4.15), namely
N p0q `Hp0q ” ω ¨ Y `D `Hp0q , (5.1)
where D is defined in (4.17) and Hp0q in (4.28). Our aim is to reduce such Hamiltonian to a diagonal
form by a convergent KAM procedure by requiring some (potentially rather complicated but relatively
explicit) Diophantine condition on λ. The problem of the KAM algorithm is that it requires to impose
the so called second Melnikov conditions on the frequencies, which do not hold for N p0q.
Thus, first we must put (5.1) in a normal form which is suitable in order to start a KAM algorithm
to obtain the reducibility result. Following ideas of [PP12], we perform a finite number of normal form
transformations whose effect is to put the Hamiltonian (5.1) in a form suitable to the application of a
KAM scheme.
In this section we will constantly use the notation a Ì b with the meaning a ď Cb for some positive
constant C independent of ε and r.
The aim of the section is to prove the following result:
Theorem 5.1. Fix p ą 1 and s0 ą 0. For a generic choice of the set S0 (in the sense of Definition
2.4), there exists ε0 ą 0 such that for all 0 ă ε ď ε0, Dr0 ! ?ε s.t. the following holds true. There exists
a compact domain O1 Ď O0 Ď r1{2, 1sd such that for any λ P O1 there exists an invertible symplectic
change of variables T p0q:
a ÞÑ Lpλ, ε, θqa , Y ÞÑ Y ` ipa,Qpλ, ε, θqaq , θ ÞÑ θ
well defined and majorant analytic together with its inverse, such that T p0q, pT p0qq´1: Dps{8, %rq Ñ
Dps, rq for all 0 ă r ď r0, s0{64 ď s ď s0 (here % ą 0 depends on s0,maxp|mk|pq) and
pω ¨Y`D`Hp0qq˝T p0qpY, θ, a, a¯q “ ω ¨Y`
ÿ
~PZ2zZ
rΩ~ |a~|2` ÿ
mPZzS0
Ωm|apm,0q|2` rHp0q` rHp1q` rHpě2q . (5.2)
Here the frequencies rΩ~ are defined in (2.37), and Ωm in (4.10). Furthermore rHp0q has scaling degree 0
and has the form
rHp0q “ rHp0,horq ` rHp0,mixq , r rHp0,horquO1s{8,´2 ` r rHp0,mixquO1s{8,´~2 Ì ε2 .
Similarly rHp1q has scaling degree 1 and does not depend on Y, rHpě2q has scaling degree 2, andˇˇˇ rHp1q ˇˇˇO1
s{8,%r
Ì ?ε r ,
ˇˇˇ rHpě2q ˇˇˇO1
s{8,%r
Ì r2 .
The massM and the momentum P of (2.26) in the new coordinates are given by
M ˝ T p0q “ ĂM , P ˝ T p0q “ rP
defined in (2.31).
Remark 5.2. In the new variables, the selection rules of Remark 3.1 become
tH, ĂMu “ 0 ô Hα,β,` prηpα, βq ` ηp`qq “ 0
tH, rPxu “ 0 ô Hα,β,` prpixpα, βq ` pip`qq “ 0
tH, rPyu “ 0 ô Hα,β,` ppiypα, βqq “ 0
where ηp`q is defined in (3.1), pip`q in (3.2), while
rηpα, βq :“ ÿ
~PZ2zpSYCYS0q
pα~ ´ β~q ,
rpixpα, βq :“ ÿ
~“pm,nq
~PZ2zpSYS0YCq
mpα~ ´ β~q `
ÿ
iăk
~“pm,nqPC`
i,k
pm´ miqpα~ ´ β~q `
ÿ
iăk
~“pm,nqPC´
i,k
pm´ mkqpα~ ´ β~q .
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As far as it concerns the structure of the transformation T p0q, we have the following result:
Theorem 5.3. We have that L,Q are block diagonal in the y-Fourier modes. More precisely the matrix
L “ diagnPNpLnq, with each Ln acting on the sequence papm,nq, apm,´nqqmPZ. The Ln satisfy the following
properties: L0 “ Id , while Ln with n ‰ 0 is the composition of four maps: Ln “ LpDqn ˝ LpBqn ˝ Rn ˝ Un
where
• Setting LpDq “ diagnPNpLpDqn q, we have LpDq ´ Id “ LpD,horq ` LpD,mixq, with LpD,horqn independent
of n, for all n ‰ 0, and
rLpD,horquO0s{4,´2, rL
pD,mixquO0
s{4,´~2 Ì ε ,
see formula (3.10).
• Setting LpBq “ diagnPNpLpBqn q, we have LpBq ´ Id “ LpB,horq ` LpB,mixq, with LpB,horqn independent
of n, for all n ‰ 0, and
rLpB,horquO0s{8,´2, rL
pB,mixquO0
s{8,´~2 Ì ε .
• Rn is a finite dimensional phase shift given explicitly by formula (5.51), moreover if
C X tpm,nq, pm,´nqumPZ “ H (5.3)
then Rn is independent of n.
• Un acts non trivially only on pSYC qXtpm,nq, pm,´nqumPZ it is invertible and depends analytically
on λ P O1 together with its inverse. Moreover if (5.3) holds then Un is independent of n and
orthogonal.
The matrix Q has the same structure of L.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.3.
5.1 Proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3
We prove our statement in three steps, where we construct one by one the changes of variables in Theorem
5.3 justifying their role in the diagonalization process.
Step 1. The change of coordinates LpDq puts (5.1) into the form
ω ¨ Y `D `Hhor `Hmix
so that Hhor P QO0,hors1,´2 and Hmix P QO0s1,´~2. Furthermore we isolate the terms of order ε.
Step 2. The change of coordinates LpBq removes from the terms at order ε in Hhor`Hmix all the monomials
which are Birkhoff non-resonant, in the sense of Definition 5.5 below.
Step 3. The changes of coordinates R,U are not close to the identity and are used to put the Birkhoff
resonant terms at order ε in diagonal form.
We start by decomposing D and Hp0q in their line, diagonal and out-diagonal components as defined
in Section 3.1. Note that D “ Dline `Ddiag (it does not have an out-diagonal component), while
Hp0qpλ; θ, a, a¯q “ Hdiagpλ; θ, a, a¯q `Houtpλ; θ, a, a¯q ,
where
Hdiagpλ; θ, a, a¯q ”
ÿ
m1,m2,nPZ
Hm´1,m2pλ; θqapm1,nqa¯pm2,nq (5.4)
“ 2
ÿ
m1´m2`m3´m4“0
m1‰m2, n‰0
qfgm3pλ; θqq¯fgm4pλ; θqapm1,nqa¯pm2,nq
Houtpλ; θ, a, a¯q ” 2
ÿ
m1,m2,ną0
Re
`
Hm`1,m2pλ; θqapm1,nqapm2,´nq
˘
(5.5)
“
ÿ
m1`m2“m3`m4
ną0
pqfgm3pλ; θqqfgm4pλ; θqa¯pm1,nqa¯pm2,´nq ` q¯fgm1pλ; θqq¯fgm2pλ; θqapm1,nqapm2,´nqq ;
here pqfgmpλ; θqqmPZ “ Φ´1pzfgpλ; θqq. Note that in (5.5) we are summing only on n ą 0, and not on all
n as in (4.28), hence the coefficient is changed accordingly. Furthermore note that Hp0q does not have a
line component.
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5.1.1 Step 1: descent method.
From now on we will constantly write a Ì b with the meaning a ď Cb, with a constant C independent
of ε, r.
We prove the following:
Lemma 5.4. There exists an invertible symplectic transformation T pDq : Dps{4, r{2q Ñ Dps, rq @s0{64 ď
s ď s0, 0 ă r ď r0, which transforms the Hamiltonian (5.1) in the following form:
pω ¨ Y `D `Hp0qq ˝ T pDq “ ω ¨ Y `D `H1 `H2 , (5.6)
where
(i) the map T pDq is the time-1 flow of a quadratic Hamiltonian χ1 “ χhor1 `χmix1 such that rχhor1 uO03s{4,´1`
rχmix1 u
O0
3s{4,´~2 Ì ε.
(ii) H1 “ Hhor1 `Hmix1 P QO0,hors{4,´2 `QO0s{4,´~2 and rHhor1 uO0s{4,´2 ` rHmix1 uO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε. Explicitly
Hhor1 pλ; θ, a, a¯q “ 2ε
ÿ
m1,m2,nPZzt0u|m1|‰|m2|
´pωp0q ¨ Bθq2Qm´1,m2pλ; θq
pm21 ´m22q2
apm1,nqa¯pm2,nq (5.7)
` 2ε
ÿ
m1,n‰0
Qm´1pλ; θq apm1,nqa¯p´m1,nq (5.8)
Hmix1 pλ; θ, a, a¯q “ 2ε
ÿ
m1,m2,ną0
Re
˜
iωp0q ¨ BθQm`1,m2pλ; θq
m21 `m22 ` 2n2
apm1,nqapm2,´nq
¸
, (5.9)
where
Qm´1,m2pλ; θq :“
ÿ
i‰j: mi´mj“m2´m1
a
λiλj e
ipθi´θjq , (5.10)
Qm´1pλ; θq :“
ÿ
i‰j: mi´mj“´2m1
a
λiλj e
ipθi´θjq , (5.11)
Qm`1,m2pλ; θq :“
ÿ
i,j: mi`mj“m2`m1
a
λiλj e
´ipθi`θjq . (5.12)
Note that Qσm1,m2pλ; θq “ 0 if there exists no couple mi, mj P S0 such that mi ` σmj “ m1 ` σm2.
(iii) H2 “ Hhor2 `Hmix2 P QO0,hors{4,´2 `QO0s{4,´~2 and rHhor2 uO0s{4,´2 ` rHmix2 uO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2.
(iv) One hasM ˝ T pDq “M and P ˝ T pDq “ P.
Proof. Decompose Hp0q “ Hdiag`Hout where Hdiag and Hout defined in (5.4) respectively (5.5) are both
horizontal. We recall that Hp0q does not have a line component. We use the method of the Lie series,
constructing the symplectic map T pDq as the time-1 flow of a Hamiltonian χ1 of the form
χ1 “ χdiag1 ` χout1 ,
χdiag1 :“
ÿ
m1,m2,n‰0
χm´1,m2,npλ; θqapm1,nqa¯pm2,nq , χm´1,m2,n “ χm´2,m1,n
χout1 :“ 2
ÿ
m1,m2,ną0
Repχm`1,m2,npλ; θqapm1,nqapm2,´nqq .
(5.13)
By construction χline1 “ 0, so that χ1 Poisson commutes with any Hamiltonian F line. This implies that
T pDq preserves the line component Dline . Using formula (5.1) we have that
pω ¨ Y `D `Hp0qq ˝ T pDq “ ω ¨ Y `D
` tDdiag, χ1u `Hdiag `Hout ` tω ¨ Y, χ1u ` 1
2
tHout, χdiag1 u (5.14)
` tHdiag, χ1u ` 1
2
ttDdiag ` ω ¨ Y, χ1u, χ1u ` 1
2
tHout, χdiag1 u (5.15)
` tHout, χout1 u ` T2
`
χ1;Hdiag `Hout
˘` T3 `χ1; ω ¨ Y `Ddiag˘ (5.16)
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Our aim is to reduce the order of Hp0q, to this purpose we set Ddiag, χ1(`Hdiag `Hout ` tω ¨ Y, χ1u ` 1
2
tHout, χdiag1 u “ Z `R (5.17)
where Z is in the kernel of adpDdiagq while R P QO0,hors{2,´2 ` QO0s{2,´~2. Note that χ1,Z,R are all to be
determined. Writing (5.17) in Fourier-Taylor components, explicitly we obtain for the diagonal part
ipm21 ´m22qχm´1,m2,n `Hm´1,m2 ` ω ¨ Bθχm´1,m2,n “ δp|m1|, |m2|qZm´1,m2 `Rm´1,m2
and for the out-diagonal part
ipm21 `m22 ` 2n2qχm`1,m2,n `Hm`1,m2 ` ω ¨ Bθχm`1,m2,n `
1
2
ptHout, χdiag1 uqm`1,m2 “ Rm`1,m2,n ,
note that the last summand in the left hand side depends only on χ´. A simple computation using the
fact that the diagonal coefficients of the matrix Hdiag are zero, i.e. Hm´,m “ 0, shows that a solution is
given by
χm´1,m2,n :“
$&%i
Hm´1,m2
m21 ´m22
´ ω ¨ BθHm´1,m2pm21 ´m22q2
, |m1| ‰ |m2|
0 , |m1| “ |m2|
,
χm`1,m2,n :“ i
Hm`1,m2 ` 12 ptHout, χdiag1 uqm`1,m2
pm21 `m22 ` 2n2q
,
Z “ 0 ,
Rm´1,m2 “
$’’’&’’’%
Hm´1,´m1 , m1 “ ´m2
´pω ¨ Bθq
2Hm´1,m2
pm21 ´m22q2
, |m1| ‰ |m2|
0 otherwise
, Rm`1,m2,n “ ω ¨ Bθχm`1,m2,n . (5.18)
By construction χdiag1 and Rdiag are horizontal since their coefficients do not depend on n. We show now
that
tM, χ1u “ 0 , tP, χ1u “ 0 .
This follows immediately by remarking that Hdiag and Hout commute with M and P and hence they
satisfy the selection rules of Remark 3.1. By the explicit formula for χ1 it follows that the same selection
rules hold for χ1. This shows that item pivq holds.
We pass now to the quantitative estimates. We define
χhor1 :“ pχ1qdiag , χmix1 :“ pχ1qout .
In order to estimate χhor1 , we split it in two components by writing
χhor1 :“ χhor1,´1 ` χhor1,´2 ,
pχhor1,´1qm1,m2 :“
#
i
H´m1,m2
m21´m22 , |m1| ‰ |m2|
0 , |m1| “ |m2|
, pχhor1,´2qm1,m2 :“
#
´ω¨BθH
´
m1,m2
pm21´m22q2 , |m1| ‰ |m2|
0 , |m1| ‰ |m2| .
We prove that χhor1,´1 P QO0,hors,´1 , χhor1,´2 P QO0,hor3s{4,´2, χmix1 P QO03s{4,´~2 with quantitative estimates
rχhor1,´1u
O0
s,´1 ` rχhor1,´2uO03s{4,´2 ` rχmix1 uO03s{4,´~2 Ì p|Hdiag|O0s ` |Hout|O0s q Ì ε . (5.19)
We begin with χhor1,´1. By definition rχhor1,´1u
O0
s,´1 is the |¨|O0s norm of the Hamiltonian with Fourier-Taylor
coefficients
#
xm1y
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ H´,`m1,m2m21 ´m22
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
. Such coefficients are estimated by
ˇˇxm1y pχhor1,´1q´,`m1,m2 ˇˇO0C ď xm1y|m21 ´m22| ˇˇH´,`m1,m2 ˇˇO0C ď ˇˇH´,`m1,m2 ˇˇO0C
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since xm1y|m21´m22| ď 1 for |m1| ‰ |m2|. Thus, by Proposition B.1 (iii), rχ
hor
1,´1u
O0
s,´1 Ì |Hdiag|O0s .
Consider now χhor1,´2. By constructionˇˇˇ
xm1y2 pχhor1,´2q´,`m1,m2
ˇˇˇO0
C
Ì xm1y
2 |`|
|m21 ´m22|2
ˇˇ
H´,`m1,m2
ˇˇO0
C Ì |`|
ˇˇ
H´,`m1,m2
ˇˇO0
C ,
which implies that rχhor1,´2u
O0
3s{4,´2 Ì |Hdiag|O0s .
Finally consider χmix1 . By definition, rχmix1 u
O0
s,´~2 is the |¨|
O0
s norm of the Hamiltonian with Fourier-
Taylor coefficients tpxm1y2 ` xny2q
ˇˇ
χ`,`m1,m2,n
ˇˇu. We denote G`,`m1,m2 :“ 12 ptHout, χdiaguq`,`m1,m2 and getˇˇˇ
pxm1y2 ` xny2qχ`,`m1,m2,n
ˇˇˇO0
C
ď pxm1y
2 ` xny2q
|m21 `m22 ` 2n2|
` ˇˇ
H`,`m1,m2
ˇˇO0
C `
ˇˇ
G`,`m1,m2
ˇˇO0
C
˘
Ì ` ˇˇH`,`m1,m2 ˇˇO0C ` ˇˇG`,`m1,m2 ˇˇO0C ˘
since pxm1y
2`xny2q
m21`m22`2n2 ď 1. Once again we get by Proposition B.1 (iii) that
rχmix1 u
O0
3s{4,´~2 Ì |Hout|O0s p1` 2|χ
diag
1 |O03s{4q Ì |Hout|O0s p1` |Hdiag|O0s q .
We have thus proven (5.19).
We show now that line (5.14) belongs to QO0,hors{2,´2 ` QO0s{2,´~2, i.e. it is either horizontal and of order
´2 or of order ´~2. By the homological equation (5.17), line (5.14) equals
R “ Rdiag `Rout “ Rdiag1 `Rdiag2 `Rout ,
Rdiag1 “
 
δpm1,´m2qHm´1,´m1
(
, Rdiag2 “ ω ¨ Bθχhor1,´2 ,
Rout “ ω ¨ Bθχmix1 ” tω ¨ Bθχm`1,m2,nu
First we estimate Rdiag1 . By momentum conservation, see Remark 3.1, its coefficients are not-zero only
if 2m1 “ ´pip`q so rRdiag1 uO03s{4,´2 Ì |Hdiag|O0s .
Consider now Rdiag2 . One has rRdiag2 uO0s{2,´2 Ì rχhor1,´2uO03s{4,´2 Ì |Hdiag|O0s .
Finally consider Rout. One has
rRoutuO0
s{2,´~2 Ì rχmix1 uO03s{4,´~2 Ì |Hout|O0s .
Collecting all the estimates we have that
rRdiaguO0s{2,´2 ` rRoutuO0s{2,´~2 Ì |Hp0q|O0s Ì ε . (5.20)
Thus we proved that line (5.14) belongs to QO0,hors{2,´2 `QO0s{2,´~2.
Let us now prove the same for (5.15). The first term to consider is
tHdiag, χ1u “ tHdiag, χhor1,´1u ` tHdiag, χhor1,´2u ` tHdiag, χmix1 u , (5.21)
where we used that χ1 “ χhor1,´1`χhor1,´2`χmix1 . We will prove that tHdiag, χhor1,´1u`tHdiag, χhor1,´2u P QO0,hors{2,´2
while tHdiag, χmix1 u P QO0s{2,´~2 with quantitative estimates
rtHdiag, χhor1,´1uuO0s{2,´2 ` rtHdiag, χhor1,´2uuO0s{2,´2 ` rtHdiag, χmix1 uuO0s{2,´~2 Ì p|Hdiag|O0s q2 Ì ε2 (5.22)
First note that since both Hdiag and χdiag1 are horizontal, tHdiag, χhor1,´1u` tHdiag, χhor1,´2u is horizontal as
well. We pass to quantitative estimates. By Lemma 3.18 we have
rtHdiag, χhor1,´2uuO0s{2,´2 Ì |χhor1,´2|O03s{4,´2 |Hdiag|O0s Ì ε2 . (5.23)
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Now tHdiag, χhor1,´1u is apparently only of order ´1; however a direct computation shows that it is in fact
of order ´2:
ptHdiag, χhor1,´1uq`m1,m2 “ ´
ÿ
m3,`1,`2
`1``2“` , m1´m3“pip`1q
m3´m2“pip`2q|m3|‰|m2|
H´,`1m1,m3H
´,`2
m3,m2
pm23 ´m22q
`
ÿ
m4,`1,`2
`1``2“` , m1´m4“pip`2q
m4´m2“pip`1q|m1|‰|m4|
H´,`2m1,m4H
´,`1
m4,m2
pm21 ´m24q
“ ´
ÿ
m3,`1,`2
`1``2“` , m1´m3“pip`1q
m3´m2“pip`2q|m3|‰|m2|, |m1|‰|m1´m3`m2|
H´,`1m1,m3H
´,`2
m3,m2
pm23 ´m22q
´ H
´,`2
m1,m1´m3`m2H
´,`1
m1´m3`m2,m2
pm21 ´ pm1 ´m3 `m2q2q
“ ´
ÿ
m3,`1,`2
`1``2“` , m1´m3“pip`1q
m3´m2“pip`2q|m3|‰|m2|, |m1|‰|m1´m3`m2|
H´,`1m1,m3H
´,`2
m3,m2
ˆ
1
pm23 ´m22q
´ 1pm21 ´ pm1 ´m3 `m2q2q
˙
“ ´
ÿ
m3,`1,`2
`1``2“` , m1´m3“pip`1q
m3´m2“pip`2q|m3|‰|m2|, |m1|‰|m1´m3`m2|
H´,`1m1,m3H
´,`2
m3,m2p
2pm1 ´m3q
pm3 ´m2qpm3 `m2qp2m1 ´m3 `m2qq q
Note that the conditions |m3| ‰ |m2| and |m1| ‰ |m4| come from the definition of χdiag1 . By Remark
3.15 we may assume |`|, |`i| ď cxm1y (where c´1 “ 2 max
1ďiďdp|mi|q ) since otherwise we have an infinitely
smoothing term. We have
m3 `m2 “ 2m1 `m3 ´m1 `m2 ´m1 “ 2m1 ´ pip`1q ´ pip`q
thus using also that |pip`1q ` pip`q| ď |m1| and |pip`2q| ď |m1| one deduce the estimate
xm1y2 2|m1 ´m3||m3 ´m2||m3 `m2||2m1 ´m3 `m2| ď
2|pip`1q|xm1y2
|pip`2q||2m1 ´ pip`1q ´ pip`q| |2m1 ´ pip`2q| ď 2|pip`1q| .
This implies that tHdiag, χdiag1,´1u P QO0,hor3s{4,´2 with quantitative estimate
rtHdiag, χhor1,´1uuO03s{4,´2 Ì p|Hdiag|O0s q2 Ì ε2 . (5.24)
Finally consider tHdiag, χmix1 u. By Lemma B.20piq one has
rtHdiag, χmix1 uuO0s{2,´~2 Ì |χmix1 |O03s{4,´~2 |Hdiag|O0s Ì ε2 . (5.25)
Thus estimate (5.22) follows from (5.23), (5.24), (5.25).
Consider now the last two terms of line (5.15). Substituting (5.17) into
1
2
ttDdiag ` ω ¨ Y, χ1u, χ1u ` 1
2
tHout, χdiag1 u “
1
2
t´Hdiag ´ 1
2
tHout, χdiag1 u `R, χ1u´
1
2
tHout, χmix1 u
“1
2
tχ1,Hdiagu ` 1
4
ttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χ1u (5.26)
` 1
2
tR, χ1u`1
2
tχmix1 ,Houtu . (5.27)
The first term of (5.26) is the same as (5.21), thus it is estimated by (5.22).
Consider now the second term in (5.26). Using that Hout is horizontal one decompose
ttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χ1u “ ttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χdiag1 u ` ttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χout1 u P QO0,hors{4,´2 `QO0s{4,´~2
with quantitative estimates
rttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χdiag1 uuO0s{4,´2 ` rttχdiag1 ,Houtu, χout1 uuO0s{4,´~2 Ì p|H|O0s q3 Ì ε3 . (5.28)
Next consider the term tR, χ1u. By construction R “ Rdiag `Rout, χ1 “ χdiag1 ` χout1 with Rdiag, χdiag1
horizontal. So
tR, χ1u “ tRdiag, χdiag1 u ` tRdiag, χout1 u ` tRout, χdiag1 u ` tRout, χout1 u
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and the first term belongs to QO0,hors{4,´2 , while the last three belong to QO0s{4,´~2, and (5.19), (5.20) give the
quantitative estimates
rtRdiag, χdiag1 uuO0s{4,´2 ` rtRdiag, χout1 uuO0s{4,´~2 ` rtRout, χ
diag
1 uuO0s{4,´~2 ` rtRout, χout1 uuO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2 . (5.29)
Finally we study tHout, χmix1 u, which is easily seen to belong to QO0s{4,´~2 with quantitative estimate
rtHout, χmix1 uuO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2 . (5.30)
Altogether we have proved that (5.15) “ (5.15)hor ` (5.15)mix P QO0,hors{4,´2 `QO0s{4,´~2 with estimates
r(5.15)horuO0s{4,´2 ` r(5.15)mixuO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2 . (5.31)
In order to study line (5.16) we apply Lemma 3.18 to T2
`
χ1;Hdiag `Hout
˘
. We have
rT2
`
χ1;Hdiag `Hout
˘horuO0s{2,´2 Ì ε2 , rT2 `χ1;Hdiag `Hout˘mixuO0s{2,´~2 Ì ε2 .
Now consider T3
`
χ1;ω ¨ Y `Ddiag
˘
. Write it as
T3
`
χ1;ω ¨ Y `Ddiag
˘ “ ÿ
kě3
adpχ1qkrω ¨ Y `Ddiags
k!
“
ÿ
kě3
adpχ1qk´1rtω ¨ Y `Ddiag, χ1us
k!
“
ÿ
kě3
adpχ1qk´1r´Hdiag ´Hout ` 12tχdiag1 ,Houtu ` Z `Rs
k!
.
Again we apply Lemma 3.18 to obtain
r
`T3pχ1;ω ¨ Y `Ddiagq˘horuO0s{4,´2 ` r`T3pχ1;ω ¨ Y `Ddiagq˘mixuO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2 .
So far we have proved that
pω ¨ Y `Ddiag `Hp0qq ˝ T pDq “ ω ¨ Y `Ddiag `R` rH
with rH “ rHhor ` rHmix P QO0,hors{4,´2 `QO0s{4,´~2 fulfilling
r rHhoruO0s{4,´2 ` r rHmixuO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε2 .
The next step is to extract from the so obtained Hamiltonian the terms which are exactly of order ε.
Obviously such terms can be contained only in R, so we extract from R the monomials of order exactly
ε, which we denote by H1:
H1 :“ BεR|ε“0 .
By formula (2.13), it follows that
qfgmpθq “
#?
ε
?
λi e
iθi ` ε3{2pmpθq , m “ mi P S0
ε3{2pmpθq , m R S0 , (5.32)
thus
Hm´1,m2pλ; θq “ 2
‹ÿ
m3´m4“m2´m1
qfgm3pθqq¯fgm4pθq (5.33)
“ 2ε
ÿ
i‰j: mi´mj“m2´m1
a
λiλj e
ipθi´θjq `Opε2q (5.34)
and
Hm`1,m2pλ; θq “
ÿ
m3`m4“m2`m1
q¯fgm3pθqq¯fgm4pθq
“ ε
ÿ
i,j: mi`mj“m2`m1
a
λiλj e
´ipθi`θjq `Opε2q. (5.35)
Now we substitute such kernels into the expression of R (5.18) and separate the terms of order ε which
define H1. All the other terms define H2.
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5.1.2 Step 2: removal of Birkhoff non resonant monomials at order ε
We begin with the following definition:
Definition 5.5. A monomial of the form eiθ¨`aαa¯β, |α| ` |β| “ 2 will be said to be Birkhoff resonant iff
ωp0q ¨ `` Ωp0q ¨ pα´ βq “ 0 .
In the next lemma we describe the monomials in the Hamiltonian H1 (defined in (5.6)) which are
Birkhoff resonant.
Lemma 5.6. The following holds true:
(i) Consider a monomial eiθ¨`apm1,nqa¯pm2,nq, |m1| ‰ |m2|, |`| “ 2. Then the monomial is Birkhoff
resonant iff there exist 1 ď i, j ď d such that
m1 “ mj , m2 “ mi , ` “ ei ´ ej . (5.36)
Such monomials have support in
Ť
nPZ S0n. Thus, the support of such monomials forms a horizontal
rectangle with two points in S0.
(ii) Consider a monomial eiθ¨`apm1,nqa¯p´m1,nq, |`| “ 2. Then the monomial is Birkhoff resonant iff
there exist 1 ď i, j ď d, i ‰ j, such that mi “ ´mj.
(iii) Consider a monomial eiθ¨`a¯pm1,nqa¯pm2,´nq, |`| “ 2. Then the monomial is Birkhoff resonant iff
there exist 1 ď i, j ď d such that
m2 “ mi ` mj ´m1 , pm1 ´ miqpm1 ´ mjq ` n2 “ 0 , ` “ ei ` ej . (5.37)
Such monomials have support in
Ť
iăj Cij. Thus, their support form a rotated rectangle with two
point in S0.
Proof. piq Obviously if (5.36) holds, then the monomial is Birkhoff resonant. Assume now that the
monomial is Birkhoff resonant. We will use the conservation of mass and momentum as described in
Remark 3.7. By conservation of mass
ř
i `i “ 0, which together with |`| “ 2 implies ` “ ei ´ ej , i ‰ j.
Now by conservation of momentum pip`q `m1´m2 “ 0, which shows that mi´ mj `m1´m2 “ 0. Thus
0 “ ωp0q ¨ `` Ωp0q ¨ pα´ βq “ ωp0q ¨ pei ´ ejq `m21 ´m22 “ m2i ´ m2j `m21 ´m22
“ 2pmi ´ mjqpmj ´m1q .
If mj “ mi, then by momentum conservation m1 “ m2, which contradicts |m1| ‰ |m2|. Thus m1 “ mj ,
m2 “ mi.
piiq By conservation of mass and momentum ` “ ei ´ ej , i ‰ j, mi ´ mj ` 2m1 “ 0. Then
0 “ ωp0q ¨ `` Ωp0q ¨ pα´ βq “ m2i ´ m2j “ pmi ´ mjqpmj ` miq .
Since i ‰ j, it follows that mj ` mi “ 0.
piiiq Once again if (5.37) holds, than the monomial is Birkhoff resonant. Assume now to have a
Birkhoff resonant monomial. By conservation of mass
ř
i `i “ 2, which together with |`| “ 2 implies ` “
ei`ej . Now the conservation of momentum reads pip`q´m1´m2 “ 0, hence one has mi`mj´m1´m2 “ 0.
Thus
0 “ ωp0q ¨ `` Ωp0q ¨ pα´ βq “ ωp0q ¨ pei ` ejq ´m21 ´m22 ´ 2n2 “ m2i ` m2j ´m21 ´m22 ´ 2n2
“ ´2rpm1 ´ miqpm1 ´ mjq ` n2s ,
which shows the claimed condition.
Remark 5.7. By the condition of arithmetic genericity of S0 (see Definition 2.4), one has mi ‰ ´mj
@i, j. Thus the monomials described in Lemma 5.6 (ii) are always Birkhoff non resonant.
In the next lemma we perform a canonical transformation which removes all the Birkhoff non resonant
monomials.
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Lemma 5.8. There exists an invertible symplectic transformation T pBq : Dps{8, r{4q Ñ Dps{4, r{2q
@s0{64 ď s ď s0, 0 ă r ď r0 which transforms the Hamiltonian (5.6) in the following form:
pω ¨ Y `D `H1 `H2q ˝ T pBq “ ω ¨ Y `D ` Z1 ` pH2 , (5.38)
where
(i) the map T pBq is the time-1 flow of a quadratic Hamiltonian χ2 “ χhor2 `χmix2 such that rχhor2 uO0s{4,´2`
rχmix2 u
O0
s{4,´~2 Ì ε.
(ii) Z1 is the Birkhof resonant part of H1 and has the following form: Z1 “ Zhor1 ` Zmix1 , where
Zhor1 “ Zdiag1 :“ 2ε
ÿ
n‰0
ÿ
i‰j
a
λiλj e
ipθi´θjq apmj ,nqa¯pmi,nq
Zmix1 “ Zout1 :“ 4ε
ÿ
iăj
ÿ
pm,nqPC`i,j
a
λiλj Repeipθi`θjq a¯pm,nqa¯pmi`mj´m,´nqq ,
where C`i,j is defined in (2.27). Note that Zhor1 is both horizontal and diagonal while Zmix1 is
out-diagonal and supported only on the finite set Ci,j.
(iii) pH2 “ pHhor2 ` pHmix2 P QO0,hors{8,´2 `QO0s{8,´~2 and r pHhor2 uO0s{8,´2 ` r pHmix2 uO0s{8,´~2 Ì ε2.
(iv) One hasM ˝ T pBq “M and P ˝ T pBq “ P.
Proof. Once again we use the method of the Lie series. Thus we look for T pBq as the time-1 flow map of
an Hamiltonian χ2 “ χdiag2 ` χout2 to be determined. As in the previous step χ2 Poisson commutes with
Dline. Then one has
pω ¨ Y `D `H1 `H2q ˝ T pBq “ ω ¨ Y `D
` tω ¨ Y `Ddiag, χ2u `H1 (5.39)
` T2pχ2; ω ¨ Y `Ddiagq ` T1pχ2; H1q (5.40)
`H2 ˝ T pBq (5.41)
This time we fix χ2 in order to remove the Birkhoff non resonant terms of H1, so we solve the homological
equation with ω ¨ Y `Ddiag (on the contrary of (5.17)). The homological equation is
tω ¨ Y `Ddiag, χ2u `H1 “ Z1
for some χ2,Z1 to be determined. We claim that we may divide χ2 “ χhor2 ` χmix2 so that we can solve
the horizontal part of the equation and the not-horizontal separately, i.e.
tω ¨ Y `Ddiag, χhor2 u `Hhor1 “ Zhor1 , tω ¨ Y `Ddiag, χmix2 u `Hmix1 “ Zmix1 , (5.42)
with
rχhor2 u
O0
s{4,´2 ` rχmix2 uO0s{4,´~2 Ì ε.
In the first equation of (5.42), remarking that Hhor1 is also a diagonal Hamiltonian, we make the ansatz
that Zhor1 and χhor2 are diagonal as well. Passing to Taylor-Fourier expansion we get for the coefficients
tχ´,`m1,m2,nu of χhor2 the equation
ipω ¨ ``m21 ´m22qχ´,`m1,m2,n ` pHhor1 q´,`m1,m2 “ pZhor1 q´,`m1,m2 . (5.43)
Now by the explicit expression of Hhor1 given in (5.7) we have that the Taylor-Fourier support of Hhor1 is
the set
supppHhor1 q :“
!`pm1, nq, pm2, nq, `˘ : D 1 ď i, j ď d , i ‰ j s.t. m2 ´m1 “ mi ´ mj , ` “ ei ´ ej) .
By Lemma 5.6piq ´ piiq, all the monomials with m1 ‰ mj are Birkhoff non resonant, thus using also that
|`| “ 2
|ω ¨ ``m21 ´m22| ě |ωp0q ¨ ``m21 ´m22| ´Opεq ą 1{2 , (5.44)
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and moreover such divisor does not depend on n. We obtain
pZhor1 q´,`m1,m2 “
#
2ε
a
λiλj , m1 “ mj , m2 “ mi , ` “ ei ´ ej
0 otherwise
(5.45)
and
χ´,`m1,m2,n “
pZhor1 q´,`m1,m2 ´ pHhor1 q´,`m1,m2
ipω ¨ ``m21 ´m22q
.
It is clear that χhor2 P QO0,hors{4,´2 is horizontal and using also the estimate (5.44) one gets
rχhor2 u
O0
s{4,´2 Ì ε .
Consider now the second equation in (5.42). By Lemma 5.6 piiiq the resonant monomials are those
fulfilling (5.37). Thus, using also the rectangle condition |pmj , 0q|2´|pm1, nq|2`|pmi, 0q|2´|pm2,´nq|2 “ 0,
we define for n ą 0
pZmix1 q`,`m1,m2,n “
#
2ε
a
λiλj , pm1 ´ miqpm1 ´ mjq ` n2 “ 0, ` “ ´ei ´ ej
0 otherwise
and
χ`,`m1,m2,n “
pZmix1 q´,`m1,m2,n ´ pHmix1 q´,`m1,m2,n
ipω ¨ ``m21 `m22 ` 2n2q
.
As in (5.44), we have the estimate of the small divisorsˇˇ
ω ¨ ``m21 `m22 ` 2n2
ˇˇ ě 1
2
which implies that χmix2 P QO0s{4,´~2 and
rχmix2 u
O0
s{4,´~2 Ì ε .
Now remark that H1 commutes withM and P and hence it satisfies the selection rules of Remark 3.1.
By the explicit formula for χ2 it follows that the same selection rules hold for χ2, hence tM, χ2u “ 0
and tP, χ2u “ 0 and item pivq follows.
Now we analyze line (5.40). First one has that, since χ2 “ χhor2 ` χmix2 , we can apply Lemma 3.18 to
get
rT1 pχ2;H1qhoruO0s{8,´2 Ì ε2 , rT1 pχ2;H1qmixuO0s{8,´~2 Ì ε2 .
Using that tχ2, ω ¨ Y `Ddiagu “ H1 ´ Z1, one obtains
T2
`
χ2;ω ¨ Y `Ddiag
˘ “ ÿ
kě2
adpχ2qk´1rtχ, ω ¨ Y `Ddiagus
k!
“
ÿ
kě1
adpχ2qkrH1 ´ Z1s
pk ` 1q! .
Since H1 ´ Z1 “ pH1 ´ Z1qhor ` pH1 ´ Z1qmix we apply Lemma 3.18 to get
r
`T2pχ3;ω ¨ Y `Ddiagq˘horuO0s{8,´2 ` r`T2pχ3;ω ¨ Y `Ddiagq˘mixuO0s{8,´~2 Ì ε2 .
Now consider line (5.41). Using again Lemma 3.18 (with i “ 0) we get pH2 :“ H2 ˝ T pBq “ pHhor2 ` pHmix2
with the claimed estimates.
5.1.3 Step 3: diagonalization of the Birkhoff resonant terms
In the final step we consider the resonant Hamiltonian in normal form ω ¨Y `D`Z1 and we diagonalize
it through a transformation which is not close to the identity.
Remark 5.9. Due to our genericity condition we have that pm,nq P YiăkCi,k implies that m R S0.
Moreover given pm,nq with n ą 0 there exists at most one couple pi, kq, i ă k, such that pm,nq P C`i,k. In
the same way given pm,nq with n ă 0 there exists at most one couple pi, kq, i ă k, such that pm,nq P C´i,k
and consequently pmi ` mk ´m,´nq P C`i,k.
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We now perform a phase shift which removes the dependence on the angles in Z1.
Lemma 5.10. Consider the Hamiltonian (5.38). For all s0{2 ď s ď s0, 0 ă r ď r0, there exists an
invertible symplectic change of variables R : Dps{8, e´s0r{4q Ñ Dps{8, r{4q: pYp`q, θ,bq ÞÑ pY, θ,aq s.t.
pω ¨ Y`D ` Z1q ˝R “ ω ¨ Yp`q ` pD ` pZ1 (5.46)
where
pD :“ ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zpS0YSYC q
Ω
p0q
pm,nq|bpm,nq|2 (5.47)
pZ1 :“ ÿ
1ďiďd
nPZzt0u
`
m2i ´ ωi ` n2
˘ |bpmi,nq|2 ` 2ε ÿ
1ďi,kďd, i‰k
nPZzt0u
a
λiλk bpmi,nq b¯pmk,nq (5.48)
`
ÿ
iăk, pm,nqPC`i,k
´ `
m2 ` n2 ´ ωi
˘ |bpm,nq|2 ` `pmi ` mk ´mq2 ` n2 ´ ωk˘ |bpmi`mk´m,´nq|2 (5.49)
` 4εaλiλk Repbpm,nqbpmi`mk´m,´nqq¯ (5.50)
Furthermore the following is true:
(i) R is the identity on the variables in Z2zpS Y C q, and on S Y C is a phase shift.
(ii) M ˝R “ ĂM , P ˝R “ rP, where ĂM and rP are defined in (2.31).
Proof. We define the symplectic 7 transformation R : pYp`q, θ,bq ÞÑ pY, θ,aq as
Yi “ Yp`qi ´
ÿ
n‰0
|bpmi,nq|2 ´
ÿ
iăk
ÿ
~PC`i,k
|b~|2 ´
ÿ
kăi
ÿ
~PC´k,i
|b~|2 ,
apm,nq “
$’’’&’’’%
eiθi bpmi,nq m “ mi , n ‰ 0
eiθi bpm,nq pm,nq P C`i,k i ă k
eiθk bpm,nq pm,nq P C´i,k , i ă k
bpm,nq otherwise
(5.51)
It’s a simple computation to show that R conjugates ω ¨ Y ` D ` Z1, the massM and the momentum
P to the claimed functions.
Note that after this change of variables the dynamics of the action-angles pθ,Yq, of pD and of pZ1 is
decoupled.
Lemma 5.11. There exists % ą 0 depending on s0,max |mi|p and an open set O1 such that for all
s0{64 ď s ď s0, 0 ă r ď r0 and for any λ P O1 there exists a linear invertible symplectic transformation
U : Dps{8, %rq Ñ Dps{8, e´s0r{4q of the pa,Y, θq ÞÑ pUa,Y, θq which depends analytically on λ and
transforms the Hamiltonian (5.38) in the following form (we are calling the variables Y,a again):
pω ¨ Yp`q ` pD ` pZ1q ˝ U “ ω ¨ Y ` pD ` pZ1 ˝ U “ ω ¨ Y ` rDpλ, εq (5.52)
where
(i) U “ diagpUnq where Un acts non trivially only on pS Y C q X tpm,nq, pm,´nqumPZ and is the
identity elsewhere. The Un depend analytically on λ and satisfy bounds of the form
}Un}op, }pUnq´1}op Ì 1 .
7 a simple computation shows that the symplectic form in the new variables is given by
dYp`q ^ dθ ` i ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zS0
dbpm,nq ^ db¯pm,nq
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(ii) rDpλ, εq is the diagonal Hamiltonian
rDpλ, εq :“ ÿ
~PZ2zZ
rΩ~pλ, εq|a~|2 ` ÿ
mPZzS0
Ωmpλq|apm,0q|2 (5.53)
where the normal frequencies rΩ~pλ, εq are defined in (2.37) and Ωmpλq in (4.10).
(iii) rH2 :“ pH2˝R˝U “ rHhor2 ` rHmix2 P QO1,hors{8,´2`QO1s{8,´~2 with the bounds r rHhor2 uO1s{8,´2`r rHhor2 uO1s{8,´~2 Ì ε2.
(iv) One has ĂM ˝ U “ ĂM and rP ˝ U “ rP.
Before proving the Lemma, we discuss some basic fact on normal forms for quadratic Hamiltonians.
Let z “ pz, z¯q be a finite dimensional phase space -say of dimension 2k- with respect to the Poisson form
idz ^ dz¯. Let 9z “ iAz be a linear Hamiltonian system corresponding to the real Hamiltonian
Q “ 1
2
pz, J´1Azq P R , ATJ “ ´JA , EAE “ ´ sA , (5.54)
where
J “
ˆ
0 Id
´Id 0
˙
, E “
ˆ
0 Id
Id 0
˙
and p¨, ¨q is the real scalar product. Assume that the eigenvalues of the matrix A are distinct, real and
different from zero, say ˘a1, . . . ,˘ak. Then by the standard theory of quadratic normal forms there
exists a symplectic matrix U which diagonalizes A and preserves the real structure:
U´1AU “ D “ diagpa1, . . . , ak,´a1, . . . ,´akq , UTJU “ J , EUE “ U¯ .
Consequently U : w ÞÑ Uw “ z is canonical with w “ pw, w¯q and
Q ˝ U “
kÿ
i“1
ai|wi|2.
Finally, since the eigenvalues of A are distinct, U depends analytically on the matrix elements of A.
We now specialize this normal form result to block diagonal Hamiltonians. Recall that a Lagrangian
subspace is a subspace which coincides with its symplectic orthogonal, i.e. W “ W=. In particular it
has dimension k.
Let z “ pzp1q, zp2qq with
zp1q “ pzσ1j1 , zσ2j2 , . . . , zσkjk q , zp2q “ pz´σ1j1 , z´σ2j2 , . . . , z´σkjk q “ z¯p1q where z`j “ zj , z´j “ z¯j
be a Lagrangian decomposition, namely with Spanpzσ1j1 zσ2j2 , . . . , zσkjk q a Lagrangian subspace. We write
all our matrices in terms of this decomposition; so for example setting Σ “ diagpσi1q we have
J “
ˆ
0 Σ
´Σ 0
˙
, E “
ˆ
0 Id
Id 0
˙
.
Assume that A “ diagpAp1q,´A¯p1qq is block diagonal w.r.t the decomposition. Then U is block diagonal
as well, namely U “ diagpU p1q, U¯ p1qq. Now the fact that U is symplectic reads in the block decomposition
that U p1q is orthogonal w.r.t. Σ i.e. pU p1qqTΣsU p1q “ Σ. We are interested in a simple consequence of
this fact. Define
Q0 “ 1
2
pz, J´1
ˆ
Id 0
0 ´Id
˙
zq “ Repzp1q,Σ z¯p1qq . (5.55)
Then using the orthogonality condition pU p1qqTΣsU p1q “ Σ we have
Q0 “ Repzp1q, pU p1qqTΣsU p1q z¯p1qq “ RepU p1qzp1q,Σ U¯ p1qz¯p1qq “ Q0 ˝ U
i.e. for any block diagonal symplectic U we have Q0 ˝ U “ Q0.
We wish to apply this theory to pZ1. We shall show that pZ1 is the sum of non-interacting quadratic
Hamiltonians of two types.
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(Type I) The first type has dimension 2d with Hamiltonian
Q1 “ K
dÿ
i“1
|zi|2 ` pz,Mz¯q (5.56)
with K some real number and Mpλq :“ pMijpλqqi,j given for any 1 ď i, j ď d by
Mijpλq :“
#
λi , i “ j
2
a
λiλj , i ‰ j . (5.57)
It is easily seen that this Hamiltonian is block diagonal w.r.t the Lagrangian decomposition with
zp1q “ z, moreover the first summand in (5.56) is the invariant Hamiltonian Q0 while the second
summand corresponds to a Hamiltonian as in (5.54) with matrix A “ diagpM,Mq.
(Type II) The second type of Hamiltonian has dimension 4 and is block diagonal w.r.t the Lagrangian de-
composition zp1q “ pz1, z¯2q, with Hamiltonian
Q2 “ Kp|z1|2 ´ |z2|2q ` 1
2
pz, J´1Bzq , B “
ˆ
N 0
0 ´N
˙
, N P GL2pRq (5.58)
As in the previous case, the first summand in (5.58) is the invariant HamiltonianQ0 -recall that now
Σ “ diagp1,´1q- while the second summand corresponds to a Hamiltonian as in (5.54) with matrix
A “ diagpN,Nq. We shall show that this type of Hamiltonian appears for each ~ “ pm,nq P C`i,k
by identifying z1 “ z~, z2 “ z~ where ~ “ pmi ` mk ´m,´nq. In this case K “ m2 ´ m2i ` n2 while
N ” Npλi, λkq :“
ˆ
λi 2
?
λiλk
´2?λiλk ´λk
˙
(5.59)
Lemma 5.12. (i) The characteristic polynomial of Mpλq, P pt, λq “ detptI´Mpλqq coincides with (2.38)
and is irreducible over Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds. Consequently the eigenvalues of M , which we denote by µipλq are
distinct algebraic functions of λ homogeneous of degree one.
(ii) Consider any open domain contained in a single connected component where all the eigenvalues µipλq
are distinct. In any of such domain there exists an orthogonal matrix U1 P OdpRq, depending analytically
on λ, such that
U1 : zÑ pU1z, U¯1z¯q “ pw, w¯q
is symplectic and for any K we have
Q1 ˝ U1 “
dÿ
i“1
pK` µipλqq|wi|2 , Q0 ˝ U1 “
dÿ
i“1
|zi|2 ˝ U1 “
dÿ
i“1
|wi|2 .
(iii) The characteristic polynomial of Npλi, λkq, Qpt, λi, λkq “ detptI ´ Npλi, λkqq coincides with (2.39)
and is irreducible over Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds. Consequently the eigenvalues of N , which we denote by µ˘i,kpλq
are distinct algebraic functions of λi, λk, homogeneous of degree one.
(iv) There exist open connected domains in which µ˘i,kpλq are real and distinct. In any of such domain
there exists a matrix U2 P OdpRq such that
U2 : z “ pzp1q, z¯p1qq Ñ pU2zp1q, U¯2z¯p1qq “ pw1, w¯2, w¯1, w2q
is symplectic and for any K we have
Q2 ˝ U2 “ pK ` µ`i,kpλqq|w1|2 ´ pK ` µ´i,kpλqq|w2|2 , Q0 ˝ U2 “ p|z1|2 ´ |z2|2q ˝ U2 “ |w1|2 ´ |w2|2.
Proof. (i) The fact that detptI´Mpλqq coincides with (2.38) is a direct computation. In order to prove
that P pt, λq is irreducible over Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds Ă Qpλ1, . . . , λdqrts we proceed by induction on d. If d “ 1
the statement is trivial. Now let us suppose that it is true up to d “ N and prove it for N ` 1. We
consider the polynomial
PN`1pt, λq “
N`1ź
i“1
pt` λiq ´ 2
N`1ÿ
i“1
λi
ź
k‰i
pt` λkq
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and specify to λN`1 “ 0. We obtain
PN`1pt, λ1, . . . , λN , 0q “ t
´ Nź
i“1
pt` λiq ´ 2
Nÿ
i“1
λi
ź
k‰i
pt` λkq
¯
“ t PN pt, λ1, . . . , λN q
and by the inductive hypothesis the second factor is irreducible. Assume by contradiction that PN`1 is
not irreducible: then it must factorize a linear term of the form pt ´ cλN`1q. Note that c is a number,
this is due to the fact that PN`1 is homogeneous of degree N ` 1 in pt, λq and PN is homogeneous of
degree N . We repeat the same argument specifying to λ1 “ 0 and obtain a contradiction. Indeed we
would have
PN`1pt, λq “ pt´ c1λN`1q pP1pt, λq “ pt´ c2λ1q pP2pt, λq
with pP1, pP2 irreducible. Now this equality can hold only if pt ´ c1λN`1q divides pP2 which is impossible
by the irreducibility.
Now remark that for a polynomial with coefficients in a field with characteristic 0, a sufficient condition
to have distinct roots is the polynomial to be irreducible. Indeed if there were a double root then fptq
and f 1ptq would have a common divisor, thus contradicting the irreducibility. Hence the eigenvalues
of the symmetric matrix M are distinct (and obviously real for positive λ) outside a finite number of
algebraic surfaces. Since M is homogeneous of degree one then so are the µipλq.
(ii) In order to conclude our proof we restrict to a connected component which does not cross any surface
where two eigenvalues coincide. Then we apply the theory of quadratic Hamiltonians as described above.
(iii) The irreducibility can be verified immediately by computing the roots of Qpt, λi, λkq, which are given
by
µ`i,kpλq “
λi ´ λk ´
a
λ2i ` λ2k ´ 14λiλk
2
, µ´i,kpλq “
λi ´ λk `
a
λ2i ` λ2k ´ 14λiλk
2
(5.60)
(iv) We restrict λi, λk to a region where we have 2 distinct, real eigenvalues. To this purpose we impose
the condition Tr2Npλi, λkq ą 4 detNpλi, λkq, which is equivalent to
pλk ´ c`λiqpλk ´ c´λiq ą 0 , c˘ “ p5˘
?
21q{2 .
This selects two conic regions of parameters λi, λk. In each such region we may apply the theory of
quadratic Hamiltonians in order to obtain our result.
Proof of Lemma 5.11. We first notice that pD, pZ1 depend on different variables and hence do not interact;
in the same way, due to our genericity condition, the first line in pZ1, see (5.48), does not interact with
the second and third one, see (5.49)-(5.50). Finally (5.48) is the infinite sum over n ‰ 0 of the finite
dimensional Hamiltonian:ÿ
1ďiďd
`
m2i ´ ωi ` n2
˘ |bpmi,nq|2 ` 2ε ÿ
1ďi,kďd, i‰k
nPZzt0u
a
λiλk bpmi,nq b¯pmk,nq
supported on the Fourier indices
Sn :“
ď
˘n
S0n .
.
Since m2i ´ ωi ` n2 “ ελi ` n2 the Hamiltonian above is of type I, see (5.56), we just identify z “pbpm1,nq, bpm2,nq, . . . , bpmtk,nqq for all n ‰ 0 and fix K “ n2. Regarding (5.49)-(5.50) we have Hamiltonians
of type II, see (5.58). Indeed for each ~ “ pm,nq P C`i,k we identify z1 “ z~, z2 “ z~ where ~ “
pmi ` mk ´m,´nq. In this case the coefficient K “ m2 ´ m2i ` n2. In conclusion pD ` pZ1 is block diagonal
with respect to the blocks
tZ2zpS Y C Y S0qu Yną0 Sn Yiăk Ci,k.
We consider an open connected region in O0 where the eigenvalues µipλq are distinct and for each i ‰ k,
the eigenvalues µ˘i,kpλq are real and distinct. Such a region exists and is the intersection between O0 and
a cone due to Lemma 5.12. Now we may choose a compact domain O1 strictly contained in a connected
component of the open cone and define
rγ ď distance between O1 and the border of the cone , (5.61)
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so that
min
λPO1
´
|µσi,kpλq ´ µσ
1
i1,k1pλq|, |µipλq ´ µσ
1
i1,k1pλq|, |µipλq ´ µi1pλq|
¯
ą γ˜ (5.62)
for any choice of the distinct eigenvalues.
In O1 the changes of variables U1pλq and pU2pλi, λkqqiăk of Lemma 5.12 are well defined, analytic and
we may estimate Ui, BλUi by Cauchy estimates (recall that Ui and rγ are ε independent). We are ready
to define U , which is a block diagonal matrix with respect to the blocks
pZ2zpS Y C Y S0qq Yn‰0 Sn Yiăk Ci,k.
On the first block U is the identity, on each block Sn it is the matrix U1 of Lemma 5.12, on each 4x4
block ~ “ pm,nq P C`i,k, ~ “ pmi ` mk ´m,´nq, the matrix U coincides with the matrix U2pλi, λkq. We
have proved items (i) and (ii). Regarding item (iii) we only need to bound the norm of R and U together
with their λ derivatives. The bound on R is trivial, as for the one on U it follows by our definition of
O1.
Finally we prove item pivq. Clearly ĂM ˝ U “ ĂM since this functions does not depend on the vari-
ables pb~q~PSXC , as one sees inspecting formulas (2.31). Regarding rPx and rPy we notice that they are
decomposed in the same blocks as pZ1:rPx “ÿ
i
miYi `
ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zpSYS0YC q
m |bpm,nq|2 `
ÿ
iăk,pm,nqPC`i,k
pm´ miq
` |bpm,nq|2 ´ |bpmi`mj´m,´nq|2˘ ,
rPy “ ÿ
pm,nqPZ2zpSYS0YC q
n|bpm,nq|2 `
ÿ
n‰0
n
ÿ
pm,nqPSn
|bpm,nq|2 `
ÿ
iăk,pm,nqPC`i,k
n
` |bpm,nq|2 ´ |bpmi`mj´m,´nq|2˘ .
On the first block U acts as the identity. On each block Sn, U acts as U1 and moreover rPx is null on
this block while rPy is proportional to the invariant Hamiltonian Q0 “ řdi“1 |bpmi,nq|2. Finally on the last
blocks U acts as U2 and rPx, rPy are both proportional to the invariant Hamiltonian Q0 (recall that these
blocks are of type II and hence Q0 “ |bpm,nq|2´ |bpmi`mj´m,´nq|2, see formula (5.58)). Finally we rename
the canonical variables pY, θ,aq.
Remark 5.13. The fact that the eigenvalues of Npλi, λkq might in principle be imaginary shows that the
tori containing the family of the finite gap solutions might be linearly hyperbolic, hence linearly unstable.
Here we want to rule out such behavior.
Proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3. We just apply Lemmata 5.4, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11.
6 Non-degeneracy of the Hamiltonian rDpλ, εq
By Theorem 5.1 the quadratic Hamiltonian ω ¨ Y `D `Hp0q is now reduced to a Opε2q perturbation of
the diagonal Hamiltonian ω ¨ Y ` rDpλ, εq, where rDpλ, εq is defined in (5.53).
In this section we prove that we can impose second and third order Melnikov conditions on the frequenciesrΩ~pλ, εq of the operator rDpλ, εq. Now we have the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let rΩ~pλ, εq be defined as in (2.37). For a generic choice of S0 the following holds: for
each admissible pj, `,σq ‰ pp~,~q, 0, pσ1,´σ1qq in the sense of Definition 2.7 one has
ω ¨ `` σ1rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σ2rΩ~2pλ, εq ı 0 , (6.1)
in the set O1 of Theorem 5.1.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that σ1 “ 1 and set σ2 “ σ and ~i “ pmi, niq for
i “ 1, 2. In the expression (6.1) we separate the terms of order ε0 and ε:
ω ¨ `` rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σrΩ~2pλ, εq ” Kσj,` ` εFσj,`pλq , (6.2)
where we denote by Kσj,` the part of (6.2) which is of order ε
0 and by Fσj,`pλq the part of order ε. Explicitly
Kσj,` :“ ωp0q ¨ `` rΩ~1pλ, 0q ` σ rΩ~2pλ, 0q (6.3)
Fσj,`pλq :“ Bε
´
ωpλq ¨ `` rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σrΩ~2pλ, εq¯ˇˇˇ
ε“0
“ ´λ ¨ `` ϑ~1pλq ` σϑ~2pλq (6.4)
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where Kσj,` is an integer while the functions ϑ~pλq belong to the finite list of functions
ϑ~pλq P
!
pµipλqq1ďiďd, pµ˘i,kpλqq1ďiăkďd
)
.
Clearly in order for the resonance (6.1) to hold identically, we must have Kσj,` “ Fσj,`pλq ” 0.
Remark that ~1 and ~2 can belong to either Z2zpS0 YS Y C q, or S , or C and all the possible com-
binations are possible. Thus we perform a case analysis and show that, however one chooses admissible
pp~1,~2q, `, pσ1, σ2qq ‰ pp~,~q, 0, pσ1,´σ1qq, the function (6.1) cannot be identically 0.
1. ~1,~2 P Z2zpS0 Y S Y C q. In this case Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `, which is identically zero iff ` “ 0. The
conservation of mass and momentum reads
ηp`q ` 1` σ “ 0 , pip`q `m1 ` σm2 “ 0 , n1 ` σn2 “ 0 . (6.5)
Since ` “ 0, the first equation above fixes σ “ ´1 and the other two imply ~1 “ ~2, which is the
trivial case we excluded.
2. ~1 P S ,~2 P Z2zpS0 YS Y C q. We have
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` µipλq for some 1 ď i ď d .
This expression may be identically zero only if for some 1 ď i ď d and some ` P Zd one has
µipλq ” λ ¨ `. Since by definition µipλq is a root of P pt, λq (defined in (2.38)), we would have
that pt ´ λ ¨ `q P Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds would be a divisor of P pt, λq. However by Lemma 5.12 P pt, λq is
irreducible in Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds, and we have obtained a contradiction.
3. ~1 P C˘i,k for some i ă k, ~2 P Z2zpS0 YS Y C q. We have
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` µ˘i,kpλq for some 1 ď i ă k ď d .
This expression may be zero only if for some 1 ď i ă k ď d, s “ ˘ and some ` P Zd one has
µsi,kpλq ” λ ¨ `. But in this case the polynomial pt ´ λ ¨ `q P Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds would be a divisor of
Qpt, λi, λkq defined in (2.39), which is irreducible by Lemma 5.12. We have obtained a contradiction.
4. ~1,~2 P S . W.l.o.g. we may assume that m1 “ mi and m2 “ mk. By conservation of mass and
momentum of Remark 5.2
ηp`q “ 0 , pip`q “ 0 , n1 ` σn2 “ 0. (6.6)
Then we have Kσj,` “ ωp0q ¨ `` p1` σqn21 and finally
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` µipλq ` σµkpλq .
As usual assume that (6.2) is identically 0. If ` “ 0 then Kσj,` “ 0 implies σ “ ´1. Then
Fσj,`pλq ” 0 iff µipλq “ µkpλq. By the irreducibility of P pt, λq this may hold only if i “ k and hence
m1 “ m2 “ mi. Since n1 “ n2 this implies ~1 “ ~2, which contradicts the assumptions.
Now suppose ` ‰ 0. Then Fσj,`pλq ” 0 iff µipλq ” ´σµkpλq ` λ ¨ `. This means that µkpλq is a root
both of P pt, λq and P p´σt ` λ ¨ `, λq, so the two polynomials have a common divisor. We claim
that P p´σt` λ ¨ `, λq is irreducible over Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds. Indeed, suppose that
P p´σt` λ ¨ `, λq “ P1pt, λqP2pt, λq ,
then setting τ “ ´σt` λ ¨ ` we would have
P pτ, λq “ P1p´στ ` σλ ¨ `, λqP2p´στ ` σλ ¨ `, λq ,
but this contradicts the irreducibility of P since P1p´στ ` σλ ¨ `, λq P Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds.
Now in order for P pt, λq and P p´σt` λ ¨ `, λq to have a common divisor they have to be equal (or
opposite). Since ` ‰ 0 and ηp`q “ 0 then λ ¨ ` depends on at least two variables, say λ1, λ2. We
specialize the equality P pt, λq “ sP p´σt` λ ¨ `, λq, s “ ˘, to λi “ 0 for all i ‰ 1, 2 and get
p´σt`λ ¨ `qd´2rp´σt`λ ¨ ``λ1qp´σt`λ ¨ ``λ2q´ 2λ1p´σt`λ ¨ ``λ2q´ 2λ2p´σt`λ ¨ ``λ1qs “
std´2rpt` λ1qpt` λ2q ´ 2λ1pt` λ2q ´ 2λ2pt` λ1q .
Equating the leading terms we get p´σqd “ s, then from the subsequent degree
p´σqd´1p2λ ¨ `´ pλ1 ` λ2qq “ ´p´σqdpλ1 ` λ2q ñ 2σλ ¨ ` “ p1` σqpλ1 ` λ2q ,
which is not compatible with ηp`q “ 0, ` ‰ 0.
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5. ~1 P C ,~2 P S . W.l.o.g. assume that ~1 P C si,k for some 1 ď i ă k ď d, s “ ˘, and m2 “ mh for
some 1 ď h ď d. In this case
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` µsi,kpλq ` σµhpλq .
Assume that Fσj,`pλq ” 0. Then we would have
µsi,kpλq “ ´σµhpλq ` λ ¨ ` ,
which means that P pt, λq would have µhpλq as a common root with Qp´σt ` λ ¨ `, λi, λkq. Since
both polynomials are irreducible (one can prove the irreducibility of Qp´σt ` λ ¨ `, λi, λkq as we
did in 4.), then they must coincide up to a scale factor. This is absurd unless d “ 2. In this last
case we can verify directly that the two polynomials never coincide.
6. ~1,~2 P C . W.l.o.g. assume that ~r P C srir,kr for r “ 1, 2 and 1 ď ir ă kr ď d, sr “ ˘. We have
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` µs1i1,k1pλq ` σµs2i2,k2pλq
so that Fσj,`pλq ” 0 would require
µs1i1,k1pλq ” λ ¨ `´ σµs2i2,k2pλq.
This is trivially false if pi1, k1q ‰ pi2, k2q (one just remarks that the square roots in formula (5.60)
cannot cancel out). If pi1, k1q “ pi2, k2q we divide two cases. If ` “ 0, µs1i1,k1pλq ” ´σµs2i2,k2pλq can
happen only if σ “ ´1 and s2 “ s1. By conservation of rPy we have n1 “ n2 and by conservation
of rPx we get pm1 ´ miq ´ pm2 ´ miq “ 0, which implies m1 “ m2. Hence ~1 “ ~2, which is a
contradiction.
If ` ‰ 0, for the square root to cancels identically we must have σ “ 1, s1 “ ´s2 and λ ¨ ` “
´pλi1´λk1q. Then ~1,~2 are on the same circle Ci1,k1 and by conservation of rPy we have n1 “ ´n2.
Since both ~1 and ~2 are on a circle, this implies that either m1 “ m2 or they are on the opposite
sides of a diameter, i.e. m1 `m2 “ mi1 ` mik . But by conservation of rPx we get
0 “ p´mi1 ` mk1q ` pm1 ´ mi1q ` pm2 ´ mk1q “ m1 `m2 ´ 2mi1
and in both cases we get contradictions.
We pass to third order Melnikov conditions.
Lemma 6.2. There exists L P N such that for a L-generic choice of S0 the following holds: for any
pj, `,σq P A3zR3, i.e. admissible and non action preserving in the sense of Definitions 2.7, 2.8 we have
ωpλq ¨ `` σ1rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σ2rΩ~2pλ, εq ` σ3rΩ~3pλ, εq ı 0 (6.7)
in the set O1 of Lemma 5.11.
Proof. As in the previous proof we set
ωpλq ¨ `` σ1rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σ2rΩ~2pλ, εq ` σ3rΩ~3pλ, εq ” Kσj,` ` εFσj,`pλq (6.8)
where Kσj,` is the term of order 1 and F
σ
j,`pλq is the term of order ε. Explicitly
Kσj,` :“ ωp0q ¨ `` σ1rΩ~1pλ, 0q ` σ2 rΩ~2pλ, 0q ` σ3rΩ~3pλ, 0q (6.9)
Fσj,`pλq :“ Bε
´
ωpλq ¨ `` σ1rΩ~1pλ, εq ` σ2rΩ~2pλ, εq ` σ3rΩ~3pλ, εq¯ˇˇˇ
ε“0
(6.10)
“ ´λ ¨ `` σ1ϑ~1pλq ` σ2ϑ~2pλq ` σ3ϑ~3pλq (6.11)
As before Kσj,` is an integer while the functions ϑ~pλq belong to the finite list of functions
ϑ~pλq P
!
pµipλqq1ďiďd, pµ˘i,kpλqq1ďiăkďd
)
.
Clearly in order for the resonance (6.7) to not hold identically, we need to ensure that
Kσj,` “ 0 and Fσj,`pλq ” 0 (6.12)
cannot occur for pj, `,σq admissible. As before we study all the possible combinations, each time we
assume that (6.12) holds and we deduce a contradiction.
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1. ~1,~2,~3 P Z2zpS0 Y S Y C ). Then Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ ` is identically 0 iff ` “ 0. However by mass
conservation ηp`q is odd hence ` ‰ 0.
2. ~1,~2 P Z2zpS0YS YC q, ~3 P S . Then Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨``σ3 µipλq for some 1 ď i ď d. If Fσj,`pλq ” 0
then µipλq “ σ3λ ¨` is a root in Zrλs of the polynomial P pt, λq defined in (2.38), which is irreducible
over Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds (see Lemma 5.12), thus leading to a contradiction.
3. ~1,~2 P Z2zpS0 YS Y C q, ~3 P C . W.l.o.g. assume that ~3 P C si,k for some 1 ď i ă k ď d, s “ ˘.
Then
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` σ3 µsi,kpλq .
If Fσj,`pλq ” 0, µsi,kpλq “ σ3λ ¨ ` is a root in Zrt, λi, λks of the polynomial Qpt, λi, λkq defined in
(2.39), which is irreducible over Zrt, λi, λks (see Lemma 5.12), thus leading to a contradiction.
4. ~1,~2 P S , ~3 P Z2zpS0 YS Y C q. W.l.o.g. let ~1 “ pmi, n1q, ~2 “ pmk, n2q for some 1 ď i, k ď d.
Then
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` σ1 µipλq ` σ2µkpλq .
By conservation of mass ηp`q “ ˘1, thus ` ‰ 0. Assume Fσj,`pλq ” 0. Then µkpλq “ ´σ1σ2µipλq `
σ2λ¨`. This means that P pt, λq has µi1pλq as a common divisor with P p´σ1σ2t`σ2λ¨`q. Proceeding
as in case 4. of the previous proof one gets a contradiction.
5. ~1,~2 P C , ~3 P Z2zpS0YS YC q. W.l.o.g. let ~r P C srir,kr for some 1 ď ir ă kr ď d, sr “ ˘, r “ 1, 2.
Then
Fσj,`pλq ” ´λ ¨ `` σ1µs1i1,k1pλq ` σ2µs2i2,k2pλq.
By mass conservation ηp`q “ ˘1, hence ` ‰ 0. Then Fσj,`pλq ” 0 would require
µs1i1,k1pλq ” σ1λ ¨ `´ σ1σ2µs2i2,k2pλq .
This is trivially false if pi1, k1q ‰ pi2, k2q (one just remarks that the square roots in formula (5.60)
cannot cancel out). If pi1, k1q “ pi2, k2q then by the explicit formula (5.60) we obtain
0 ” ´λ ¨ `` pσ1 ` σ2qλi1 ´ λk1
2
´ pσ1s1 ` σ2s2q
b
λ2i1 ` λ2k1 ´ 14λi1λk1
2
.
If σ1s1 ` σ2s2 ‰ 0 then we get a contradiction since the root cannot be canceled identically by a
linear function. If σ1s1 ` σ2s2 “ 0 and σ1 ` σ2 “ 0, we also get a contradiction as ` ‰ 0. Thus we
are left with the case σ1 ` σ2 “ ˘2, which implies 0 ” ´λ ¨ p`˘ pei1 ´ eikqq. This can hold only if
` “ ¯pei1 ´ eikq. But for such ` one has ηp`q “ 0, contradicting the mass conservation.
6. ~1 P Z2zpS0 Y S Y C q, ~2 P S , ~3 P C . W.l.o.g. let ~2 “ pmi2 , n2q for some 1 ď i2 ď d,
~3 “ pm3, n3q P C s3i3,k3 for some 1 ď i3 ă k3 ď d, s3 “ ˘. Then
Fσj,`pλq ” ´λ ¨ `` σ2µi2pλq ` σ3µs3i3,k3pλq .
Assume that Fσj,`pλq ” 0. Then µi2pλq “ ´σ2σ3µs3i3,k3pλq ` σ2λ ¨ `. Thus µs3i3,k3pλq is a root of
Qpt, λi3 , λk3q and of P p´σ2σ3t`σ2λ ¨ `, λq P Zrt, λ1, . . . , λds. But both polynomials are irreducible,
thus they must coincide up to a sign. This is absurd unless d ‰ 2. In the last case we can verify
directly that the two polynomials never coincide.
7. ~1,~2,~3 P S . W.l.o.g. let ~1 “ pmi1 , n1q, ~2 “ pmi2 , n2q, ~3 “ pmi3 , n3q for some 1 ď i1, i2, i3 ď d
and n1, n2, n3 ‰ 0. Then
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` σ1µi1pλq ` σ2µi2pλq ` σ3µi3pλq .
Assume Fσj,`pλq ” 0. This fix `pi,σq P Zd uniquely, i :“ pi1, i2, i3q. By conservation of rPx we haveř
k mk`
pi,σq
k “ 0. If `pi,σq ‰ 0, such expression defines a hyperplane vpi,σq Ă Cd, which depends
just on the functions µipλq. By taking all the possible pi,σq (there are only a finite number
of possibilities!) we get a finite number of hyperplanes. Then it is enough to choose the sites
pmkq1ďkďd outside the set Ťi,σ vpi,σq (remark that the µipλq do not depend on the sites pmkq1ďkďd,
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see Remark 2.11). In order to impose such condition we only have to choose in the L-genericity
condition 2.28:
L ą max
k,i,σ
|`pi,σqk |.
Now assume `pi,σq “ 0. In this case we are not able to prove that Fσj,`pλq ı 0, however we show
that in such case Kσj,0 ‰ 0. Assume the contrary. By conservation of rPy we have ř3k“1 σknk “ 0
and furthermore 0 “ Kσj,0 “ σ1n21 ` σ2n22 ` σ3n23. Exploring all the possible choices of σ1, σ2, σ3,
one deduces that at least one among n1, n2, n3 must equal 0. But this is impossible.
8. ~1,~2,~3 P C . W.l.o.g. let ~r P C srir,kr for some 1 ď ir ă kr ď d, sr “ ˘, r “ 1, 2, 3. Then
Fσj,`pλq ” ´λ ¨ `` σ1
λi1 ´ λk1 ´ s1
b
λ2i1 ` λ2k1 ´ 14λi1λk1
2
` σ2
λi2 ´ λk2 ´ s2
b
λ2i2 ` λ2k2 ´ 14λi2λk2
2
`σ3
λi3 ´ λk3 ´ s3
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ´ 14λi3λk3
2
Assume Fσj,`pλq ” 0. Assume first that pi1, k1q “ pi2, k2q “ pi3, k3q. Then there is an odd number
of roots in the expression for Fσj,`pλq and thus they cannot cancel identically.
Otherwise there is a couple of indexes which appears just once. Assume it is pi1, k1q. Then specify
to λi1 “ λk1 “ 1 and all the rest at 0. Then the first root, namely
b
λ2i1 ` λ2k1 ´ 14λi1λk1 is
complex, while all the others terms are real. Hence Fσj,`pλq cannot vanish identically.
9. ~1,~2 P S , ~3 P C .W.l.o.g. let ~1 “ pmi1 , n1q, ~2 “ pmi2 , n2q for some 1 ď i1, i2 ď d and ~3 P C s3i3,k3
for some 1 ď i3 ă k3 ď d and s3 “ ˘. Then
Fσj,`pλq ” ´λ ¨ `` σ1µi1pλq ` σ2µi2pλq ` σ3µs3i3k3pλq .
Assume Fσj,`pλq ” 0. Specify all the λ-depending functions to E :“ tλ P Cd : λi “ 0 for any i ‰
i3, k3u. Then µi1pλq|E , µi2pλq|E are roots of
P pt, λq|E “ P pt, 0, . . . , λi3 , 0, . . . , λk3 , . . . , 0q “ tk´2
`
t2 ´ pλi3 ` λk3qt´ 3λi3λk3
˘
and thus belong to the set$&%0, λi3 ` λk3 ˘
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ` 14λi3λk3
2
,.- .
Thus we get three cases:
• µi1pλq|E “ µi2pλq|E “ 0, thus
Fσj,`pλq|E “ ´λi3`i3 ´ λk3`k3 ` σ3µs3i3k3pλq .
Then one proceeds as in 3. to get a contradiction.
• µi1pλq|E “ 0, µi2pλq|E “ 12
´
λi3 ` λk3 ˘
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ` 14λi3λk3
¯
. In such a case
Fσj,`pλq|E “ ´λi3`i3 ´ λk3`k3 ` σ2
λi3 ` λk3 ` σ˜2
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ` 14λi3λk3
2
` σ3
λi3 ´ λk3 ´ s3
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ´ 14λi3λk3
2
But the roots cannot vanish identically, since they are different, hence we exclude such a case.
• µi1pλq|E “ µi2pλq|E “ 12
´
λi3 ` λk3 ˘
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ` 14λi3λk3
¯
. Thus
Fσj,`pλq|E “ ´λi3`i3 ´ λk3`k3 ` pσ1 ` σ2qλi3 ` λk32 ` pσ1s1 ` σ2s2q
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ` 14λi3λk3
2
` σ3
λi3 ´ λk3 ´ s3
b
λ2i3 ` λ2k3 ´ 14λi3λk3
2
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One checks directly that however one chooses σ1, σ2, σ3, s1, s2, s3 the roots cannot vanish
identically.
10. ~1,~2 P C , ~3 P S . W.l.o.g. let ~r P C srir,kr for some 1 ď ir ă kr ď d, sr “ ˘, r “ 1, 2, and
~3 “ pmi3 , n3q for some 1 ď i3 ď d. Then
Fσj,`pλq ” ´λ ¨ `` σ1µs1i1k1pλq ` σ2µs2i2k2pλq ` σ3µi3pλq .
Assume Fσj,`pλq ” 0. We study different cases separately:
• if pi1, k1q “ pi2, k2q, then
Fσj,`pλq “ ´λ ¨ `` pσ1 ` σ2qλi1 ` λk12 ´ pσ1s1 ` σ2s2q
b
λ2i1 ` λ2k1 ´ 14λi1λk1
2
` σ3µi3pλq
Now if σ1s1 ` σ2s2 “ 0, we are reduced to case 3., thus we have a contradiction.
If σ1s1 ` σ2s2 ‰ 0, we specify to λi1 “ λk1 “ 1, λi “ 0 if i ‰ i1, k1. We obtain that
Im Fσj,`pλq ‰ 0, hence it does not vanish identically. Indeed µi3pλq for λ ě 0 is an eigenvalue
of a self-adjoint matrix, and thus it is real.
• if i2 “ i1, k2 ‰ k1, then as before we put λi1 “ λk1 “ 1, all the other λi “ 0. We obtain that
Im Fσj,`pλq ‰ 0, hence Fσj,`pλq does not vanish identically.
• if i2, k2 are both different from i1, k1, then once again we we put λi1 “ λk1 “ 1, all the other
λi “ 0 and proceed as before.
Remark 6.3. For any ~1,~2 with |m1| ą |m2|, @λ P O1, @ε ď ε1
|rΩpm1,nqpλ, εq ´ rΩpm2,nqpλ, εq| ě
#
|m1| , if |m1| ě max1ďkďd |mk|
εγ˜ , if |m1| ď max1ďkďd |mk| (6.13)
(see formulas (5.61), (5.62)) while
|rΩpm1,nqpλ, εq ` rΩpm2,´nqpλ, εq| ě
#
m21 ` n2 if |m1| ě max1ďkďd |mk|
n2 if |m1| ď max1ďkďd |mk| (6.14)
We conclude the section with the following lemma; first let us fix M0 “ M0pO1, ε0q as
M0 :“
ÿ
1ďiďd
|µip¨q|O1C `
ÿ
1ďiăkďd
˘
|µ˘ikp¨q|O1C `
` sup
εďε0
1
ε2
´
sup
mPZ
|$mp¨, εq|O1 ` 2r rHp0,horquO1s,´2 ` 2r rHp0,mixquO1s,´~2¯ .
(6.15)
We have the following
Lemma 6.4. There exists γ1 ą 0 (independent of ε) and a compact domain Cc Ă O1 s.t.
min
|`|ď4M0, j,σ
inf
λPCcXO1
ˇˇ
Fσj,`pλq
ˇˇ ě γ1 ą 0 . (6.16)
Proof. For each j, `,σ the function Fσj,`pλq is a Z-linear combination of algebraic functions, thus it is
algebraic. Furthermore Fσj,`pλq is homogeneous of degree 1 (see Lemma 5.12), its zeroes set is a union of
a finite numbers of algebraic surfaces of codimension 1. By homogeneity, such surfaces are in fact cones.
Note that outside these surfaces, the eigenvalues µipλq and µ˘i,kpλq are distinct . As in the construction
of O1, each equation Fσj,`pλq “ 0 divides O0 and O1 in a finite number of distinct open cones in which
Fσj,`pλq ‰ 0.
Since we consider just a finite number of distinct, non zero, analytic functions Fσj,`pλq, any compact
domain Cc strictly contained in O1 satisfies an estimate of type (6.16) with some rγ0 ą 0. We just need
to fix γ1 ď rγ0, rγ (see formula (5.61)).
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7 KAM algorithm for the reducibility
In the previous section we have reduced the original Hamiltonian to the normal formrH :“ ω ¨ Y ` ÿ
~PZ2zS0
rΩ~ |a~|2 ` rHp0q ` rHp1q ` rHpě2q , (7.1)
as described in Theorem 5.1. The aim of this section is to put the Hamiltonian rHp0q to diagonal form
with a KAM algorithm. We prove the following result:
Theorem 7.1. Assume that S0 is L-generic (in the sense of Definition 2.4) with L fixed in Lemma 6.2.
There exist 0 ă ε‹ ! ε0 and γ0 ą 0 s.t that the following holds true for all 0 ă ε ď ε‹. There exist
functions pΩ~pλ, εqq~PZ2zS0 defined and Lipschitz in λ on the set O1 of Theorem 5.1, such that:
(i) The functions Ω~pλ, εq satisfy (2.35), (2.36), (2.40) with M0 as in (6.15). For γ0{2 ď γ ď γ0 and τ
sufficiently large, the set
C :“
"
λ P O1 : |ω ¨ `` σ1Ω~1pλ, εq ` σ2Ω~2pλ, εq ` σ3Ω~3pλ, εq| ě ε γx`yτ , @pj, `,σq P A3zR3
*
(7.2)
has positive measure.
(ii) For each λ P C there exists a symplectic change of variables pT well defined and majorant analytic
Dps{16, %r{2q Ñ Dps{8, %rq for all 0 ă r ď r0, s0{64 ď s ď s0 (s0, r0 and % are defined in Theorem
(5.1)) and such that
p rH ˝ pT qpY, θ, a, a¯q “: K “ ω ¨ Y ` ÿ
~PZ2zS0
Ω~ |a~|2 `Kp1q `Kpě2q , (7.3)
where Kp1q contains just monomials of scaling degree 1, while Kpě2q of scaling degree at least 2 andˇˇˇ
Kp1q
ˇˇˇC
s{16,%r{2
Ì ?ε r ,
ˇˇˇ
Kpě2q
ˇˇˇC
s{16,%r{2
Ì r2 , @0 ă r ď r0 . (7.4)
(iii) Finally one has ĂM ˝ pT “ ĂM and rP ˝ pT “ rP.
In the course of the proof, for notational convenience we shall rename s{8 ù s, %r ù r. We first
describe the KAM step, namely a standard change of variables which we shall apply recursively in order
to diagonalize the Hamiltonian (5.2).
KAM step. Fix an 0 ă ε1 ! ε0 and let γ1 be defined in Lemma 6.16 . For all ε ď ε1 consider a
Hamiltonian of the form
Hpλ, εq :“ ω ¨ Y `D `Q , Q :“
ÿ
`, |α|`|β|“2
Qα,β,`pλ, εq ei`¨θ aαa¯β (7.5)
where Dpλ, εq :“ diagpD~pλ, εqq~PZ2zS0 . Assume that the functions
D~pλ, εq “ rΩ~pλ, εq `Dhor~ pλ, εq `Dmix~ pλ, εq
are defined and Lipschitz for λ P O1 and fulfill the estimatesÿ
1ďiďd
|µip¨q|O1C `
ÿ
1ďiăkďd
˘
|µ˘ikp¨q|O1C ` sup
εďε1
1
ε2
´
rDmixuO1
s,´~2 ` rDhoruO1s,´2
¯
ď M , (7.6)
with ε1M ! 1. Note that for a diagonal matrix
rDhoruO1s,´2 “ sup
mPZ
xmy2 |Dhorm p¨, εq|O1C , (7.7)
same for the mix part.
Assume moreover that Q is a quadratic Hamiltonian, defined for λ in a compact set C Ď O1, which
commutes with ĂM and rP, and admits the decomposition
Q “ Qhor `Qmix , Qhor P QC,hors,´2 , Qmix P QCs,´~2 , for some s ą 0 .
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Fix τ ą d` 1, 0 ă γ ă γ1, N " maxp1, Mq and assume that for ε ď ε1
N3τ`2 pγ2εq´1
´
rQmixuC
s,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2
¯
ď 1 . (7.8)
For ε ď ε1 define CNew ” CNewpγ, τ, ε,D, Nq Ă C as the set of λ P C fulfilling
|ω ¨ ``D~ıpλ, εq ` σD~pλ, εq| ě εγ
2
N´τ , @pp~ı,~q, `,σq P A2zR2 , |`| ď N . (7.9)
Note that at this point the set CNew might be empty.
In the next lemma we will write a Ì b meaning a ď Cb with a constant C independent of γ, ε, N.
Proposition 7.2 (Homological equation). The following holds true:
(i) For λ P CNew, there exists χ “ χhor ` χmix, commuting with ĂM and rP, with χhor P QCNew,hors,´2 and
χmix P QCNew,mix
s,´~2 which satisfies the bounds
rχhoruC
New
s,´2 Ì N2τ`1 pγ2εq´1rQhoruCs,´2 , rχmixuC
New
s,´~2 Ì N3τ`1 pγ2εq´1prQmixuCs,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2q
(7.10)
and such that
tω ¨ Y `D, χu “ ΠďNprQs ´Qq , rQspλ, ε;aq :“
ÿ
~PZ2
Qe~,e~,0pλ, εq |a~|2 (7.11)
(ii) For λ P CNew, the time 1-flow Tχ of χ defines a symplectic analytic change of variables which
transforms the Hamiltonian ω ¨ Y `D `Q into the new Hamiltonian
pω ¨ Y `D `Qq ˝ Tχ “ ω ¨ Y `DNew `QNew (7.12)
with
DNew :“
ÿ
~PZ2
DNew~ pλ, q|a~|2 , QNew “ QhorNew `QmixNew , QhorNew P QC
New,hor
s1,´2 , Q
mix
New P QC
New
s1,´~2 .
for all 0 ă s1 ă s. The new frequencies DNew~ pλ, εq are defined for all λ P O1 and are given by
DNew~ pλ, εq “ rΩ~pλ, εq `Dhor,N~ pλ, εq `Dmix,N~ pλ, εq , (7.13)
and satisfy the estimates
rDmix,N ´DmixuO1
s,´~2 ` rDhor,N ´DhoruO1s,´2 Ì rQmixuCs,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2 (7.14)
Finally we have
prQmixNew uC
New
s1,´~2 `
ˇˇ
QhorNew
ˇˇCNew
s1,´2q Ìe´ps´s
1qNprQmixuC
s,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2q
` N3τ`1 pγ2εq´1prQmixuC
s,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2q2
(7.15)
In order to prove Proposition 7.2 we need a preliminary result regarding the asymptotics of the
frequencies D~. For ~ P Z2zS0 we define rΩ˚~ pλ, q as
rΩ˚~ pλ, q :“
#
m2 ` n2, ~ “ pm,nq R S ,
εµipλq ` n2 , ~ “ pmi, nq , n ‰ 0 (7.16)
and the frequencies D˚~ as
D˚~ :“ rΩ˚~ `Dhor~ .
Lemma 7.3. For any λ P CNew and @ε ď ε1, we haveˇˇ
ω ¨ ``D˚~ı pλ, εq ´D˚~ pλ, εq
ˇˇ ě εγ
4
N´τ , @pp~ı,~q, `, p1,´1qq P A2zR2 , |`| ď N . (7.17)
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Proof. We deduce (7.17) from the Melnikov conditions (7.9). To do so, recall that for |~| ě C max
1ďkďd |mk|,
one has rΩ˚~ “ rΩ~. Moreover it is easily seen that D˚~ı ´ D˚~ is independent of n for all compatible
pp~ı,~q, `, p1,´1qq P A2. Thus defining ~ı1 “~ı`p0,Kq , ~1 “ ~`p0,Kq with a sufficiently large K, we have
D˚~ı ´D˚~ “ D˚~ı1 ´D˚~1 “ rΩ˚~ı1 ´ rΩ˚~1 `Dhor~ı1 ´Dhor~1
“ rΩ~ı1 ´ rΩ~1 `Dhor~ı1 ´Dhor~1 “ D~ı1 ´D~1 ´Dmix~ı1 `Dmix~1
If we take K ě Nτ{2 we bound (recall that εM ! 1)
ˇˇDmix~ı1 ˇˇ` ˇˇDmix~1 ˇˇ (7.7)ď rDmixus,´~2ˆ 1|~ı1|2 ` 1|~1|2
˙
(7.6)ď εγ
4
N´τ .
Then (7.17) follows easily from (7.9).
Proof of Proposition 7.2. piq As usual we represent the quadratic Hamiltonians as
F “
ÿ
`,|α|`|β|“2
Fα,β,` e
i`¨θ aαa¯β .
In Taylor-Fourier components, the equation (7.11) reads
i pω ¨ ``Dpλ, εq ¨ pα´ βqqχα,β,` “ Qα,β,` , pα, β, `q ‰ pα, α, 0q , |`| ď N . (7.18)
The solution of this equation is given by
χα,β,` “ 1
ipω ¨ ``Dpλ, εq ¨ pα´ βqqQα,β,` , α ‰ β , |`| ď N (7.19)
provided λ P CNew, thanks to the estimate (7.9). Indeed we have that for all admissible choices of `, α, β
(recall N " M): ˇˇˇˇ
1
ipω ¨ ``Dpλ, εq ¨ pα´ βqq
ˇˇˇˇCNew
C
ď N2τ`1pεγ2q´1. (7.20)
We show now that such χ can be written as χ “ χhor`χmix, and we bound the two components. To do
so, consider first the out-diagonal part χout. In this case we set ~ı “ pm1, nq, ~ “ pm2,´nq, so that (7.19)
reads
χm`1,m2,n “
1
i pω ¨ ``D~ıpλ, εq `D~pλ, εqqQm`1,m2,n , α ‰ β , |`| ď N . (7.21)
Such term is clearly mixing, and we define χmix,0 the Hamiltonian with coefficients (7.21). To estimate
it we need first to control the small divisor. By Remark 6.3
minp|~ı|2, |~|2q “ minpm21,m22q ` n2 ě 4 N max
k
|mk|2 ùñ |ω ¨ ``D~ı `D~| ě pm21 ` n2q{2 ,
thus for λ P CNew there exists C “ Cpd,maxk |mk|q such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xm1y2 ` xny2ω ¨ ``D~ı `D~
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2` maxminp|~ı|2,|~|2qď4N maxk |mk|2
pp~ı,~q,`,p1,1qqPA2
|`|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xm1y2 ` xny2ω ¨ ``D~ı `D~
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CNτ`1γε .
Its Lipschitz norm is then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xm1y2 ` xny2ω ¨ ``D~ı `D~
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
CNew
C
ď CN
2τ`2
ε γ2
, (7.22)
which implies that
rχmix,0uC
New
s,´~2 Ì N2τ`2 pεγ2q´1 |Q|Cs . (7.23)
We pass to χdiag. In this case we set ~ı “ pm1, nq, ~ “ pm2, nq, so (7.19) reads
χm´1,m2,n “
1
i pω ¨ ``D~ıpλ, εq ´D~pλ, εqqQm´1,m2,n , α ‰ β , |`| ď N . (7.24)
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To analyze it we divide the small divisor and Qdiag in their horizontal and mixing parts. Recalling
D~ “ rΩ~ `Dhor~ `Dmix~ and D˚~ “ rΩ˚~ `Dhor~ , write
1
ipω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~q “
1
ipω ¨ ``D˚~ı ´D˚~ q
`
rΩ˚~ı ´ rΩ~ı ` rΩ~ ´ rΩ˚~ `Dmix~ı ´Dmix~
i pω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~q
´
ω ¨ ``D˚~ı ´D˚~
¯
“: Am1,m2,`pλ, εq `B~ı,~,`pλ, εq . (7.25)
We prove that Am1,m2,`pλ, εq is independent of n, while B~ı,~,`pλ, εq is decreasing in n.
It is easy to see that D˚~ı ´D˚~ is independent of n for all pp~ı,~q, `, p1,´1qq P A2 and by (7.17), as in (7.20)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ω ¨ ``D˚~ı ´D˚~
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
CNew
C
ď CN
2τ`1
εγ2
. (7.26)
Consider now B~ı,~,`pλ, εq. First we study its numerator. Note that rΩ˚~ “ rΩ~ if ~ R C , so it is convenient
to separate the case |n| ą maxk |mk| and |n| ď maxk |mk|. One has in the former caseˇˇˇrΩ˚~ı ´ rΩ~ı ` rΩ~ ´ rΩ˚~ `Dmix~ı ´Dmix~ ˇˇˇO1C ď 4Mε2minpxm1y2 , xm2y2q ` xny2 , for |n| ą maxk |mk| . (7.27)
Then (7.20), (7.26) and (7.27) give
|B~ı,~,`p¨, εq|O1C ď C
N3τ`1
γ2 xny2 , for |n| ą maxk |mk| , (7.28)
while using the definition B~ı,~,` :“ pω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~q´1 ´ Am1,m2,` and the estimates (7.20), (7.26) one
has
|B~ı,~,`p¨, εq|C
New
C ď | pω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~q´1 | ` |Am1,m2,`| ď C
N2τ`1
γ2 ε
, @n . (7.29)
We are ready to estimate χdiag defined in (7.24). DivideQdiag into its horizontal and mixing components,
Qdiag “ Qdiag,hor `Qdiag,mix so that
χm´1,m2,n “ pAm1,m2,` `B~ı,~,`q
´
Q´,horm1,m2,` `Q´,mix~ı,~,`
¯
(7.30)
“ Am1,m2,`Q´,horm1,m2,` `B~ı,~,`Q´,horm1,m2,` `
1
ipω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~qQ
´,mix
~ı,~,` . (7.31)
We estimate the three terms separately. Note that the first one is horizontal, while the last two are
mixing, so we define
χhorm1,m2,` :“ Am1,m2,`Q´,horm1,m2,` .
To estimate it, use the assumption Qhor P QC,hors,´2 and (7.26); one obtains immediately the first of (7.10).
Define now the Hamiltonian χmix,1 with coefficients
χmix,1m1,m2,` :“ B~ı,~,`Q´,horm1,m2,` ;
using Qhor P QC,hors,´2 and (7.29) one has
rχmix,1uC
New
s,´2 Ì N
2τ`1
γ2 ε
rQhoruCs,´2 , (7.32)
while by (7.28) one has
rχmix,1uC
New
s,p0,´2q Ì
N3τ`1
γ2 ε
rQhoruCs . (7.33)
Then (3.11) implies that
rχmix,1uC
New
s,´~2 Ì
N3τ`1
γ2 ε
rQhoruCs,´2 . (7.34)
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Finally define χmix,2 to be the Hamiltonian with coefficients
χmix,2m1,m2,` :“
1
ipω ¨ ``D~ı ´D~qQ
´,mix
~ı,~,` .
Using that Qmix P QC,mix
s,´~2 and (7.20) one has
rχmix,2uC
New
s,´~2 Ì
N2τ`1
γ2 ε
rQmixuC
s,´~2 . (7.35)
Define now χmix :“ χmix,0 ` χmix,1 ` χmix,2. Estimates (7.23), (7.34) and (7.35) imply the second of
(7.10). This concludes the proof of item piq.
piiq Now by Lemma 3.18 and estimate (7.8), the change of variables Tχ is well defined. We have
pω ¨ Y `D `Qq ˝ Tχ “ ω ¨ Y `D `Q ` tω ¨ Y `D, χu ` T2pχ;ω ¨ Y `Dq ` T1pχ;Qq
“ ω ¨ Y `D ` rQs `ΠąNQ ` T1pχ;Qq `
8ÿ
j“1
adjpχq
pj ` 1q! prQs ´ΠďNQq
We recall that rQspλ, ε;aq “ ř~Qe~,e~,0pλ, εq|a~|2 is defined for λ P C and by construction
rQs “ rQhors ` rQmixs , Qe~,e~,0 “ Qhorm `Qmix~
with
sup
mPZ
xm2y|Qhorm |C ` sup
~PZ2zS0
x~y2|Qmix~ |C ď rQmixuCs,´~2 ` rQhoruCs,´2 .
By Kirszbraun theorem we may extend the Qhorm , Qmix~ to functions rQhorm , rQmix~ defined on the whole
O1 and with the same Lipschitz norm. This in turn defines a diagonal Hamiltonian r rQs. We set, for
λ P O1, DNew :“ D ` r rQs , while for all λ P CNew:
QNew :“ ΠąNQ ` T1pχ;Qq `
8ÿ
j“1
adjpχq
pj ` 1q! prQs ´ΠďNQq.
The bounds (7.14) follow. The bounds 7.15 follow by applying Lemma 3.19 and Proposition B.1 (ii).
We now apply the KAM step recursively starting from
H0 :“ ω ¨ Y `D0pλ, εq `Q0 :“ ω ¨ Y ` rDpλ, εq ` rHp0q
which is well defined for all λ P C0 :“ O1. More precisely we construct a sequence of sets Cν Ă C0 and
on such sets we define a sequence of canonical transformations Tν such that we may recursively set for
ν ě 0
Hν ˝ Tν`1 :“Hν`1 “ ω ¨ Y `Dν`1pλ, εq `Qν`1
with Dν`1 diagonal and defined on the whole O1, andQν`1 ! Qν (in appropriate norms, see Proposition
7.4 pivq below).
Given s, η0 ą 0 we fix for all ν ě 1 the following sequences of parameters
sν :“ sν´1 ´ c˚s
ν2
, c´1˚ “ 2
8ÿ
ν“1
1
ν2
, ην :“ ηp3{2q
ν
0 , Nν :“ psν ´ sν`1q´1 log η´1ν .
Proposition 7.4 (Iterative scheme). There exist ε1, η‹ ą 0, such that @ε ď ε1 and @γ ď γ1 setting for
s0{16 ă s ď s0{8
η0 :“
r rHp0,mixquO1
s,´~2 ` r rHp0,horquO1s,´2
γ2ε
ď η‹ , (7.36)
one has that @ν ě 0 we may define a set Cν`1, a map Tν`1 and Hamiltonians Dν`1 “ diagpDpν`1q~ q,
Qν`1 s.t. the following holds true:
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(i) Setting C0 “ O1, we have recursively:
Cν`1 :“
!
ω P Cν :
ˇˇˇ
ω ¨ ``Dpνq~ı pλ, εq ` σDpνq~ pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ě εγ
2
N´τν , @pp~ı,~q, `,σq P A2zR2 , |`| ď Nν
)
.
(7.37)
(ii) Tν`1 is a canonical transformation defined for all λ P Cν`1 and s.t.
pω ¨ Y `Dν `Qνq ˝ Tν`1 “ ω ¨ Y `Dν`1 `Qν`1
and
rT horν`1 ´ IuCν`1sν ,´2 ` rT mixν`1 uCν`1sν ,´~2 ď ηνN
3τ`2
ν
(iii) Dν`1 “ diagpDpν`1q~ q is a diagonal Hamiltonian
Dpν`1q~ pλ, εq “ rΩ~pλ, εq `Dpν`1,horq~ pλ, εq `Dpν`1,mixq~ pλ, εq.
The functions Dpν`1,horq~ ,Dpν`1,mixq~ are defined for λ P O1 and fulfill the estimates
rDpν`1,mixq ´Dpν,mixquO1
s,´~2 ` rDpν`1,horq ´Dpν,horquO1s,´2 ď γ2εην (7.38)
(iv) Qν`1 “ Qhorν`1 `Qmixν`1 and
rQhorν`1u
Cν`1
sν`1,´2 ` rQmixν`1uCν`1sν`1,´~2 ď γ
2εην`1
Proof. Step ν “ 0: We fix ε1 sufficiently small so that ε1M0 ! 1. We apply the KAM step with D :“ D0,
Q :“ Q0, C “ C0 :“ O1, N “ N0. The smallness condition (7.8) follows from (7.36) provided that η‹
is appropriately small depending only on τ, s0. Then we apply the KAM step procedure, getting items
(i)-(iii). As for item (iv) it follows from the bound (7.15) by setting σ “ σ0 “ s´ s1 ě s0{24.
Step ν ù ν ` 1: we just have to show that we may apply the KAM step with D :“ Dν , Q :“ Qν ,
C “ Cν , N “ Nν . The smallness condition (7.8) follows by noting that
N3τ`2ν ην ă N3τ`20 η0 ă 1.
We may estimate M “ Mpνq in (7.6) by using (7.38), obtaining Mpνq ď Mp0q ` εřiďν´1 ηi ď 2Mp0q ď M0.
Hence again one has 1M0 ! 1. Then we note that CNew ” Cν`1, we apply the KAM step procedure and
define Dν`1 :“ DNew, Qν`1 :“ QNew. We get items (i)-(iii) directly. As for item (iv) it follows from
the bound (7.15) by setting σ “ σν “ sν ´ sν`1, provided η‹ is appropriately small depending only on
τ, s0.
The iterative KAM scheme above can be applied to diagonalize rHp0q provided that
r rHp0,mixquO1
s,´~2 ` r rHp0,horquO1s,´2
γ2ε
„ εγ´2 ď ε1γ´2 ď η‹ , ε1M0 ď 1 . (7.39)
More precisely the following holds:
Corollary 7.5. Assume that
ε1 M0
γ2
! 1 , (7.40)
with M0 as in (6.15). For all λ P O1 and for any ~ P Z2zS0 we have that Dpνq~ is a Cauchy sequence. We
denote by Ω~ its limit. We have that
Ω~pλ, εq “
#rΩ~pλ, εq ` Ωhor~ pλ, εq ` Ωmix~ pλ, εq , ~ ‰ pm, 0q
m2 ` $mpλ,εqxmy , ~ “ pm, 0q
where
Ωhor~ pλ, εq :“ Θmpλ, εqxmy2 , Ω
mix
~ pλ, εq :“ Θm,npλ, εqxmy2 ` xny2 (7.41)
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are defined for λ P O1 and fulfill the estimatesÿ
1ďiďd
|µip¨q|O1 `
ÿ
1ďiăkďd
˘
|µ˘ikp¨q|O1
` sup
εďε1
1
ε2
´
sup
mPZ
|$mp¨, εq|O1` sup
mPZ
|Θmp¨, εq|O1 ` sup
pm,nqPZ2zZ
|Θm,np¨, εq|O1
¯
ď M0
(7.42)
For all λ P XνCν the sequence
Tˆν :“ T1 ˝ T2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Tν
is a Cauchy sequence of changes of variables, converging to a pT , which satisfies the bounds:
rpT hor ´ IuCν`1sν ,´2 ` rpT mixuCν`1sν ,´~2 ď ε , @ν ě 0 .
Proof. This is a standard KAM convergence argument, see for instance [Pös96].
It turns out that the set on which we can diagonalize can be described in terms of the final frequencies.
Indeed we have the following
Lemma 7.6. Consider the set
Cfin :“  λ P O1 : |ω ¨ `` Ω~ıpλ, εq ` σΩ~pλ, εq| ě εγ x`y´τ , @pp~ı,~q, `,σq P A2zR2 ( . (7.43)
We have that Cfin Ď XνCν .
Proof. By definition Cfin Ď O1. By induction, we assume it is contained in XνďnCν “ Cn. Recall that by
definition
Cn`1 “
!
λ P Cn :
ˇˇˇ
ω ¨ ``Dpnq~ı pλ, εq ` σDpnq~ pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ě εγ
2
N´τn , @pp~ı,~q, `,σq P A2zR2 , |`| ď Nn
)
.
First recall thatˇˇˇ
Ω~ıpλ, εq ´Dpnq~ı pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
kěn
ˇˇˇ
Dpk`1q~ı pλ, εq ´Dpkq~ı pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ď εγ2
ÿ
νěn
ην ď 2εγ2ηn ď γ
4
ε N´τn .
Thus for |`| ď Nnˇˇˇ
ω ¨ ``Dpnq~ı pλ, εq ` σDpnq~ pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ě |ω ¨ `` Ω~ıpλ, εq ` σΩ~pλ, εq| ´ 2 sup
~ı
ˇˇˇ
Ω~ıpλ, εq ´Dpnq~ı pλ, εq
ˇˇˇ
ě εγ x`y´τ ´ εγ
2
N´τn ě εγ2N
´τ
n .
Finally we prove that the set of λ in which our diagonalization scheme holds has positive measure:
Proposition 7.7. There exists γ0 ą 0 s.t. for all 0 ă γ ă γ0, ε ă ε1 fulfilling (7.40), the set C defined
in (7.2) has measure measpCq ě measpCcq{2 (where Cc is defined in Lemma 6.4).
The proposition, being quite technical, it is proved in Appendix C.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Fix γ0 as in Proposition 7.7 and ε‹ s.t. 4ε‹M0γ´20 ! 1, so that (7.40) holds for
ε1 ď ε‹ and γ0{2 ď γ ď γ0. This ensures that (7.39) holds, so we apply Corollary 7.5. The change of
variables pT and the final frequencies Ω~ are the ones defined in Corollary 7.5, so all the desired bounds
follow. The measure of the set C is studied in Proposition 7.7.
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8 Birkhoff normal form for the cubic terms
After Theorem 7.1 we have the Hamiltonian
K :“ ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
Ω~pλ, εq |a~|2 `Kp1q `Kpě2q . (8.1)
We now perform a Birkhoff change of variables which cancels out Kp1q. In order to define such a change
of variables we use third order Melnikov conditions, which hold true in the set C of Proposition 7.7. The
main result of this section is the following theorem:
Theorem 8.1. For all ε ď ε‹, there exists r0 ! ?ε such that, for all λ P C there exists a symplectic
change of variables T p1q well defined and majorant analytic: Dps{32, %r{4q Ñ Dps{16, %r{2q for all
r ď r0, s0{64 ď s ď s0 and such that
K ˝ T p1q :“ ω ¨ Y `
ÿ
~PZ2zS0
Ω~pλ, εq|a~|2 `Rpě2q ,
where
(i) the map T p1q is the time-1 flow of a cubic Hamiltonian χp1q such that |χp1q|Cs
24 ,
%r
2
Ì r?
ε
.
(ii) Rpě2q contains just monomials of scaling degree at least 2 andˇˇˇ
Rpě2q
ˇˇˇ
s
32 ,
%r
4
Ì r2 .
(iii) One has ĂM ˝ T p1q “ ĂM and rP ˝ T p1q “ rP.
Proof. As usual we look for T p1q as the time one flow of an Hamiltonian χp1q. With N :“ ω ¨ Y `ř
~PZ2zS0 Ω~pλ, εq|a~|2, we have
K ˝ T p1q “ N ` tN , χp1qu `Kp1q (8.2)
` T2pχp1q; N q ` T1pχp1q; Kp1qq (8.3)
`Kpě2q ˝ T p1q (8.4)
We choose χp1q to solve the homological equation tN , χp1qu `Kp1q “ 0. Thus
setting Kp1q “
ÿ
pj,`,σqP A3
σi“˘1
Kσ`,jpλ, εq eiθ¨`aσ1~1 aσ2~2 aσ3~3 , ñ χp1q “
ÿ
pj,`,σqP A3
σi“˘1
χσ`,jpλ, εq eiθ¨`aσ1~1 aσ2~2 aσ3~3
with
χσ`,jpλ, εq :“
´iKσ`,jpλ, εq
ω ¨ `` σ1Ω~1pλ, εq ` σ2Ω~2pλ, εq ` σ3Ω~3pλ, εq
.
Since λ P C, the third order Melnikov conditions of Theorem 7.1 hold, thus we have
|χp1q|Cs
24 ,
%r
2
ď Cps, τqε´1|Kp1q| s
16 ,
%r
2
Ì r?
ε
.
Thus choosing
0 ă r ď r0 ď c?ε (8.5)
with c sufficiently small, Proposition 3.3 piiq guarantees that χp1q generates a flow. We come to the terms
of line (8.3). First we use the homological equation tN , χp1qu `Kp1q “ 0 to get that
T2
´
χp1q;N
¯
“
ÿ
kě2
adpχp1qqk´1rtχp1q,N us
k!
“
ÿ
kě1
adpχp1qqkrKp1qs
pk ` 1q! ,
and Proposition 3.3piiiq implies that T2pχp1q; N q, T1pχp1q; rHp1qq and Kp2q ˝ T p1q have scaling degree at
least 2 and fulfill the quantitative estimatesˇˇˇ
T2pχp1q; N q
ˇˇˇC
s
32 ,
%r
4
Ì r2 ,
ˇˇˇ
T1pχp1q; rHp1qqˇˇˇC
s
32 ,
%r
4
Ì r2 ,
ˇˇˇ
Kp2q ˝ T p1q
ˇˇˇC
s
32 ,
%r
4
Ì r2 .
To conclude the proof we show that tĂM, χp1qu “ t rP, χp1qu “ 0. This follows since Kp1q commutes withĂM and rP, hence its monomials fulfill the selection rules of Remark 5.2. By the explicit formula for χp1q
it follows that the same selection rules hold for χp1q. This conclude the proof.
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Proof of Theorems 2.9 and 2.10. Given s0 ą 0, we fix L, ε‹ as in Theorem (7.1), and r0 to fulfill (4.23)
and (8.5). Then Theorem 2.9 follows by applying the sequence of transformations T p1q, pT , T p0q defined
in Theorems 8.1, 7.1, 5.1 and setting %0 “ %{4.
The asymptotics of the frequencies claimed in Theorem 2.10 is proved in Theorem 7.1, more precisely
in Corollary 7.5.
9 Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this last section we show how Theorem 2.9 implies Theorem 1.3. We start by fixing s0 ą 0, p ą 1, a
L-generic support set S0, 0 ă ε ă ε‹ (ε‹ is given by Theorem 2.9) and λ P C of (2.32). This fixes the
torus TdpS0, λq ” TdpS0, Impλqq. Note that the actions Im are fixed by (2.12).
First we study the dynamics of the Hamiltonian (4.15) showing that Y “ 0, a “ 0 is orbitally stable.
More precisely we prove that there exist K0, T0 ą 0, independent of r, ε s.t.
pYp0q, θp0q, ap0qq P Dp s0
64 ¨ 32 , %0K0rq ùñ pYptq, θptq, aptqq P Dps0, rq @|t| ď T0{r
2 . (9.1)
To prove 9.1 we apply the change of coordinates T of Theorem 2.9. Recall that both T and its inverse
T ´1 map Dps{32, %0rq Ñ Dps, rq for any 0 ă r ď r0 and s064 ď s ď s0. Denoting pY, θ,aq “ T pY 1, θ,a1q,
the Hamiltonian in the variables pY 1, θ,a1q is given by (2.33), and its equations of motion are$’&’%
9Y 1 “ ´BθRpě2qpY 1, θ, a1, a¯1q
9θ “ ω ` BYRpě2qpY 1, θ, a1, a¯1q
i 9a1~ “ Ω~ a1~ ` Ba¯1Rpě2qpY 1, θ, a1, a¯1q
(9.2)
Then we prove the following bootstrap lemma:
Lemma 9.1. Let K0 ă %0 and consider the system (9.2) with initial datum pY 1p0q, θp0q,a1p0qq P
Dps0{64,K0rq. Assume that exists T0 ą 0 s.t. the quantities J ptq :“ }a1ptq}2 ` |Y 1ptq|1 and Θptq :“
Im|θptq| fulfill
sup
|t|ďT0r´2
J ptq ď %20r2 , sup|t|ďT0r´2
Θptq ď s0
32
. (9.3)
Then, provided K0, T0 are small enough (independently from r) one has
sup
|t|ďT0r´2
J ptq ď %
2
0r
2
2
, sup
|t|ďT0r´2
Θptq ď s0
40
. (9.4)
Proof. In the course of the proof we drop the superscript 1 from the variables. Consider first the dynamics
of Y. By the very definition of |¨|s,r (see (2.21) and (2.18)) we have
sup
pY,θ,aqPDps0{32,%0rq
ˇˇˇ
BθRpě2qpY, θ,aq
ˇˇˇ
1
ď %20r2 |R| s0
32 ,%0r
(2.34)ď CR %20 r4 .
Thus for any |t| ď T0r´2 one estimates
|Yptq|1 ď |Yp0q|1 ` |t| sup|t|ďT0{r2
ˇˇˇ
BθRpě2qpYptq, θptq, aptq, a¯ptqq
ˇˇˇ
1
ď K20r2 ` T0CR %20r2 ď %
2
0 r
2
4
(9.5)
provided K20 ď %20{8 and T0 ă 1{8CR. Similarly, using the equations of motion for a and the estimate
sup
pY,θ,aqPDps0{32,%0rq
ˇˇˇ
Ba¯Rpě2qpY, θ,aq
ˇˇˇ
1
ď |R| s0
32 ,%0r
%0 r
(5.20)ď CR %0 r3 ,
for any |t| ď T0r´2 one gets
}aptq} ď }ap0q} ` |t| sup
|t|ďT0{r2
ˇˇˇ
Ba¯Rpě2qpYptq, θptq, aptq, a¯ptqq
ˇˇˇ
ď K0r ` T0CR %0 r ď %0r
2
(9.6)
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provided K0 ď %0{4 and T0 as above.
Finally the equation for θ and the estimate sup
pY,θ,aqPDps0{32,%0rq
ˇˇˇ
BYRpě2qpY, θ, aq
ˇˇˇ
8
ď CR r2 give
|Im θptq| ď |Im θp0q| ` T0CR ď s0
40
(9.7)
provided T0 ă s0{CR103 as above. Estimates (9.5), (9.6) and (9.7) imply (9.4).
This bootstrap lemma and the properties of T and T ´1 imply that, taking K0 ď min
´
%0
4 ,
%20
8
¯
and
T0 ď min
´
s0
CR103
, 18CR
¯
, one has
pYp0q, θp0q, ap0qq P Dp s0
64 ¨ 32 , %0K0rq ñ pY
1p0q, θp0q, a1p0qq P Dp s0
64
,K0rq
ñ pY 1ptq, θptq, a1ptqq P Dps0{32, %0rq ñ pYptq, θptq, aptqq P Dps0, rq
which is valid for all |t| ď T0{r2; this proves (9.1).
Finally we show how the stability result (9.1) implies Theorem 1.3. Thus fix δ0 ą 0 so that
c´1‹ δ0 ă K0%0r0 (9.8)
where c‹ is defined in Proposition 4.2. Take 0 ă δ ă δ0 and u P Vδ. Then by Proposition 4.2(ii),
up0q P Vδ implies that pYp0q, θp0q,ap0qq P Dp s064¨32 , c´1‹ δq. Choose now r “ c´1‹ pK0%0q´1δ (note that (9.8)
guarantees that r ď r0 is fulfilled) and apply (9.1) to get that pYptq, θptq,aptqq P Dps0, rq for |t| ď T0{r2.
Applying again Proposition 4.2 one gets uptq P Vc˚ps0qr ” VCδ.
A Proof of Lemma 2.5
First we consider (2.28). Let us consider S0 as a point ~m “ pm1, . . . , mdq P Cd. With this identification
BR is the set of integer vectors in the cube r´R,Rsd with ordered components. An intersection S X C
is a point
vi,j,lp~mq “ px, yq P C2 : x “ ml , y “
b
pml ´ miqpmj ´ mlq
for some triple of indexes i, j, l P t1, . . . , du. So fix such indexes and consider the map
Γ : Cd Ñ Cd`2, ~mÑ p~m, vi,j,lp~mqq.
Now we restrict our attention to ~m P Zd and we wish to avoid to choose ~m so that vi,j,lp~mq P Z2. Our first
remark is that if ~m P BR then we have that |vi,j,lp~mq| ď 3R. In the square supi |mi| ď R there are p2Rqd
integer points and we claim that once we remove all points with vi,j,lp~mq P Z2, we still have many integer
points left. So in Cd`2 let us count the integer valued points p~m, vq such that supi |mi| ď R, |v| ď 3R and
v “ vi,j,lp~mq. We can fix all the ms with s ‰ l in any way we want (we get p2Rqd´1 points) then for each
such choice, ml is the x-coordinate of one of the integer points on the circle with diameter pmi, 0q, pmj , 0q.
But on a circumference of radius R the number of integer points are of the order Rδ with δ arbitrarily
small, so the bad points in Cd`2 are of order Rd´1`δ. Then the pre-image through Γ of these points is
composed at most of Rd´1`δ points. Since the total amount of points is of order Rd we have lots of good
points, i.e. points ~m P Zd such that the intersection vi,j,lp~mq is not an integer. When we play this game
for all the triples of indexes pi, j, lq we still get many points. Regarding the intersection Ci,j X Cl,s the
reasoning is the same. An intersection is a point v “ vi,j,l,sp~mq which solves the equation
px´ miqpx´ mjq ` y2 “ 0 , px´ mlqpx´ msq ` y2 “ 0 .
So we consider the map rΓ : Cd Ñ Cd`2, ~mÑ p~m, vi,j,l,sp~mqq.
As before we make the ansatz that supi |mi| ď R. Then we have that |vi,j,l,sp~mq| ď 3R. Now we can fix
all the points mq for q ‰ s (Rd´1 points) and for each such choice, fix v as one of the Rδ integer points
on the circle with diameter pmi, 0q, pmj , 0q. Then ms is fixed by the last equation (which is linear for ms).
In conclusion we have again Rd´1`δ bad points. Here we have to play such game for all the quadruples
pi, j, l, sq.
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Finally we consider condition (2.29). Fix ` with |`| ď L. Then the equation ř `ixi “ 0 defines an
hyperplane in Cd, and in the hypercube of size R there are „ Rd´1integer bad points to exclude. Taking
the union over all the possible hyperplanes gives „ LdRd´1 bad points to exclude. In conclusion the
number of bad points in BR is ď CpdqRd´1`δ, so
lim
RÑ8
|GR|
|BR| ě 1´ limRÑ8
CpdqRd´1`δ
|BR| “ 1.
B Proof from Section 3
We begin by defining projections of Hamiltonians. More precisely we define projections on any subspace
defined as the closure in As,r of the monomials ei`¨θ Y l aαa¯β satisfying some rule `, l, α, β P I with
I Ă Zd ˆ Nd ˆ NZ2zS0 ˆ NZ2zS0 :
ΠIh :“
ÿ
`PZd,lPNd,α,βPNZ2zS0
`,l,α,βPI
hα,β,l,` e
i`¨θ Y l aαa¯β . (B.1)
In particular we denote by ΠN the projection on trigonometric polynomials of degree ď N , i.e.
ΠNh :“
ÿ
`PZd, |`|ďN
l,α,β
hα,β,l,` e
i`¨θY laαa¯β . (B.2)
Proposition B.1. For every s, r ą 0 the following holds true:
(i) Continuity: all projections ΠI are continuous, namely
|ΠIh|Os,r ď |h|Os,r .
(ii) Smoothing: for any 0 ă s1 ă s one has
|ΠNh|Os,r ď es
1N |h|Os´s1,r , |pI´ΠN qh|Os,r ď e´s
1N |h|Os`s1,r
(iii) Partial ordering: if we have
|fα,β,l,`|OC ď |hα,β,l,`|OC , @ α, β, l, `
and thα,β,l,`u are the coefficients of the Taylor-Fourier expansion of a function h P AOs,r, then there
exists a unique function f P AOs,r whose Fourier expansion has coefficients tfα,β,l,`u and such that
|f |Os,r ď |h|Os,r
(iv) Graded Poisson algebra: Given f, g P AOs,r, for any 0 ă s1 ă s and 0 ă r1 ă r one has
|tf, gu|Os1,r1 ď δ´1Cpsq |f |Os,r |g|Os,r ,
where δ :“ min
´
1´ r1r , 1´ s
1
s
¯
. Moreover if f and g are monomials of the form ei`¨θ Y l aαa¯β one
has that degptf, guq “ degpfq ` degpgq and piptf, guq “ pipfq ` pipgq.
The proposition can be proved by adapting the methods of [BBP13].
B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.13
In order to prove (3.13) we have to control
|tpxm1yN1`k ` xnyN2qH˘,`m1,m2,nu|`|ącxm1y|Os1
(3.11)ď |txm1yN1`k |H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|`|ącxm1y|Os1 ` |txnyN2 |H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|Os1 . (B.3)
In the first summand since |`| ą c xm1y we have
|txm1yN1`k |H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|`|ącxm1y|Os1 ď c´k|txm1yN1 |`|k|H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|Os1 .
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Now we note that
|`|ke´ps´s1q|`| ď k!ps´ s1qk “ k!δ
´k
so that
|txm1yN1`kH˘,`m1,m2,nu|`|ącxm1y|Os1 ď k! c´kδ´k|txm1yN1 |H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|Os
(3.11)ď k! c´kδ´krHuOs,´pN1,N2q .
In the second summand of (B.3) we just have
|txnyN2 |H˘,`m1,m2,n|u|Os1 ď rHuOs1,´pN1,N2q ď rHuOs,´pN1,N2q .
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.14
Proof of Lemma 3.14 (i). By 3.11 we have
rtF,GuuOs1,´N´M ď rtF,GuuOs1,´pN1`M1,0q ` rtF,GuuOs1,´p0,N2`M2q . (B.4)
We start by discussing the first term. Following Lemma 3.13 we divide F “ FB`FR and G “ GB`GR,
so that
tF,Gu “ tFB , GBu ` tF,GRu ` tFR, GBu .
We claim that
rtFB , GBuuOs1,´pN1`M1,0q ď 4maxpM1,N1q rFBuOs1,´N rGBuOs1,´M (B.5)
rtF,GRuuOs1,´pN1`M1,0q ` rtFR, GBuuOs1,´pN1`M1,0q ď CN1,M1δ´N1´M1 rF uOs rGuOs (B.6)
Let us start by proving (B.5): we divide
tFB , GBu “ tFB , GBudiag ` tFB , GBuout ` tFB , GBuline
“ tF diagB , GdiagB u ` tF outB , GoutB u ` tF diagB , GoutB u ` tF outB , GdiagB u ` tF lineB , GlineB u
where we put
F diagB pλ; θ, a, a¯q “
ÿ
m1,m2,`,n‰0|`|ďcxm1y
F´,`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨`apm1,nqa¯pm2,nq ,
F outB pλ; θ, a, a¯q “
ÿ
m1,m2,`,ną0|`|ďcxm1y
F`,`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨`apm1,nqapm2,´nq ` c.c. ,
and similarly for G. Then
tF diagB , GdiagB u “ i
ÿ
m1,m2,`,n‰0
A`m1,m2,npλq eiθ¨`apm1,nqa¯pm2,nq ,
A`m1,m2,npλq :“
¨˚
˝ ÿ
m3,`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y,|`2|ďcxm3y
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG´,`2m3,m2,npλq ´G´,`1m1,m3,npλqF´,`2m3,m2,npλq‹˛‚
and by momentum conservation m1 ´m3 ` pip`1q “ 0, m3 ´m2 ` pip`2q “ 0, thus m1 ´m2 ` pip`q “ 0.
By definition of r¨uOs,´N, we need to computeˇˇˇ xm1yN1`M1 A`m1,m2,npλquˇˇˇO
s1
(B.7)
We note that
xm1yN1`M1
ˇˇ
A`m1,m2,npλq
ˇˇ ď ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y
xm1yN1
ˆxm1y
xm3y
˙M1 ˇˇ
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ xm3yM1 ˇˇG´,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇ (B.8)
`
ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y
xm1yM1
ˇˇ
G´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ ˆxm1y
xm3y
˙N1
xm3yN1
ˇˇ
F´,`2m3,m2,npλq
ˇˇ
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Now we remark that since m1 ´m3 “ ´pip`1q, one has
xm1y ´ |pip`1q| ď xm3y ď xm1y ` |pip`1q| . (B.9)
Moreover since |`1| ď c xm1y with c´1 “ 2 maxp|mi|q this implies 2|pip`1q| ď xm1y so that
1
2
ď xm1yxm3y ď 2 . (B.10)
In conclusion we may bound
(B.7) ď2M1 ˇˇt ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y
xm1yN1
ˇˇ
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ xm3yM1 ˇˇG´,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇuˇˇs1
` 2N1 ˇˇt ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y
xm1yM1
ˇˇ
G´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ xm3yN1 ˇˇF´,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇuˇˇs1
ďCM1,N1rFBuOs1,´pN1,0q rGBuOs1,´pM1,0q ď CM1,N1rFBuOs1,´N rGBuOs1,´M ,
by using the algebra property (3.9) and Remark 3.11. The term tF outB , GoutB u is treated exactly in the
same way. Now we analyze tF diagB , GoutB u. An explicit computation shows that
tF diagB , GoutB u “ ´ i
ÿ
m1,m2,`,ną0
¨˚
˝ ÿ
m3,`1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y, |`2|ďcxm2y
F´,`1m1,m3,nG
`,`2
m3,m2,n `G`,`1m1,´m3,nF´,`2m2,´m3,´n‹˛‚eiθ¨`apm1,nqapm2,´nq
Let us consider the equivalent of (B.8), namely
xm1yN1`M1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
m3, `1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y, |`2|ďcxm2y
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG`,`2m3,m2,npλq `G`,`1m1,´m3,npλqF´,`2m2,´m3,´npλq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ (B.11)
ď
ÿ
m3, `1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y, |`2|ďcxm2y
ˆxm1y
xm3y
˙M1
xm1yN1
ˇˇ
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ xm3yM1 ˇˇG`,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇ
`
ÿ
m3, `1``2“`|`1|ďcxm1y, |`2|ďcxm2y
ˆxm1y
xm2y
˙N1
xm1yM1
ˇˇˇ
G`,`1m1,´m3,npλq
ˇˇˇ
xm2yN1
ˇˇˇ
F´,`2m2,´m3,´npλq
ˇˇˇ
The first line is treated as in (B.8). For the second we note that xm2y ´ |pip`2q| ď xm3y ď xm2y ` |pip`2q|
so that since xm1y
xm2y “
xm1y
xm3y
xm3y
xm2y
we have
1
4
ď xm1yxm2y ď 4.
The term tF outB , GdiagB u can be estimated in an analogous way, we skip the details. This proves (B.5).
Regarding (B.6) let us suppose first that in (B.8) we have |`1| ą c xm1y, then
xm1yN1`M1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`1|ącxm1y
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG´,`2m3,m2,npλq ´G´,`1m1,m3,npλqF´,`2m3,m2,npλq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ (B.12)
ď c´N1´M1
ÿ
m3
`1``2“`
|`1|M1`N1
`ˇˇ
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ ˇˇ
G´,`2m3,m2,npλq
ˇˇ` ˇˇG´,`1m1,m3,npλqˇˇ ˇˇF´,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇ˘
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We have proved thatˇˇˇ xm1yN1`M1 ÿ
m3,`1``2“`|`1|ącxm1y
`
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG´,`2m3,m2,npλq ´G´,`1m1,m3,npλqF´,`2m3,m2,npλq
˘(ˇˇˇO
s1
(B.13)
ď 1
cN1`M1
ˇˇˇ |`1|N1`M1F´,`1m1,m3,npλq(ˇˇˇO
s1
ˇˇˇ 
G´,`2m3,m2,npλq
(ˇˇˇO
s1
` 1
cN1`M1
ˇˇˇ |`1|N1`M1G´,`1m1,m3,npλq(ˇˇˇO
s1
ˇˇˇ 
F´,`2m3,m2,npλq
˘(ˇˇˇO
s1
Now we remark that
sup
`
|`|M1`N1e´ps´s1q|`| ď CM1,N1 δ´M1´N1
so that ˇˇˇ |`1|N1`M1F´,`1m1,m3,npλq(ˇˇˇO
s1
ď Cδ´M1´N1
ˇˇˇ 
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
(ˇˇˇO
s
,
and (B.5) follows.
Consider finally the case |`1| ď c xm1y, |`2| ě c xm3y. Then (B.10) holds and
xm1yN1`M1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
m3
`1``2“`|`2|ącxm3y
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG´,`2m3,m2,npλq ´G´,`1m1,m3,npλqF´,`2m3,m2,npλq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ (B.14)
ď 2N1`M1c´N1´M1
ÿ
m3
`1``2“`
|`2|M1`N1
`ˇˇ
F´,`1m1,m3,npλq
ˇˇ ˇˇ
G´,`2m3,m2,npλq
ˇˇ` ˇˇG´,`1m1,m3,npλqˇˇ ˇˇF´,`2m3,m2,npλqˇˇ˘
and we proceed as in the previous case. We are left with the second summand in (B.4). We claim
rtF,GuuOs1,´p0,N2`M2q ď 2rF uOs1,´p0,N2qrGuOs1,´p0,M2q (B.15)
indeed ˇˇˇ xnyN2`M2 ` ÿ
m3,`1``2“`|`i|ďcxm1y
F´,`1m1,m3,npλqG´,`2m3,m2,npλq ´G´,`1m1,m3,npλqF´,`2m3,m2,npλq
˘(ˇˇˇO
s1
(B.16)
ď 2
ˇˇˇ xnyN2 F´,`1m1,m3,npλq(ˇˇˇO
s1
ˇˇˇ xnyM2 G´,`2m3,m2,npλq(ˇˇˇO
s1
,
and the result follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.14 (ii). The proof is standard, we repeat it here for completeness. We need to
estimate
T1pF ;Gq “
ÿ
kě1
adpF qkpGq
k!
. (B.17)
By the algebra property (3.9) we have
|adpF qkpGq|Os1 ď pC0|F |Os1 qk|G|Os1 .
Then by using (3.14) we have
radpF qkpGquOs1,´N “ rtF, adpF qk´1pGquuOs1,´N ď CN p rF uOs1,´N |adpF qk´1pGq|Os1 ` δ´N1 |F |Os |adpF qk´1pGq|Os q
ď CNpC0|F |Os qk´1prF uOs1,´N ` δ´N1 |F |Os q|G|Os (B.18)
Proof of Lemma 3.14 (iii). Let us prove inductively that
radpF qkpGquOs1,´kN ď Cˆk,Npδ´N1rF uOs,´Nqkk|G|Os (B.19)
We use (3.14); writing adpF qkpGq “ tadpF qk´1pGq, F u we get
radpF qkpGquOs1,´kN ď CkN
´
radpF qk´1pGquOs1,´pk´1qN|F |Os,´N ` δ´kN1 |adpF qk´1pGq|s|F |s
¯
(B.20)
ď CkN
´
|F |Os,´NCˆk´1,Npδ´N1rF uOs,´Nqk´1pk ´ 1q|G|Os ` δ´kN1Ck0 |G|s|F |ks
¯
.
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The result follows provided
CkN
´
Cˆk´1,Npk ´ 1qδ´pk´1qN1 ` δ´kN1Ck0
¯
ď Cˆk,N k δ´kN1
which in turn follows by setting
CkN
´
Cˆk´1,Npk ´ 1q ` Ck0
¯
ď k Cˆk,N.
Now setting s1 “ s´ ps´ s1q{2 we have
rTipF ;GquOs1,´iN ď rpadF qiG ˝ TF uOs1,´iN ď ipCˆi,NrF uOs1,´Nqip2δq´iN1 |G ˝ TF |Os1
and the result follows.
B.3 Proof of Lemma 3.18
First note that TipF ;Gq is linear in the second argument. Thus
TipF ;Gq “ TipF ;Ghorq ` TipF ;Gmixq “ TipF hor;Ghorq ` TipF ;Gmixq `
`TipF ;Ghorq ´ TipF hor;Ghorq˘ .
By Remark 3.17, TipF hor;Ghorq is horizontal. We define TipF ;Gqhor :“ TipF hor;Ghorq, which by Lemma
3.14(iii) belongs to Qhors,´ia and fulfills the claimed estimate.
Now consider TipF ;Gmixq. We prove that TipF ;Gmixq P QOs1,´~2, @ 0 ă s1 ă s. We proceed as in the
proof of Lemma 3.14(iii). We prove inductively
radpF qkpGmixquO
s1,´~2 ď pCˆ~2|F |Os qk
`
rGmixuO
s,´~2 ` kδ´2|G|Os
˘
. (B.21)
Indeed:
radpF qkpGmixquO
s1,´~2 ď rtF, adpF qk´1pGmixquuOs1,´~2
(3.14)ď C~2 p |F |Os1 radpF qk´1pGmixquOs1,´~2 ` δ´2 |F |Os |adpF qk´1pGq|Os q
(B.21)ď C~2 |F |Os
´
maxpC0, Cˆ~2q|F |Os
¯k´1 ´
rGmixuO
s,´~2 ` pk ´ 1qδ´2|G|Os ` δ´2|G|Os
¯
and the desired bound follows by taking Cˆ~2 “ η´1 “ maxpC0, C~2q, where C0 is the constant in (3.9).
Then substituting we get
rTipF ;GmixquOs1,´~2 ď C~2 δ´2
rGmixuO
s,´~2
´
η´1 |F |Os
¯i
1´ η´1 |F |Os
. (B.22)
Finally consider TipF ;Ghorq ´ TipF hor;Ghorq. Since the series are summable
TipF ;Ghorq ´ TipF hor;Ghorq “
ÿ
kěi
adpF qkpGhorq ´ adpF horqkpGhorq
k!
.
Now remark that F “ F hor ` Fmix, so adpF hor ` FmixqkpGhorq ´ adpF horqkpGhorq equals
k´1ÿ
h“0
adpF qh adpFmixq adpF horqk´h´1pGhorq (B.23)
Now by (3.14)
radpFmixqadpF horqk´h´1pGhorqus1,´~2 ď C~2
´
rFmixus1,´~2|adpF horqk´h´1pGhorq|s1 ` δ´2|F |s|adpF horqk´h´1pGhorq|s
¯
ď C~2prFmixus1,´~2 ` δ´2|F |sqpC0|F |sqk´h´1|G|s . (B.24)
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Now we use (B.21) with kù h and Gmix ù rGmix :“ adpFmixqadpF horqk´h´1pGhorq. We get
radpF qh rGmixus1,´~2 ď pη´1|F |sqh ´r rGmixus,´~2 ` kδ´2| rGmix|s¯
(B.24)ď pη´1|F |sqh
´
C~2prFmixus1,´~2 ` δ´2|F |sqpC0|F |sqk´h´1|Ghor|s
` kδ´2pC0|F |sqk´h|Ghor|s
¯
ď pη´1|F |sqk´1
´
C~2rF
mixus1,´~2 ` pk ` 1qδ´2|F |s
¯
|Ghor|s
Then it follows easily that
rTipF ;Ghorq ´ TipF hor;Ghorqus1,´~2 ď2
´
C~2rF
mixus1,´~2 ` δ´2|F |s
¯
|Ghor|s
`
η´1 |F |s
˘i´1
1´ η´1 |F |s
. (B.25)
We define TipF ;Gqmix :“ TipF ;Gmixq ` pTipF ;Ghorq ´ TipF hor;Ghorqq. Estimates (B.22), (B.25) show
that TipF ;Gqmix P QOs,´~2.
B.4 Proof of Lemma 3.19
The lemma follows using the same strategy of the proof of Lemma 3.18, but replacing the estimate of
the Poisson bracket tF,Gu by the following one: let N “ pN1, N2q,M “ pM1,M2q P N2, F P QOs,´N,
G P QOs,´M. Then tF,Gu P QOs,´O, where O “
`
minpN1,M1q,minpN2,M2q
˘
with the quantitative
estimate
rtF,GuuOs,´O ď C0 rF uOs,´N rGuOs,´M . (B.26)
Such an estimate follows easily by exploiting the algebra property of the norm, see also Remark 3.8 and
Remark 3.10.
C Proof of Proposition 7.7
Recall that, by Theorem 7.1, the frequencies Ω~pλ, εq of Hamiltonian (8.1) have the form (2.35), (2.36).
Expanding Ω~pλ, εq in Taylor series in powers of ε we get that
ωpλq ¨ `` σ1Ω~1pλ, εq ` σ2Ω~2pλ, εq ` σ3Ω~3pλ, εq “ Kσj,` ` ε Fσj,`pλq ` ε2 Gσj,`pλ, εq , (C.1)
where Kσj,` is defined in (6.9) and F
σ
j,`pλq is defined in (6.10). Recall that given any 0 ă γ ă γ1, the
functions above are well defined provided that (7.39) holds. From now on we assume (7.40) which clearly
implies (7.39).
We wish to prove that the set of λ P O1 such that
|ω ¨ `` σ1Ω~1pλ, εq ` σ2Ω~2pλ, εq ` σ3Ω~3pλ, εq| ě ε γx`yτ , @ pj, `,σq P A3zR3 (C.2)
has positive measure. To do this, we will show that the set of λ P Cc such that (C.2) holds has positive
measure; this clearly implies that also C has positive measure.
We discuss two cases separately, recall that M0 is defined in (6.15).
Case |`| ď 4M0. Then supλ |Fσj,`pλq| ď 8 M0. Assume first that Kσj,` P Zzt0u, then for ε sufficiently small
one has
|(C.1)| ě |Kσj,`| ´ ε8M0 ´ ε23M0 ě 12
hence, for such `’s, (C.2) is trivially fulfilled @λ P O1.
If instead Kσj,` “ 0, we use Lemma 6.4 and (7.40) to estimate for any λ P Cc
|(C.1)| ě εγ1 ´ ε23M0 ě εγ1
2
.
Thus so far we have proved that for all |`| ď 4M0 and for any λ P Cc, (C.2) hold.
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Case |`| ą 4M0. For 1 ď i ď d, 0 ď k ď d define the functions
pFi,kpλq “
$’’’&’’’%
εµipλq if k “ 0
εµ`i,kpλq if 1 ď i ă k ď d
εµ´i,kpλq if 1 ď k ă i ď d
0 if 1 ď i “ k ď d
(C.3)
Consider an expression of the form
ωpλq ¨ ``K
` η1pFi1,k1pλq ` η2pFi2,k2pλq ` η3pFi3,k3pλq
` η11 Θm1pλ, εqxm1y2
` η12 Θm2pλ, εqxm2y2
` η13 Θm3pλ, εqxm3y2
` η21 Θm1,n1pλ, εqxm1y2 ` xn1y2
` η22 Θm2,n2pλ, εqxm2y2 ` xn2y2
` η23 Θm3,n3pλ, εqxm3y2 ` xn3y2
`η31$m1pλ, εqxm1y ` η32
$m2pλ, εq
xm2y ` η33
$m3pλ, εq
xm3y
(C.4)
where K P Z, mi P Z, ni P Zzt0u while ηr, ηr1r2 P t´1, 0, 1u. First we have the following
Lemma C.1. If |K| ě 4 |`|max
1ďiďdpm
2
i q then for any mi P Z, ni P Zzt0u, ηr, ηr1r2 P t´1, 0, 1u, one has
|(C.4)| ě M0.
Proof. We have
|(C.4)| ě |K| ´ |ωpλq| |`| ´
3ÿ
r“1
ˇˇpFir,kr ˇˇO1C ´ 3ÿ
r“1
|Θmr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry2
´
3ÿ
r“1
|Θmr,nr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry2 ` xnry2
(C.5)
´
3ÿ
r“1
|$mr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry
ě 4 max
1ďiďdpm
2
i q |`| ´ max
1ďiďdpm
2
i q |`| ´ ε|`| ´ 3εM0 ´ 3ε2M0 ě M0 .
Next we have the following result:
Lemma C.2. Fix arbitrary K P Z, mi P Z, ni P Zzt0u, ηr, ηr1r2 P t´1, 0, 1u. For any α ą 0 then
measptλ P O1 : |(C.4)| ă εαuq ă 16α|`|´1 . (C.6)
Proof. Let ˆ` :“ `{|`| and let us denote the expression in (C.4) as fpλq. We have
inf
λ‰µPO1
λ´µ“|λ´µ|ˆ`
|fpλq ´ fpµq|
|λ´ µ| ě ε|`| ´
3ÿ
r“1
ˇˇpFir,kr ˇˇO1C ´ 3ÿ
r“1
|Θmr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry2
´
3ÿ
r“1
|Θmr,nr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry2 ` xnry2
´
3ÿ
r“1
|$mr p¨, εq|O1C
xmry
ě ε |`| ´ 3εM0 ´ 3ε2M0 ě ε
8
|`|. (C.7)
In order to prove our claim we first perform an orthogonal change of variables so that ˆ`becomes the first
basis vector. Formula (C.7) amounts to
|fpx, λ2, . . . , λnq ´ fpy, λ2, . . . , λnq| ě ε
8
|x´ y|
for all x ‰ y such that px, λ2, . . . , λnq, py, λ2, . . . , λnq P O1.
We consider the map F : λ ÞÑ λ1 “ pfpλq, λ2, . . . , λnq which maps O1 bijectively to some set B. F
is a lipeomorphism and its inverse has Lipschitz constant ă 8ε´1|`|´1. In the λ1 variables the volume
of the set of µ P B such that |µ1| ă εα can be estimated by 2εα hence on O1 it can be estimated by
16α|`|´1.
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We will employ such lemma to prove the following result:
Lemma C.3. There exist γ2, τ ą 0 such that for 0 ă γ ă γ2, the set
C‹ “ C‹pγ, εq :“
"
λ P O1 : |(C.4)| ě ε γx`yτ , @|`| ě 4M0
*
(C.8)
has positive measure. More precisely
measpO1zC‹q ď C‹γ
for some positive C‹ independent of .
Proof. We prove such a claim by finite induction on the number of ηr1,r2 different from 0. More precisely
for every 0 ď n ď 9 we shall show that for γ small enough, there exist a positive increasing sequence τn
and a sequence of nested sets Cn “ Cnpγ, τnq such that provided
|η1,1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |η3,3| “ n ,
then
measpO1zC0q ď Cγ , measpCnzCn`1q ď Cγ (C.9)
with some C ą 0 independent of ε. Moreover for λ P Cn, |`| ě 4M0, one hasˇˇˇ
(C.4)
ˇˇˇ
ě ε γx`yτn . (C.10)
Then Lemma C.3 follows by taking C‹ :“ C9, τ “ τ9 and C‹ “ 10C. γ2 ď γ1 is fixed in order to ensure
that 10Cγ ă measpO1q, so that the measure of C‹ is positive.
Case n “ 0. Given K P Z, i “ pi1, i2, i3q P t1, . . . du3, k “ pk1, k2, k3q P t0, . . . , du3, ` P Zd with
|`| ě 4M0, η “ pη1, η2, η3q P t´1, 0, 1u3, we define the set
G0K,i,k,η,`pγ, τ0q :“
"
λ P O1 : |(C.4)| ď ε γx`yτ0 and ηr1r2 “ 0 @r1, r2
*
.
If |K| ě 4 max
1ďiďdpm
2
i q |`| then by Lemma C.1 we have G0K,i,k,η,`pγ, τ0q “ H, provided that M0 ě εγ{2.
If |K| ď 4 max
1ďiďdpm
2
i q |`| , then by Lemma C.2 with α “ γ x`y´τ0 we have
meas
`
G0K,i,k,η,`pγ, τ0q
˘ ď 16γx`yτ0`1 .
Taking the union over all the possible values of K, i,k, η, ` one gets that
meas
¨˚
˚˝ ď
|`|ě4M0, i,k,η
|K|ď4 maxipm2i q |`|
G0K,i,k,η,`pγ, τ0q
‹˛‹‚ď Cpdq γ ÿ
|`|ě4M0
1
x`yτ0 ď Cγ ,
which is finite provided τ0 ě d` 1. Letting
C0 :“ O1z
ď
|`|ě4M0, i,k,η
|K|ď4 maxipm2i q |`|
G0K,i,k,η,`pγ, τ0q
one has clearly that measpO1zC0q ď Cγ and for λ P C0 we haveˇˇ
ωpλq ¨ ``K ` η1pFi1,k1pλq ` η2pFi2,k2pλq ` η3pFi3,k3pλqˇˇ ě ε γx`yτ0 (C.11)
for any choice of `,K, i,k, η. This proves the inductive step for n “ 0.
Case n n` 1. Assume that (C.10) holds for any possible choice of η11, . . . , η33 s.t. |η11|`¨ ¨ ¨`|η33| ď
n for some pτrqnr“1. We prove now the step n` 1. Suppose first that
D mi s.t. |mi| ě x`yτn and |η1i| ` |η2i| ` |η3i| ‰ 0 . (C.12)
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W.l.o.g. assume it is m3. Thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇΘm3pλ, εqxm3y2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Θm3,n3pλ, εqxm3y2 ` xn3y2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
$m3pλ, εq
xm3y
ˇˇˇˇ
ď M0 ε
2
x`yτn
and by the inductive assumption and (7.40), for any λ P Cnˇˇˇ
(C.4)
ˇˇˇ
ě
ˇˇˇ
ωpλq ¨ ``K ` η1pFi1,k1pλq ` η2pFi2,k2pλq ` η3pFi3,k3pλq
` η11 Θm1pλ, εqxm1y2
` η12 Θm2pλ, εqxm2y2
` η21 Θm1,n1pλ, εqxm1y2 ` xn1y2
` η22 Θm2,n2pλ, εqxm2y2 ` xn2y2
` η31$m1pλ, εqxm1y ` η32
$m2pλ, εq
xm2y
ˇˇˇ
´ M0 ε
2
x`yτn
ě ε γx`yτn ´
M0 ε
2
x`yτn ě
ε γ
2 x`yτn ě
ε γ
x`yτn`1
provided τn`1 ě τn ` 1.
If (C.12) is not fulfilled, assume that
D ni s.t. |ni|2 ě x`yτn and |η2i| ‰ 0 . (C.13)
W.l.o.g. assume it is n3. Then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Θm3,n3pλ, εqxm3y2 ` xn3y2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď M0 ε2x`yτn
and again by the inductive assumption and (7.40)ˇˇˇ
(C.4)
ˇˇˇ
ě
ˇˇˇ
ωpλq ¨ ``K ` η1pFi1,k1pλq ` η2pFi2,k2pλq ` η3pFi3,k3pλq
` η11 Θm1pλ, εqxm1y2
` η12 Θm2pλ, εqxm2y2
` η13 Θm3pλ, εqxm3y2
` η21 Θm1,n1pλ, εqxm1y2 ` xn1y2
` η22 Θm2,n2pλ, εqxm2y2 ` xn2y2
` η31$m1pλ, εqxm1y ` η32
$m2pλ, εq
xm2y ` η33
$m3pλ, εq
xm3y
ˇˇˇ
´ M0 ε
2
x`yτn
ě ε γ
2 x`yτn ě
ε γ
x`yτn`1
provided τn`1 ě τn` 1. If (C.12) and (C.13) are not fulfilled, then one has |mi| , |ni|2 ď x`yτn for all the
mi, ni that appear non-trivially in (C.4). Furthermore, we can safely assume that |K| ď 4 maxi m2i |`|,
otherwise Lemma C.1 ensures that (C.10) is met for any λ P O1. Thus we are left with a finite number
of cases and we can impose a finite number of Melnikov conditions.
For K P Z, i “ pi1, i2, i3q P t1, . . . , du3, k “ pk1, k2, k3q P t0, . . . , du3, ` P Zd with |`| ě 4M0,
η “ pη1, η2, η3q P t´1, 0, 1u3, m “ pm1,m2,m3q, n “ pn1, n2, n3q define the set
Gn`1K,i,k,η,`,m,npγ, τn`1q :“
"
λ P Cn : |(C.4)| ď ε γx`yτn`1 , |η11| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |η33| “ n` 1
*
.
By Lemma C.2 with α “ γ{ x`yτn`1 we have
meas
´
Gn`1K,i,k,η,`,m,npγ, τn`1q
¯
ď 16γx`yτn`1`1 ,
and taking the union over the possible values of K, i,k, η, `,m,n one gets that
meas
´ ď
|`|ě4M0
i,k,η
ď
|mi| , |ni|2ďx`yτn
|K|ď4 maxipm2i q |`|
GK,i,k,η,`,m,npγ, τn`1q
¯
ď Cpdq γ
ÿ
|`|ě4M0
x`y1`9τn{2
x`yτn`1`1 ,
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which converges provided τn`1 ě d` 1` 9τn{2. Thus we define the set
Cn`1 :“ Cnz
ď
|`|ě4M0
i,k,η
ď
|mi|,|ni|2ďx`yτn
|K|ď4 maxipm2i q |`|
Gn`1K,i,k,η,`,m,npγ, τn`1q
which fulfills (C.9) and (C.10).
We conclude the section with the proof of Proposition 7.7.
Proof of Proposition 7.7. Fix τ as in Lemma C.3. By definition for γ ă γ2, any λ P Cc X C‹ fulfills (C.2)
for any admissible pj, `,σq. By taking γ sufficiently small, we can ensure that measpCcXC‹q ą measpCcq{2.
This fixes γ0.
D A crash course on polynomial rings and algebraic extensions
The aim of this section is to recall the reader 8 some basic algebraic properties of polynomial rings and
algebraic extensions which are used repeatedly in the paper.
Basic properties of polynomial rings. Let R be a commutative ring with unit element. We denote
by Rrλs the polynomial ring in λ over R, which is the set of formal polynomials in λ with coefficients in
R. Its elements are of the form
ř
j ajλ
j . Rrλs is a commutative ring with unit element. Similarly one
defines the ring of polynomials in the n-variables λ1, . . . , λn over R, denoted by Rrλ1, . . . , λns, whose
elements are of the form
ř
ai1i2...inλ
i1
1 λ
i2
2 . . . λ
in
n .
The following result is very well known:
Lemma D.1. If R is an integral domain9, then so is Rrλ1, . . . , λns.
Let R be an integral domain. The characteristic of R is the smallest positive integer such that n¨1 “ 0,
where n ¨ 1 stands for 1` 1` . . .` 1 n´ times. In case n ¨ 1 is never 0, then R has characteristic 0.
If R is an integral domain it is possible to construct its field of quotients F and R has characteristic
0 if and only if F contains the field Q of rational numbers.
In as integral domain we can speak about irreducible elements. More precisely an element a P R,
a ‰ 1 will be called irreducible if a “ bc with b, c P R implies that one of b or c must be invertible in R,
that is a unit. Two elements b, c are associated if b “ uc with u invertible.
Definition D.2. An integral domain R is a unique factorization domain (UFD) if
(a) Every nonzero element in R is either a unit or can be written as the product of a finite number of
irreducible elements of R.
(b) The decomposition in part paq is unique up to the order and associates of the irreducible elements.
The ring Z is the simplest UFD. A main theorem is that if R is a UFD so is Rrλs thus:
Example D.3. The ring Zrλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λds of polynomials in the variables λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λd with coefficients in Z
is a UFD (its units are ˘1).
Given a UFD R let F be its field of quotients We can then consider Rrλs to be a sub-ring of F rλs. In
particular given any polynomial fpλq P F rλs, then fpλq “ pf0pλq{aq, where f0pλq P Rrλs and a P R. It is
natural to ask if a polynomial irreducible in Rrλs is still irreducible when it is considered as a polynomial
in the larger ring F rλs.
Lemma D.4. If fpλq P Rrλs is irreducible as an element of Rrλs, then it is irreducible as an element
of F rλs. Conversely, if fpλq P Rrλs is both primitive10 and irreducible as an element of F rλs, it is also
irreducible as an element of Rrλs.
8and the authors!
9An integral domain is a commutative ring with an identity 1 ‰ 0 with no zero-divisors. That is ab “ 0 ñ a “ 0 or
b “ 0. The ring Z is an integral domain.
10fpλq P Rrλs is said to be primitive if the GCD of its coefficients is 1. Every polynomial fpλq P Rrλs can be decomposed
as the product of a primitive polynomial and the GCD of its coefficients, such decomposition being unique.
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We want to apply this to R “ Zrλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λds with field of quotients Qpλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λdq the rational functions
with rational coefficients.
Remark D.5. We identify Zrt, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λds with the ring Zrλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λdsrts, namely with the ring of poly-
nomial in the variable t with coefficients in the ring Zrλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λds.
Next we recall some basic facts about extension fields that is F Ă E two fields. We begin with the
following definition:
Definition D.6. If E is a field extension of F , then an element a of E is called an algebraic element
over F if there exists some non-zero polynomial fptq P F rts such that fpaq “ 0.
The set of elements of E which are algebraic over F form also a field that is are closed under sum
difference multiplication and inverse. There is also an extension F¯ algebraic over F and algebraically
closed that is the only irreducible polynomials are the linear ones, thus every polynomial fptq P F rts of
degree n factors in F¯ through its n roots (with possible multiplicities). So when we speak of the roots
of a polynomial fptq P F rts we think of elements of F¯ .
Given a P E an algebraic element over F , we define the set
Ia :“ tfptq P F rts : fpaq “ 0u .
This is an ideal of F rts.
Lemma D.7. F rts is a principal ideal domain, namely every ideal of F rts is generated by a unique
monic polynomial pa P F rts, which is called the minimal polynomial of a:
Ia ” tfptq paptq : fptq P F rtsu .
Clearly the minimal polynomial is the monic polynomial of least degree in Ia, and it is irreducible over
F .
Let fptq P F rts be irreducible, then the lemma above implies that f is the minimal polynomial of
every root of f in E.
Lemma D.8. Let F be a field with characteristic 0. An irreducible polynomial fptq P F rts has no
multiple roots.
Proof. Recall that to any polynomial fptq “ řjě0 ajtj , we can associate its formal derivative f 1ptq “ř
jě0 jaj tj´1. If deg f “ 1, the statement is trivial, thus let deg f ą 1. Assume that fptq has multiple
roots. Then f and f 1 have a common root a P F¯ . Since f is the minimal polynomial of a, then f{f 1.
But since deg f 1 ă deg f , then f 1 “ 0, hence deg f “ 1, contradiction.
Lemma D.9. Let fptq P F rts be irreducible. For any a P F , fpt` aq is irreducible.
Proof. Assume that fpt`aq “ g1ptqg2ptq with g1, g2 not trivial polynomials. Then fptq “ g1pt´aqg2pt´aq,
and g1pt´ aq, g2pt´ aq P F rts, getting a contradiction.
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